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ABSTRACT 

CDl33 is a pentaspan membrane protein found on pseudopodia, microvilli and other 

plasma protrusions irrespective of cell type in both humans and mice. CDl33 has been 

classified as a marker of primitive haemopoietic and neural stem cells. At the molecular 

level it interacts with cholesterol and is located within lipid micro domains known as lipid 

rafts. Using cellular and molecular techniques we investigated the functional role CD 133 

plays in stem cell biology. Prior to commencing the functional experiments, we determined 

that MUTZ-2, Caco-2 and primary CD34+ cells provided the best characteristics to 

investigate CDl33 function. We established growth conditions, patterns and CD133 

expression for all 3 cell types and concluded that Caco-2 was the preferential cell line 

based on CD 133 expression and cell stability. 

A number of approaches were used to knock down CDl33 usmg a variety of RNAi 

oligonucleotides. Plasmid vectors were used in an attempt to produce a permanent CD 133 

knockout Caco-2 cell line. However, after successfully inserting the plasmid, the cell line 

failed to proliferate. Ultimately, a 73% CD133 phenotypic knockdown was achieved using 

RNAi technology from Santa Cruz, with 50% CD133 re-expression within 5 days, 

confirmation by both PCR and flow cytometry. Knockdown of CD133 in Caco-2 cells, 

resulted in no change in proliferation or adhesive properties to plastic, however a slight 

increase in cell cycle activity was observed. 

Gene profiling of CD133 knocked down Caco-2 and control cells was carried out using 

microarray technology. This was also applied to cells incubated with monoclonal 

antibodies against epitopes of CD133, as these are often used as a means of cell isolation 

for CD133 functional studies. A variety of genes were up and down regulated in both 

groups when compared to the control cells. CD 133 knockdown caused an up-regulation of 

genes associated with cell migration, motility, cell cycle, Wnt and tyrosine kinase pathway 

inhibitors and lipid transport across the membrane and down-regulated cell adhesion genes 

and apoptotic related genes. 

Caco-2 cells incubated with monoclonal antibodies against CD 133 showed up regulation in 

genes associated with cell cycle. migration and DNA replication and down regulation of 
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genes associated with regulation of cell proliferation and apoptosis. This result is 

significant due to the extensive use ofC0133 antibodies in functional C0133 and C0133+ 

cell population studies. 

Confocal studies showed partial co-localisation between the lipid rafts and C0133, 

removal of the lipid rafts using the drug Beta Methyl Cyclodextrine caused loss ofC0133. 

However, lipid raft expression remained relatively constant on C0133 knockdown cells. 

Examining the distribution of C0133 on Caco-2 cells adhered to fibronectin compared to 

glass via confocal analysis, showed there is no direct involvement of CO 133 with 

anchorage type cell adhesion. However, considering the confocal analysis showing the 

association of CO 133 within lipid rafts and the results of microarray, this would imply a 

more indirect role of CO 133 within the processes of cell adhesion. 

This study has revealed that that C0133 plays a suppressive role in stem cell biology and 

play a regulatory role in maintaining quiescence, keeping the early stem and progenitor 

cells in a non proliferating, non motile state. A number of studies in recent years have 

attempted to determine the function of C0133 which still remains relatively elusive. 

However, this study has contributed to a greater understanding of C0133 function and 

identified key areas for further investigation. 
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Chapter 1: General Introduction 

1.1 CD133 Structure 

CD133 was identified in 1997 via contra-lateral immunisation of New Zealand Black mice 

with foetal liver CD34+ cells. This resulted in lymphocyte formation and antibody 

production against CD133 (Yin et al., 1997) identified as the human correlate of the 

murine prominin 1 (Miraglia et al., 1997; Yin et al., 1997). Today there are 2 antibodies 

commercially available, AC 141 and AC 133 that both recognise distinct epitopes on the 

receptor. CD133 is a transmembrane glycoprotein specifically associated with plasma 

membrane protrusions. It displays a unique membrane topology with five membrane

spanning domains and two large N-glycosy1ated extracellular loops (over 250 residues 

each) as illustrated in figure 1 (Corbeil etal., 2001). 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of CD133 antigen structure. N-1inked glycans 

are indicated in red. The CD 133 molecule features 5 transmembrane, 3 extracellular and 

3 intracellular domains. (Adapted from Miraglia et aI., 1997). 

The CD 133 gene is located on chromosome 4p 15.32 in humans and 5B3 in mice, it is 

composed of at least 37 exons that span more than 150kb and is under the control of five 

alternative promoters (Jaszai et al .. 2007). The eDNA of CD133 antigen encodes a sing1e-
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chain transmembrane glycoprotein of 866 amino acids (AA) (molecular weight 120 kDa) 

with a unique structure consisting of an N-tenninus (105 AA), two additional extracellular 

domains (258, and 279 AA), five transmembrane domains (23 AA each), two intracellular 

domains of 29 and 21 AA, and a 59 AA carboxytenninal tail. On the basis of the sequence, 

eight potential N-glycosylation sites have been identified. This topology closely resembles 

that of mouse prominin, an 858 AA glycoprotein recognized by the murine monoclonal 

antibody (Mab) 13A4 (Wiegmann et a1.1997) and expressed in microvilli of murine neuro 

epithelium and kidney. Despite the differences, human CD133 and mouse Prominin 1 

share roughly 60% homology. Prominin 2, a recently discovered second member of the 

prominin family, shares about 26% and 29% homology with CDl33 and mouse prominin 1 

respectively (Corbeil et al., 2001). Since the original work carried out by Yin et aI., (1997) 

and Miraglia et aI., (1997), CD 133 has been shown to be expressed by a wide variety of 

different tissues of both healthy and oncogenic nature. Perhaps one of the most significant 

areas of interest for CD 133 expression has been within haemopoietic stem cells. 

1.2 Haemopoietic/progenitor stem cells 

1.2.1 Haemopoietic Stem cells 

HSC are the precursor to all different cell types from the myeloid (monocytes and 

macrophages, neutrophils, basophils, eosinophils, erythrocytes, megakaryocytes/platelets, 

dendritic cells), and lymphoid lineages (T -cells, B-cells. NK-cells) and can be defined by 

certain functional properties: Stem cells are pluripotent, meaning they have the ability to 

differentiate into all the haemopoietic lineages. This was demonstrated by Till e( aI., 

(1961) who demonstrated that a single stem cell could repopulate the spleen of 

myeloablated mice with cells of all haemopoietic lineages (Till and McCulloch, 1961). 

Stem cells also have the ability to self-renew; they can maintain their own numbers 

throughout an individual's life. even though they are responsible for the continual 

production of approximately lOll cells per day (McKenzie et al., 1996). Self renewal may 

occur symmettically or asymmetrically. This highly dynamic process of self renewal and 

differentiation to generate and maintain all blood lineages is known as haemopoiesis (Clark 

{'( al .. 2003). 



1.2.2 Haemopoietic environment 

The site of haemopoiesis changes throughout development until adult life. At the start of 

life the yolk sac is the only site of haemopoiesis and is described as the mesoblastic phase. 

The foetal liver starts to produce haemopoietic cells after six weeks of development, but 

does not become the main site of haemopoiesis until week twelve (Rodak, 1995). The liver 

continues to produce haemopoietic cells up until birth and is assisted by the spleen, kidney 

and lymph nodes. As birth approaches the bone marrow becomes increasingly important as 

a haemopoietic organ and a few weeks after birth is the major site for haemopoiesis 

(Rodak, 1995). For the first few years of life the vast majority of bones have active (red 

marrow) bone marrow. Subsequently, there is a gradual (10-15 yrs) replacement of active 

bone marrow by fatty tissue (yellow marrow) and in early adulthood, active bone marrow 

is restricted to the top of long bones, the sternum, ribs cranium, vertebrae and pelvis. 

Within adult humans, the bone marrow is the major site of haemopoiesis containing the 

entire range of blood cells types. The bone marrow microenvironment supports the 

different developmental stages of all maturing cell lineages and contains stromal stem cells 

(mesenchymal stem cells), fibroblasts, endothelial cells, macrophages, osteoblasts and fat 

cells, together with the extracellular matrix consisting of collagen, fibronectin, laminin and 

proteoglycan constituents forming so called "niches" where stem cells reside. Both a 

healthy stem cell pool and bone marrow microenvironment (BMME) are necessary for 

haemopoietic cell production (see figure 2). 

Figure 2: The bone marrow microenvironment. Haemopoiesis occurs in the BMME 
provided by a stromal matrix on which stem cells grow and divide. Recognition and adhesion 
sites, extracellular glycoproteins and other compounds are involved in their binding (adapted 
from Hoftbrand and Pettit, fifth edition, 2006). 
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1.2.3 The regulation of haemopoiesis 

The proliferation, maturation and apoptosis of haemopoietic cells are governed by extrinsic 

signals, chemokines and cytokines in a complex system of soluble glycoproteins, named 

haemopoietic growth factors (HGF"s) which direct the division and maturation of the 

progenitor cells along different lineages of differentiation as illustrated in figure 3. 

Over 30 haemopoietic growth factors have been characterized and cloned. They control all 

growth stages within the different lineages of blood cells with more than one factor 

controlling cells in a single lineage, and most single factors influencing more than one 

lineage (Earle et al .. 2007). 

Cytokines are not directly able to enter the cells so they exert their effect on receptors 

located on the cell membrane resulting in intracellular messengers being produced (Hart et 

al .. 2004). For example red cell production and release into the circulation is stimulated by 

erythropoietin (EPO) which is also a stem cell regulator. The ability of cells to respond to 

different growth factors is dependant on the expression of cell surface receptors, often 

linked to stages of differentiation e.g.: EPO and Macrophage colony stimulating factor 

(MCSF). 

General characteristics of myeloid and lymphoid growth factors are listed below: 

• Glycoproteins that act at very low concentrations. 

• Multiple actions: proliferation, differentiation, maturation etc. 

• Show synergistic or additive interactions with other growth factors. 

• Usually affect more than one lineage. 
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To sustain haemopoiesis without exhausting the stem cell pool, two conflicting theories 

exist as to how stem cells make the choice between differentiating or self renewing. 

The Stochastic theory suggests that the decision to self renew is a random one which is 

dependent on cytokine receptor expression of the receptor. HSC are exposed to a variety of 

cytokines in the bone marrow and failure to interact with the correct stimulus may lead to 

apoptosis (Ogawa, 1993). The deterministic theory suggests that exogenous stimuli such as 

specific cytokines are responsible for this decision. In the absence of suitable cytokines, 

the haemopoietic stem cell will undergo apoptosis (Ogawa, 1993). 

As stem cells differentiate towards progenitors, precursors and eventually mature cells, 

they lose their ability to self renew. This is partially due to the stem cell being subjected to 

various external conditions which ultimately determine the lineage the cells will take. 

Chemokeines, growth factors and other cytokines determine the cells fate and are vital for 

haemopoietic stem cell regulation suggesting that both theories may be occurring. 
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1.3 CD133 expression on haemopoietic cells 

CD 133 is known to identify a very primitive population of HSC and was originally found 

on HSCs and HSCs derived from human fetal liver, bone marrow and peripheral blood 

(Pasino et al .. 2000). Yin et al .. (1997) has shown that the receptor is down regulated to 

undetectable levels as the haemopoietic stem cell matures (Yin et al .. 1997). 

Up to 0.52% of bone marrow and 0.16% of cord blood mononuclear cells express CD 133 

(Bhatia et al .. 200 I). CD 133 is expressed on CD34+ cells known to contain up to 70% of 

Bone Marrow and 83% Cord Blood CD34+ cells with the HSC being positive for C0l33 

(Yin et al.. 1997). Analysis showed that CD 133 is dimly or not expressed on late 

progenitors, such as pre-B cells, CFU-E (colony forming unit-erythrocytes), and CFU-G 

(colony forming unit-granulocytes), and populations of CD 133+ cells are highly enriched 

for long term culture initiating cells (LTC-IC), the most primitive human haematopoietic 

cells which can be assayed in vitro ( Matsumoto et al .. 2000). CDI33 + cells appear to be 

precursors to CD34+ cells as Gallacher et al .. showed that CDI33 cells were the only 

subset of amongst a CD34-CD38- lineage population from human cord blood that could 

form CD34+ cells in culture with an engraftment capability in NOD/SCID mice 400 fold 

greater than that observed in the CD 133- subset (Gallacher et al.. 2000).This was also 

supported in part by Summers et al.. (2004) who generated CD34+ cells from 

CDI33+ICD34- cells in vitro (Summers et al .. 2004). As the cells mature and become 

progenitor cells they begin to express markers such as CD38. Finally they begin to lose 

their haemopoietic/progenitor markers and adopt maturation markers such as CDl3, CD33. 

A role for CD 133 as an identifier of stem cells with the capacity to engraft and differentiate 

to form non haemopoictic adult lineages and contribute to disease amelioration through 

tissue regeneration has already been shown to be beneficial in vi\'O. Cord blood or bone 

maITOW- derived CD 133+ cells have been used to restore myocardial tissue viability after 

infarction. CD 133+ cells were able to migrate, colonize and survive in the infarcted 

myocaI'dium and support functional recovery by preventing scar thinning and diastolic 

dilation (Leor ct al.. 2006) and also induce angiogenesis within the infarcted myocardium 

(Stamm ct 01 .. 2003). In previous experiments this was suggested to be as a result of 

fibrosis rather than tIUe myocyte regeneration, but functional myocytes have now been 

proven (Shmelkov d al .. 2005). 
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1.4 CDl33 expression in normal tissues 

CD 133+ expressing stem and progenitor cells can be found in many different tissues such 

as the liver, muscle, kidney, prostate and neural tissue and in vitro have been shown to 

have similar characteristics to endothelial cells, neural cells, hepatocytes, myocytes and 

osteoblasts. The general distribution ofCD133 is described below: 

1.5 Murine models: 

1.5.1 Epithelial cells 

In the prostate, CD 133 expression was shown to be found on a2p I high basal cells. which 

were defined as the prostate epithelial stem cell population. When transplanted into 

athymic nude mice, CD133+ cells from separated prostatic tissue regenerated a fully 

differentiated prostatic epithelium, including acini that secreted prostate-specific products 

(Richardson cf al .. 2004). CD133+ cells isolated from the human kidney could be 

differentiated in vitro into renal epithelial or endothelial cells. Upon transplantation into 

Severe Combined Immunodeficiency (SCID) mice with acute tubulonecrosis, CDI33 cells 

migrated to the damaged kidneys forming tubular structures that expressed renal epithelial 

markers in damaged tubules (Bussolati et al .. 2005). 

1.5.2 Endothelial cells 

Endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) play an essential role in postnatal neoangiogenesis and 

neovascularisation, and also as a potential treatment of ischemic or injured tissue and 

myocardial infarction (Yang et al.. 2004). After transplantation into nude mice with 

ischemic hind limb injury, enriched CD133+ cord blood cells were able to incorporate into 

capillary networks, augment neovascularisation and improve ischemic limb salvage (Yang 

d al .. 2004). CD133+ cells isolated from the bone marrow (Yang et al .. 2004), cord blood, 

mobilised and non-mobilised peripheral blood are capable of giving rise to endothelial 

cells in vitro in addition to the reconstitution of the haematopoietic system in vivo (Logues 

ct £11 .. 2004) thus indicating that CD133+ cells potentially contain hemangioblasts, the 

common precursor ofHSCs, HPCs and EPCs (Logues et al .. 2004). 
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1.5.3 Neural cells 

Rodent models of stroke damaged brains and spinal cord injuries in mice have also 

demonstrated the ability of injected CD 133+ neural stem cells to migrate to sites of lesions 

and to differentiate into functional neuronal phenotypes. In the case of spinal cord injuries, 

re-myelination, locomotive recovery and synapse formation were all observed (Cummings 

et ai., 2005). Lee et ai., (2005) isolated neural stem CD133+ Ilineage - cells (lacking 

markers of neuronal and glial lineages), which constituted approximately 0.1-0.3% of cells 

in the mouse developing cerebellum, and showed that these cells were capable of clonal 

expansion to form neurospheres in vitro (Lee et ai., 2005). CD133 has also been found 

within the mouse embryonic forebrain where it has been used to enrich for neural 

progenitors (Barraud et ai., 2007) and restricted to the ductal epithelial tree of the 

embryonic and adult mouse pancreas. These cells were capable of clonal expansion and 

multi lineage differentiation. 

1.6 Human CD133 models 

Within human tissue, CD133 expression is widespread and not solely restricted to 

haemopoietic stem or progenitor cells. Outlined below is the origin of these CDl33 

expressing cells and their possible functions. 

Table 1: Represents cells expressing CDl33 that are widely expressed by multiple 
tissues and function as stem cells. 

Origin Stem cell action Reference 

Adult human kidney Endothelial and epithelial differentiation (Bussolati et al., 2005) 

Human Bone marrow Human liver regeneration (Bitan et al., 2005) 

Human brain Neural differentiation (Corti et aI., 2008) 

Human neonatal foreskin Keratinocyte differentiation (Yu et al., 2002) 

Human prostate basal cells prostatic acinar differentiation in mice (Richardson et al., 2004) 

Human Pancreas Islet differentiation (Koblas et al., 2007) 
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CD133+ cells isolated from fetal liver, umbilical cord blood, bone marrow and mobilized 

blood were capable of in vitro differentiation to neuronal cells as well as astrocytes, 

oligodendrocytes and glial cells (Jang et al., 2004). Similarly, CD133 cells isolated from 

the human fetal brain or skin tissues were able to form self -renewing neurospheres in 

vitro and to differentiate into neurons and glia (Uchida et al., 2000). Moreover when 

human CD133+ neurosphere cells were transplanted into neonatal immunodeficient Non 

obese diabetes (NOD)-SCID mice, they proliferated, migrated and differentiated into fully 

integrated neurons and glial cells (Tamaki et al., 2002). Kuci et al., (2006) found that 

culture of highly purified CD133+ cells from mobilized peripheral blood for 3-5 weeks in 

the presence of the appropriate micro environmental cues, differentiate into neural 

progenitor-like cells (NPLCs) and hepatocyte-like cells. (Kuci et al .. 2006). 

CD133+ cells from the stroma of human cornea have the capacity to proliferate in vitro; 

colonies derived from CD133+ cells could be differentiated into fibroblastic cells, 

indicating that CD133+ cells represent stem cell of the corneal stroma (Thill et al., 2007). 

Human circulating CD133+ cells were also induced to undergo endothelial or 

cardiomyocytic differentiation in vitro (Bonanno et al., 2007). However, Lu et al (2007) 

compared colony formation and endothelial cell formation in 2 groups of cells expressing 

CD133+ or CD34+ from umbilical cord blood. The results showed that even though both 

groups formed similar numbers of granulocyte-macrophage colony-forming units, CD133+ 

cells showed reduced formation of burst forming units erythroid colonies and were unable 

to differentiate to endothelial cells indicating that there may be no advantage of using 

CD133+ cells in this instance compared to the proposed theory mentioned above or that of 

CD133+ cord blood cells were able to incorporate into capillary networks, augment 

neovascularisation and improve ischemic limb salvage in the murine model (Lu et al., 

2007). 

However, as previously stated, CDl33 and Prominin only share approximately 60% 

homology. IfCD133 is directly involved in these regenerative processes, then this disparity 

may be reflected in the varying results observed between human and murine models. Due 

also to the rarity ofCD133+ cells from within CB and BM and the potential unreliability of 

murine models, perhaps a more reliable model from which to study CD133 within human 

tissue is the use ofCD133+ cancer cell lines. 
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1.7 Introduction to cancer stem cells 

According to the traditional model of carcinogenesis, a tumor can originate from any 

dividing cell of the body as a result of multiple mutations allowing an unlimited 

proliferation potential resulting in a tumour mass. In the last several years, evidence has 

suggested that the capacity of initiating a self renewable clonal population could be a rather 

unique characteristic of cells with sternness properties. Expansion of mammary stem cells 

in mouse breast cancer models prior to cancer development is also indicative of a potential 

connection between normal tissue stem cells and cancer stem cells (CSCs) (Shackleton et 

al., 2006). 

These so-called CSC's have been isolated from a variety of tumours and tend to make up a 

very minor population of cells that have the ability to self renew, differentiate and 

proliferate to various cell types observed in tumours. Factors that make cancer stem cells 

difficult to treat are their resistance to therapeutic drugs, partially due to the fact the cells 

are in the quiescent GO phase and these drugs normally target homogeneous populations of 

rapidly dividing and differentiating tumour cells. Also the fact they have greater migratory 

capabilities than normal cancer cells which relates to a higher metastatic potential making 

it difficult to home in and target the cells in a localised area. It is therefore imperative to try 

and understand the mechanisms contributing to this resistance, but this can only be 

achieved by identifying the cancer stem cells, their regulatory mechanisms and possible 

signalling pathways involved in CSC maintenance. Many of the factors known to govern 

HSC migration are also critical mediators of cancer metastasis and may contribute to the 

problem. The laminin receptor which is known to playa key role in HSC migration from 

the bone marrow, has also been found to play an important role in cancer metastasis 

(Selleri et al., 2006). Similarly, stromal cell derived factor and its receptor chemokine 

receptor 4 (CXCR4). critically involved in HSC migration and homing, also function in 

breast (Kang et al., 2003), prostate (Bernards et al., 2003) and other types of cancers. 

Matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9) belongs to a family of MMPs that playa critical role 

during cancer cell invasion (Chinni et al., 2006) and is involved in HSC homing and 

migration (Heissig et al., 2002). Finally it has been shown that HSC lacking a particular 

calcium sensing receptor (CaR) are unable to localise to there endosteal niches in the bone. 

However elevated CaR expression in breast cancer samples positively correlate with 
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increased bone metastasis (Mihai et al., 2006) perhaps due to lack of homing to its own 

tissue. 

1.8 CD 133 expression in malignant cancer stem cells and solid tumours 

Cancer stem cells with stem cell like features were first observed in acute myeloid 

leukaemia and later found in other tumour types. In most cases such cells have been 

identified through the expression of specific cell surface markers. 

The most frequent markers shared by CSC of different origins are C020, C024. C034, 

C044. C090, C0117, C0133, aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALOH), nestin, the ~I integrin 

chain and EpCAM. Across tumour types the most common cancer stem cell marker used to 

identify CSC has been C0l33. 

Singh et al., (2003) took a C0133+ cell population from human brain tumours and was 

able to show that they exhibit stem cell like features, by proving they were capable of self 

renewal and replication of the original tumour when transfected into an immunodeficient 

mouse brain. He was able to show that injection of just 100 CO 133+ cells were able to 

cause a tumourgenic effect whereas injection of the same number of COl33' cells did not 

elicit a response (Singh et al., 2003). Similarly, Chiou et al., (2008) discovered that in 

atypical teratoid rhabdoid tumour, a malignant neoplasm in the central nervous system, the 

migration, invasion, malignancy and radio resistant capabilities of C0133~ were 

significantly augmented when compared to C0l33' cells (Chiou et al., 2008). There have 

been many studies proving that cells expressing C0l33 represent cancer stem cells, 

including those listed in table 2. 

Interestingly Rappa et al., (2008) investigated C0l33 as a potential molecular therapeutic 

target for metastatic melanoma. They used FEMX-I melanoma cells and made retroviral 

plasmids to create a permanent CO 133 down-regulated cell line. Functional analysis of the 

knocked out cell lines showed the down regulation of COl33 resulted in slower growth 

(growth decreased by 25% in FEMX-I A), and reduced capacity to form spheroids, 

suggesting that the cells have lost some CSC - associated properties. The down regulation 

or the receptor severely reduced the capacity of the cells to metastasize. indicating that 
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Table 2: CD133 expression in solid tumour tissues on human cells. 

Antigenic Phenotype Tumour Origin Reference 

CDl33/CD44/ulP2 Human prostate tumour Collins et al., 2005 

CDl33/ABCG2 Human pancreatic adenocarcinoma Olempka et al., 2007 

CD133 Human colon carcinoma O'B Tien et al., 2007 

CD133 Human hepatocellular carcinoma Yin et al., 2007 

CD I 33INestin Human neural tumours Liu 1 et al., 2006 

CD133 Human renal tumours Bruno et al., 2006 

CDl33 Human lung tumours Song et al., 2008 

CD133 Melanoma carcinoma Monzani et al., 2007 

CD133 CNS carcinoma Blazek et aI., 2007 

CD 133 may playa role in the tumour cells capacity to seed to distant sites (Rappa et al., 

2008). This was partially demonstrated by Horst et al., (2009) showing that high CD 133 

expression correlates strongly with synchronous liver metastasis, but knockdown of the 

receptor showed no change in proliferation or colony formation (Horst et al., 2009). 

In contrast to this, various groups have expressed their concerns regarding CD 133 as CSC 

marker. In Shmelkov's (2008), study, both CD133+ and CD133- metastatic colon cancer 

cells were capable of long term tumourigenesis in SCID mice and the later formed larger 

tumours (Shrnelkov et aI., 2008). Other studies have backed this work claiming that 

expression of CD133 in colonic cancer is not restricted to CSC, but it is also expressed on 

differentiated tumour cells (Kemper et aI., 2010) suggesting that CD 133- human 

glioblastoma cells were also found to be tumour initiating. Ogden et al., (2008) and 

Yoshikawa et al., (2009) revealed that CD 133 could be a biliary and progenitor cell marker 

in vivo, concluding that CD 133 alone is not sufficient to detect tumor-initiating cells in 

human hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines (Yoshikawa et a/., 2009; Ogden et aI., 2008). 

Therefore, the validity of CD 133 being a CSC marker is still very much under debate. 

Another major therapeutic problem CSC's present is their resistance to treatment such as 

radiation and various chemodrugs which normally target homogeneous populations of 

rapidly growing, differentiating tumour cells. Alternative targets are being looked at. These 
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include the drug Salinomycin, a potassium ionophore that is capable of reducing the 

proportion of CDl33+ subpopulations in human CRC HT29 AND SW480 cells. 

Furthermore, salinomycin treatment decreases colony-forming ability and cell motility in 

HT29 cells and down regulates the expression of vimentin (mesenchymal stem cell 

marker) and induces E-cadherin expression in HT29 cells (Dong et ai., 2011). 

It is therefore imperative to try and understand the mechanisms contributing to this 

resistance, but this can only be achieved by identifying the cancer stem cells, their 

regulatory mechanisms and possible signalling pathways involved in CSC maintenance. As 

discussed previously, resistance to radiation and chemo drugs has been a major therapeutic 

problem for combating CDl33 associated CSC's. 

1.9 Cellular distribution 

The majority of work on CDl33 within both CSC and normal stem cell populations, has 

predominantly used CD 133 as a cell population identifier, although some studies have 

focused on the distribution of CDl33 on different cell types and the possible significance 

of its distribution. The main characteristics ofCDl33 can be described as follows: 

I. A profound preference for membrane extensions such as microvilli, which is 

illustrated by its concentration in various types of plasma membrane protrusions. 

2. Associated with a cholesterol- based membrane microdomain in which CDl33 

interacts directly and specifically with membrane cholesterol. 

3. Association with membrane particles (prominosomes) that are found in various 

body fluids including saliva and lacrimal fluid (Corbeil et al., 2001). 

In epithelial cells, CDl33 is concentrated in microvilli and similar protrusions of the apical 

plasma membrane, and is lacking from the planar subdomain of the cell surface 

(Weigmannet al., 1997). In non-epithelial cells, such as haemopoietic stem cells, CDI33 is 

again enriched in plasma-membrane protrusions (Corbeil et al., 2000). In rod 

photoreceptor cells, CD 133 is concentrated in the plasma-membrane envaginations present 

at the base of the outer segment, which are essential precursor structures in the biogenesis 

of photoreceptive disks (Maw et al .. 2000). Figure 4 shows the distribution of CD 133 for 

plasma membrane protrusions in various cell types (Corbeil et al., 1999). 
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The molecule also displays a remarkable sub cellular localization. At the plasma 

membrane, it is confined to specific subdomains that although distinct in various cell types 

have one feature in common, namely that they all protrude from the planar region of the 

plasmalemma. 

Figure 4: CD133's preference for plasma membrane protrusions in various cell types. 
A) In epithelial cells, newly synthesized prominin is directly targeted (arrow) from the trans
Golgi network (TGN) to the apical plasma membrane domain. Within this domain, prominin 
is selectively associated with microvilli (red) rather than the planar subdomain (blue) of the 
plasma membrane B) In hematopoietic progenitor cells, prominin is enriched in the sparse, 
small plasma membrane protrusions of these cells (red) C) In rod photoreceptor cells, 
prominin is concentrated in the plasma membrane envaginations (red) at the base of the 
outer segment D) In oligodendrocytes, prominin appears to be enriched in the plasma 
membrane protrusions fOlming the myelin sheath (red) E) In transfected fibroblasts. 
prominin is preferentially localized in microspikes. filopodia and at the leading edge of 
lamellipodia (red) (adapted from Corbeil et al.. 2001). 
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1.10 Cell membrane and lipid rafts 

The cell membrane is a biological membrane that separates the interior of all cells from 

their external environments. Charles Ernest Overtone was the first to fmd that non-polar 

substances have the ability to pass surprisingly quickly across membranes of plant and 

animal cells. The cell membrane surrounds the protoplasm of a cell and consists of the 

phospholipid bilayer with embedded proteins. It is selectively-permeable to ions and 

organic molecules and controls the movement of substances in and out of cells. Cell 

membranes are involved in a variety of cellular processes such as cell adhesion, ion 

conductivity and cell signalling and serve as the attachment surface for the extracellular 

glycocalyx and cell membrane and intracellular cytoskeleton (Alberts et al.. 5th edition, 

2007). The cell membrane also plays a role in anchoring the cytoskeleton to provide shape 

to the cell, and in attaching to the extracellular matrix and other cells to help group cells 

which together form tissues. The barrier is differentially permeable and able to regulate 

what enters and exits the cell, thus facilitating the transport of materials needed for 

survival. The movement of substances across the membrane can be passive, occurring 

without the input of cellular energy, or active, requiring the cell to expend energy (Mayor 

and Rao, 2004). 

The apical membrane of a polarized cell is the surface of the plasma membrane that faces 

the lumen whilst the basolateral membrane is the surface of the plasma membrane that 

forms its basal and lateral surfaces. Tight junctions join epithelial cells near their apical 

surface preventing the migration of proteins from the basolateral membrane to the apical 

membrane. The cell membrane consists primarily of three main classes of amphipathic 

lipids: phospholipids, glycolipids, and cholesterols which make up about 30% of the cell 

membrane. Phospholoipids are spontaneously arranged so that the hydrophobic "tail" 

regions are shielded from the surrounding polar fluid, causing the more hydrophilic "head" 

regions to associate with the cytosolic and extracellular faces of the resulting bilayer. This 

forms a continuous spherical lipid bilayer maintained by hydrophobic interactions. Lipid 

bilayers have very low permeability for ions and most polar molecules. The arrangement of 

hydrophilic heads and hydrophobic tails of the lipid bilayer prevent polar solutes (e.g. 

amino acids, nucleic acids, carbohydrates, proteins, and ions) from diffusing across the 

membrane, but generally allows for the passive diffusion of hydrophobic molecules 

(Tristram-Nagle et al .. 2004). 
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Originally defined biochemically as detergent resistant membrane (ORM) fractions, lipid 

rafts are proposed to be highly dynamic, submicroscopic assemblies that are found on the 

cell membrane surface and consists of cholesterol and sphingolipid. Lipid rafts are more 

ordered and tightly packed than the surrounding bilayer, but float freely in the membrane 

bilayer with (Fantini et ai., 2002) the cholesterol acting as a "dynamic" glue holding the 

raft together. The tighter packing is due to the saturated hydrocarbon chains in raft 

sphingolipids and phospholipids compared with the unsaturated fatty acids of 

phospholipids in the non-raft phase (Simons and Vaz, 2004). These specialized membrane 

microdomains compartmentalize cellular processes by serving as organizing centers for the 

assembly of signalling molecules influencing membrane fluidity, membrane protein 

trafficking (e.g. apical delivery, membrane budding and fission), regulating 

neurotransmission and receptor trafficking (Korade et ai., 2008) (Figure 5). 

Two types of lipid rafts have been proposed: planar lipid rafts and caveolae. Planar rafts 

are defined as being continuous with the plane of the plasma membrane (not invaginated) 

(Janich et ai., 2007). Caveolae, on the other hand, are flask shaped invaginations of the 

plasma membrane that contain caveolin proteins and are the most readily-observed 

structures in lipid rafts (Hnasko et aI., 2003). Caveolins are widely expressed in the brain 

micro-vessels of the nervous system, endothelial cells, astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, 

schwann cells, dorsal root ganglia and hippocampal neurons (Sowa et ai., 2008). Planar 

rafts contain flotillin proteins and are found in neurons where caveolae is absent. Lipid 

rafts also have been defined largely according to their insolubility in nonionic detergents 

such as Triton X-tOO (Calder et ai., 2007; Roper et ai., 2000) which probably relates to 

their structural characteristics. 
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Figure 5: The schematic structure of a lipid bilayer. Figure shows a cell plasma 
membrane showing amphipathic lipids in a bilayer. Polar phospholipid head group exposed to 
the aqueous cell interior and exterior but hydrophobic acyl chains associated with each other 
and make a barrier between cell interior and exterior. Integral or peripheral proteins of a lipid 
bilayer are free to move in the plane of the bilayer. (Adapted from Alberts et al .. 5th edition 
2007). 

1.11 CD133 association with cell membrane lipid rafts 

Little is known about the precise delivery ofC0l33 to the cell surface, but we know that 

the receptor shows a polar distribution towards the apical membrane location. This was 

demonstrated by Karbonova et al .. (2008) using a novel monoclonal antibody (80B258) 

generated against the human prominin-l polypeptide. Using glandular epithelial cells they 

observed 80B258 immunoreactivity at the apical or apicolateral membranes of polarized 

cells (Karbonova et al .. 2008) and its association with microvilli involved a cholesterol 

based lipid raft (Corbeil et al .. 2000). The relationship between C0l33 and the cholesterol 

based lipid rafts was strengthened when it was discovered that a mild cholesterol depletion 

of the cell surface lead to a redistribution of prominin from microvilli over the entire apical 

plasma membrane (Roper et al .. 2000). 

Surprisingly, the retention of CO 133 in microvilli is not due to a direct interaction with the 

actin skeleton and it seems that the receptor is not a constituent of the classical Triton 

cholesterol-sphingolipid rafts but Lubrol rafts (terminology comes from the fact that they 

are soluble in the detergent Triton and insoluble in Lubrol). Interestingly the rafts are 
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assembled in the trans golgi network into relatively small lubrol rafts and then are 

delivered to the apical membrane directly. The small rafts cluster forming larger ones 

hence creating the microdomains. This was shown by Oshima et al., (2007) using Madin

Darby Canine Kidney Cells (MOCK cells) to investigate the intracellular transport of 

Prominin (Oshima et al., 2007). 

There are 3 mechanisms that could possibly explain the retention of COl33 in the 

microvillar plasma membrane. Lubrol rafts may be linked to each other by numerous weak 

interactions involving the glycan moieties of their glycoproteins and glycolipids forming a 

stable structure (Figure 6A). Lubrol rafts may be linked due to a vertical interaction with 

the actin-based cytoskeleton of a Lubrol insoluble transmembrane protein distinct from 

prominin (Figure 6B). The membrane curvature at the base of the microvilli may act like a 

fence preventing lateral diffusion of the CD 133 containing rafts and preventing escape 

from the microvilli.( Figure 6C) (Corbeil et al., 2001). 

Figure 6: Illustration of three hypothetical mechanisms underlying the retention of 
Prominin-containing Lubrol rafts in the microvillar plasma membrane. A) Retention due 
to lateral interactions of multiple rafts involving the glycan moieties of their glycoproteins and 
glycolipids WGA, wheat germ agglutinin. B) Retention due to vertical interaction with the 
actin-based cytoskeleton of a Lubrol-insoluble transmembrane protein distinct from C0l33. C) 
Retention due to the negative membrane curvature which exists in the external membrane 
leaflet. (Adapted from Corbeil et al., 2001). 
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It has also been reported that Prominin 1 (murine CD133) is associated with small 

membrane particles known as prominosomes. Prominin 2 (a structurally related protein) is 

confined to microvilli, cilia and other acetylated tubulin-positive protruding structures. 

Similar to Prominin I, Prominin 2 is partly associated with detergent-resistant membranes 

in a cholesterol-dependent manner, suggesting its incorporation into membrane 

microdomains, and binds directly to plasma membrane cholesterol. It was also noted by the 

same group, that Prominin 2 is not restricted to the apical domain like Prominin 1 but is 

distributed in a non-polarized fashion between the apical and basolateral plasma 

membranes. (Florek et ai., 2007). 

Prominosome production and release is unknown, however they may arise from microvilli 

or primary cilia where Prominin 1 appears concentrated at the tips. Prominosomes are 

released into the culture media and found in a variety of physiological fluids (Florek et ai., 

2007). Marezesco et ai., (2005) discovered that prominosomes particles were found in 

various body fluids of adult humans, including saliva, seminal fluid and urine, and were 

released by the epithelial model cell line Caco-2 upon differentiation (Marzesco et al., 

2005). The fact they are released on differentiation supports the theory that their role in 

haemopoiesis may be a means of disposal of a "stem cell- specific membrane 

microdomain" allowing these cells to modify stem and progenitor cell properties (Bauer et 

al., 2008). Alternatively the Prominin 1 containing membrane particles might playa role in 

intercellular communication by carrying specific signalling. 

1.12 Postulated functions of CD133 

1.12.1 Cell membrane organiser 

The function of CD 133 still remains to be defined. The distribution of the molecule within 

areas such as microvilli and pseudopodia suggest that ofCD133 may be involved with the 

regulation of the plasma membrane or be an "organiser" of the plasma membrane 

topololgy. Marzesco et al., (2005) showed that smail CD133 containing vesicles known as 

prominosomes. were discovered in the ventricular fluid within the developing mouse 

neural tube, human saliva, seminal fluid and urine. The appearance of the prominosomes 

coincided with the regression of microvilli and the formation of large pleomorphic 
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protuberances on embryonic neuroepithelium suggesting C0l33 mediated regulation of 

the plasma membrane structure (Marzesco et al., 2005). C0l33's interactions with 

cholesterol forming micro domains on the cell surface suggests that CO 133 may be a cell 

surface lipid regulator (Fargeas at aI, 2004). This was supported by Roper et al., (2000) 

who showed that prominin, becomes associated in the trans-Golgi network of lipid rafts 

(Roper et aI., 2000). The role C0l33 plays in association with lipid rafts is not clearly 

defined. It may have an indirect effect determining the lipid concentration within the 

membrane, which would not only affect signalling processes but ultimately affect cell 

motility and migration. Motility is related to cell membrane lipid composition, thus the 

correct cocktail and concentrations of lipids would ultimately increase the fluidity of the 

cell membrane facilitating movement. C0l33 may have a direct effect on lipid raft 

formation, structural integrity and maintenance thus affecting all the processes associated 

with lipid rafts in the bilayer. No studies have yet confirmed this hypothesis. 

1.12.2 Pseudopodia formation 

It has been suggested that C0l33 plays a role in formation of plasma membrane 

protrusions. C0l33 is expressed in retinoblastoma cell lines and adult retina, however a 

single nucleotide deletion causing a frame shift mutation in the C0l33 gene results in the 

loss of approximately half of the second extracellular loop, the final membrane spanning 

element and the cytoplasmic C-terminal domain. The resulting truncated protein cannot be 

transported to the cell surface resulting in impaired generation of the envaginations or 

impaired conversion of the envagination to disks by autosomal recessive degeneration of 

the photoreceptor disk (Maw et al., 2000). This results in blindness and loss of peripheral 

vision from childhood which can progress to profound visual impairment. This data is also 

consistent with the postulated function of Prominin 1 as an organiser of plasma-membrane 

protrusions. Corbeil et al., (2001) showed by using immunohistological and electron 

microscopic analyses that prorninin-l is: 

(1) Confined to the apical surface of the epithelium all along the epididymal duct, with the 

exception of the initial segment. 

(2) Concentrated in stereocilia of the epididymal duct epithelium. 

(3) Found on the tail of developing spermatozoa in seminiferous tubules. 

(4) Involved in the formation of epididymal stereocilia and the tail of spermatozoa. 
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This suggests that Prominin I is involved in the fonnation and/or stabilization of 

epididymal stereocilia as well as the tails of spennatozoa. However, Prominin I cannot be 

viewed as the underlying force behind the production of plasma membrane protrusions as 

over expression does not appear to result in an increase in plasmalemma protrusions. 

(Jaszai et al., 2007). 

1.12.3 Cell communication 

CDl33 may play an important role in specific cell to cell communication and within the 

BMME. Hayward-Costa showed via transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and 

immuno-gold analysis that the distribution of C0l33 on C034+ selected umbilical cord 

blood was distributed along the length of long thin pseudopodia and that C0l33+ 

pseudopodia selectively contact distant cells. This further enhances the hypothesis that 

specific cell to cell contact is occurring. In addition it also raises the possibility that the 

cells may be communicating via the receptor, but this hypothesis still warrants further 

investigation (Hayward-Costa, Kingston University, unpublished work, 2000). 
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1.13 Adhesion and migration 

Various studies indicate that C0133+ cells have greater migratory potentials than COI33-

celIs- Moriyama et al., (2010) showed using pancreatic cancer cells that the cells 

expressing C0133+ expressed a much more aggressive behaviour, such as increased cell 

proliferation, migration, and invasion, especially in the presence of pancreatic stromal cells 

compared to CO 133- cells (Moriyama et al., 2010). Consistent with this theory Elsaba et 

aI., (2010) knocked down the C0133 gene in the HT29 cell line (which has a COI33+ 

population of >95%) and a time course assay showed that COl33 inhibition produced a 

reduction in cell motility (p<0.04) (Elsaba et al., 20 10). 

In support of the migration story, Rappa et al., (2008) showed a significant decrease in 

motility of melanoma cells using a transwell assay where C0133 had been down

regulated. A 78% and 84% decrease in migration was observed for both clones of the cell 

line used (Rappa et al., 2008) whilst Elsaba et al., (2010) also knocked down COl33 in 

HT29 cells and demonstrated a reduction in motility (Elsaba ct al., 2010). The work of our 

group (Hayward-Costa, Kingston University, unpublished work, 2000) and Giebel et aI., 

(2004) showed that the stem cell marker CD 133 is selectively concentrated in the uropod 

of polarized HSCs/HPCs and therefore is likely to be involved in migration of 

haemopoietic stem cells (Corbeil et aI., 2004). However Bauer et aI., (2008) looked at the 

polarisation of the receptor from another perspective and deduced that the polarised 

location of CD 133 indicates its possible role in regulating proliferation. CD 133 is 

concentrated in cell surface domains that correspond to the spindle pole region during 

metaphase. In telophase and cytokinesis, it is either equally or unequally distributed 

between the 2 nascent daughter cells (Bauer et al., 2008). This contradicts the theory that 

the CD 133 receptor acts as an adhesion molecule in the BMME and its loss leads to 

motility of the cells. However this effect on migration may be cell specific as the knock 

down of COl33 in cultured Caco-2 cells did not effect cell proliferation, invasion or 

migration of the cells (Horst et al .. 20092
). 

Adhesion and migration are very much linked because in order for a cell to move or 

migrate, the up regulation of adhesion molecules are essential, allowing cells to bind and 

Ilw\e within their environment. CD 133 may be one of many other receptors that are up 

regulated contributing to cell adhesion or motility, however from a haemopoietic 
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perspective CD133 may act as an adhesion molecule preventing movement of cells within 

the bone marrow through adhesion to the basement membrane or stroma in the bone 

marrow. This theory was partially demonstrated by Suuronen et al., (2006) who isolated 

adult human CD133+ and CD13r cells from peripheral blood mononuclear cells and 

showed that the CD133+ cells demonstrated improVed adhesion to extracellular matrix and 

endothelial monolayer substrates, compared to freshly isolated CD133' cells (Suuronen et 

al.,2006). 

As mentioned there are other factors which contribute to adhesion in haemopoiesis. Cell 

adhesion molecules (CAMS) are expressed on haemopoietic cells and cells of the BMME. 

These allow for the retention of early cells within the environment whilst assisting at 

various stages in the homing and mobilization of stem cells. The expression of these cell 

surface receptors, both CAMS and growth factor receptors enables identification of cells 

not only within a specific lineage, but also can provide some means of identifying 

morphologically very similar cells at different stages of differentiation. 

CD34 is the best known marker of human stem and progenitor cells within the 

haemopoietic system. It is a member of the sialomucin family of glycoproteins, which are 

heavily glycosylated molecules with potential adhesion and signalling capabilities. 

(Simmons et al., 1997; Sutherland et al., 1988). It is expressed on early haemopoietic stem 

and progenitor cells, small vessel endothelial cells, embryonic fibroblasts a well as a 

variety of cell lines (Steen et al., 1998). CD34+ cells account for -0.8% of cord blood 

mononuclear cell preparations, 1-3% of bone marrow mononuclear cell preparations and 

0.04-0.05% peripheral blood (Pasino et al., 2000; Huang et al., 1998). CD34 has 3 main 

binding epitopes, and 17 distinct anti-CD34 antibodies have been identified. 

Despite the extensive use of CD34 as a primitive haemopoietic cell marker, its function 

still remains unknown. CD34 knockout mice feature a significantly reduced haemopoietic 

progenitor cell population. The effect is somewhat corrected by the expression of the full 

length CD34 molecule or the cytoplasmic domain truncated version (Cheng et al., 1996), 

suggesting CD34 may be a direct regulator of haemopoiesis and the extra cellular portion 

of the molecule may playa passive (non signalling) role in this development. 

Healy et al .. (1995) suggested that functionally, CD34 may playa direct role in cellular 

adhesion to the bone marrow microenvironment by showing that the ectopic expression of 
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human CD34 antigen on the surface of murine T cells caused the adhesion of murine T 

cells to human stroma and not to murine stroma. Anti Human CD34 blocking antibodies 

decreased the binding of human CD34+ murine T cells to human bone marrow stroma 

(Healy et ai 1995). The two proposed functions for CD34; firstly as an adhesion molecule 

and secondly a specific signalling molecule which may combine with other haemopoietic 

molecules to exert its function, suggests that it is an intrinsic molecule involved in the 

development and migration of HSC and HPC. 

CD164, another haemopoietic stem cell marker is a heavily glycosylated type 1 membrane 

sialomucin protein, physiologically expressed as 368 amino acid long (160-180kDa) 

homodimer (Watt et aI., 1998). It has a similar structure to the CD34 with an extracellular 

bearing multiple 0- and N- glycosylation sites. On average 63-82% of BM and 55-93% of 

VCB CD34+ cells are positive for CD164 (Watt et ai., 1998). Studies have shown that 

CD164 may be a negative regulator of haemopoietic cell adhesion and proliferation 

(Zannettino et ai., 1998). There are various other cell markers that can be expressed such 

as Thy-1 (Negrin et at., 2000), and CDl17 (Ashman et aI., 1999), which are all expressed 

on early haemopoietic stem cells. 
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1.14 COl33 and cell cycle 

Cell proliferation and ce ll death form a fine ly tuned equilibrium controlling the organi sms 

homeostas is. The series of events elaps ing between two cell divisions form the ce ll cycle. 

which is conventionall y split into 4 phases: G 1 phase (ce llul ar growth. hi gh metabolism 

and pro te in synthesis) , the S phase ( DNA repair and replication) , the G2 phase (preparing 

ce ll ular ultra structure for mitos is) and the M phase (cell di vision ). An additional phase 

known as the GO or qui escent phase has been associated w ith stem cells whereby they 

cease to pro liferate but retain the ir capacity to re-enter the ce ll cyc le via the G I phase at a 

later date (see figure 7) (Harper et al., 2005) . 

duplicated chromosomes for 
erro r, making any needed 
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Cellu lar contents , 
excl uding the chromosomes, 
are duplicated . 

Cell cycle arrest. 

Figure 7: Ove"view of the cycle: Progress ion through the cyele is regulated by specific 
combinatio ns of cyelin dependent prote in kinases (Cdk) and cyclin prote ins. The cycle is 
di vided into the mito ti c phase (M phase) during which the ce ll physicall y divides. Interphase 
represents the rest of the cyc le and thi s phase is di vided into three main stages . Gl phase in 
which the ce ll s begin to commit to rep lica tion. S phase dUling which the D A content doubles 
and the chromosomes rep lica te and the G2 phase in which ce ll organ elles are copied and 
cytop lasmic vo lume is increased . Ce ll s that are resting plior to di vis ion enter the GO phase 
where they ca n remain fo r long period. 
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The q uantitat ive measurement of the cel ls' DNA content v.as one o f the earliest 

applicati ons in fl ow cytometry. Prop idium iodide (PI) is the most common 0 A

fluorochrome used for fl ow cytometri c ana lys is . PI binds stochiometri ca lly to the double 

he li x of nuclear 0 A, hence all owing quantification of 0 A status (figure 8) (Longobardi 

G ivan., 200 1). 
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Figure 8: Flow cytometric analysis of cell cycle status. A fter Propid ium Iodide DNA 
sta ining, the panel on the le ft incorporates a ga ting strategy on a dot plot representing 
FL2-A aga inst FL-2W which a ll ows di scriminati on between single ce ll s and aggregates 
or debri s. The second panel shows a DNA histogram representing the va lious stages of 
ce ll cyc le. 

The qui escent no n pro liferative phase (G O) of the ce ll cycle would require the cells to 

remain in the no n pro liferating phase of the cycle. According to the literatu re, most 

C D 133+ ce ll s res ide in the GO/G I phase (Summers e l al .. 2004). G rskovic, (2004) 

demonstrated that immedi ate ly aft er umbilica l cord blood separation, 96.TI-0.5% of 

C D 133+ ce ll s were in GO/G I-phase, w hil e 2.0+1-0.3% were in the S-phase, respectively 

(G rskovic e l al .. 2004) . The cell cycle of C D 133+ cells and C D 13r cell s were compared in 

U25 1, a primary gliobl astoma multif01l11e culture cell line. The CD1 33" ce lls contai ned a 

hi gher percentage o f G I /GO phase ce lls 80 .2%, with approx imately 4 .3% and 15.3% of 

U25 1 ce ll s in Sand G2 phase, respective ly, compared to the C D 133- fraction where 55 .3 % 

of the C D 133+ cc ll s were in G I /GO phase and approx imate ly 25.4% and 20 .3% cells in the 

and G2 phase respec ti ve ly (Q iang e l al .. 2009) . 
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Toren el al .. (2005) also showed that mutations arising in genes found solely in CD133 

positive cells known as "sternness" genes lead to abnormal proliferation and leukaemia 

emphasizing that cells which express CDl33 are inhibited from proliferating (regulated) 

and clearly loss of the receptor causes loss of regulation leading to uncontrolled 

proliferation (Toren el al.. 2005). It also seems that CD133 can exert its effect long after 

differentiation has occurred. This was shown by Bao el al .. (2010) who were able to take 

human L929 cells and using a recombinant CD 133 plasmid (generated by PCR from a 

cDNA library ofa foetus) transfect the CDl33 gene into the human cell line L929. CD133-

2/L929 cells caused inhibition of T cell proliferation and down regulation of the activation 

markers CD4/CD25 and CD8/CD25 on T cells, showing a more downstream inhibitory 

effect on proliferation and activation (Bao el al., 2010). Furthermore, the expression of 

genes encoding cell adhesion molecules related to functionally important processes in HSC 

migration and homing was examined by Jaatinen el al .. (2006). Using CD133+ cord blood, 

global expression analysis was carried out and among the 690 differentially expressed 

genes, 11 that encode adhesion molecules were up-regulated in CD 133 + cells. The 

overexpression of these genes (CD34, IL-18, JUP, DST, COL5Al, TRO, DSG2, ITGA9, 

SEPP 1, PKD2, and VAV3) are also associated with cell cycle arrest (Jaatinen el al .. 2006). 

An increase in adhesion molecules within the bone marrow as a result of CD133 

expression may also have an effect on preventing motility of these cells. This process 

would allow the cell to mature and develop within the bone marrow to its desired level. 

Once this threshold has been reached, the cell would loose CDl33 expression thus 

allowing motility, differentiation and proliferation, releasing the cell from the bone marrow 

to migrate to areas requiring regeneration. However this expression of genes encoding cell 

adhesion molecules may also contribute to migration and motility. Repression of 

differentiation can also be seen in cancer stem cells as was demonstrated by Takenobu el 

al .. (2011) who showed that CDl33 repressed neuroblastoma cell differentiation, for 

example neurite extension and the expression of differentiation marker proteins, and 

CD 133 expression was decreased by several differentiation stimuli (Takenobu el al .. 

2011). However Feng cl al.. (2010) was more cautious with the notion that CDl33 

represses differentiation. Their studies conclude that CD 133 negatively correlates with cell 

differentiation, it is not a regulator of differentiation (F eng el al .. 2010). Marzesco el al .. 

(2005) showed that small CD 133 containing vesicles found in human saliva, urine etc were 

released upon differentiation of the intestine-derived epithelial cell line Caco 2 cells. This 
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observation highlights the point that the expression of CD133 may sustain a stem cell 

phenotype and upon its release, differentiation might occur (Marzesco et al.. 2005) 

supported by similar studies showing that CD133 downregulation is observed upon 

differentiation ofCaco-2 (Corbeil et al .. 2000). 

1.15 CD133 function in malignant cells 

In haemopoiesis, CD133 may stimulate and maintain haemopoietic stem cells, however on 

downregulation of CD133 in the presence of specific growth factors, this leads to cell 

differentiation and proliferation. The proposed function ofCD133 in CSC's seems to differ 

although they may possess similar characteristics. A lot of the CD133 knock down work 

involving cancer stem cells or tumour lines have shown that CD133 stimulates 

proliferation and multi lineage differentiation in vitro to recapitulate the original tumour 

phenotype, consistent with CSC properties (Collins et al .. 2005) and loss of the receptor 

causes inhibition of proliferation. Yao et al .. (2009) took U251 human glioma cells and 

used CD133 antisense oligodeoxynucleotides to knock down CD133 expression and 

demonstrated that the knock down of these cells inhibited proliferation and decreased 

colony forming ability, showing that CD 133 may play an important functional role in the 

growth ofthese tumour cells (Yao et al .. 2009). 

Barsky et al .. (2009) studied MARY-X as well as other breast carcinoma cell lines 

(HCC70, HTB132, HCC1143) that expressed CD133. They knocked down CD133 using 

siRNA's and obtained a 10 fold knockdown ofmRNA as well as protein in all of the lines 

studied. They showed that CD133 knockdown significantly suppressed growth in all of the 

breast carcinoma cell lines (Barsky et al .. 2009). Rappa et al .. (2008) recently reported that 

CD 133 knock-down in human melanoma cells slowed their growth and motility, decreased 

the formation of spheroids and the capacity to metastasize. Therefore it seems quite 

obvious that the role ofCD133 in CSC's may be that of a positive regulator of proliferation 

whereby in HSC, cells expressing CD133 reside within the GO/ Gl resting phase Rappa et 

al..2008). 

Another important cellular process that seems to be affected by CD133 up-regulation in 

CSC is apoptosis. Apoptosis, or programmed cell death, plays an important role in many 

physiologic and pathologic processes and is genetically controlled by complex molecular 
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signalling systems. During apoptosis cells undergo an orderly, energy-dependent 

enzymatic hreakdown into characteristic molecular fragments, DNA fragmentation, 

chromatin condensation, membrane blebbing, cell shrinkage and formation of membrane 

enclosed apoptotic bodies which will degrade and become phagocytized (Alberts et al., 5th 

edition, 2007) There are four main apoptotic stimuli groups; the first group includes 

ionizing radiation and alkylating agents. An important function of apoptosis lies in the 

elimination of damaged cells. For example, cells with genetic damage caused by exposure 

to carcinogens may be deleted by undergoing apoptosis, thereby preventing their 

replication and the accumulation of clones with abnormal cells. 

The second group induces apoptosis via receptor mechanisms described later. The third 

group consists of biochemical agents that stimulate the downstream components of the 

apoptotic pathway such as phosphates and kinase inhibitors like calphostin C. Finally 

agents that cause direct cell membrane damage such as UV light and oxidizing agents. 

1.16 Mechanism of apoptosis 

Following an appropriate stimulus the first stage or "decision phase" of apoptosis is the 

genetic control point of cell death. This is followed by the second stage or execution phase 

which is responsible for the morphological changes associated with apoptosis. The main 

apoptotic processes are known as intrinsic or extrinsic pathways. 

1.16.1 Extrinsic pathway 

Activated cell surface death receptor induced apoptosis: 

This pathway involves a variety of death receptors such as Fas receptor and tumor necrosis 

factor (TN F) receptor system. The Fas receptor (also known as Apo-l or CD9S) binds the 

Fas ligand (FasL), a transmembrane protein, part of the TNF family (Wajant et al., 2002). 

The interaction between Fas and FasL results in the formation of the death-inducing 

signalling complex (DISC), which contains the Fas (TNFRSF6)-associated via death 

domain (FADD), caspase-8 and caspase-IO. In some types of cells (type I), processed 

caspasc-8 directly activates other members of the caspase family, and triggers the 

execution of apoptosis of the cell. 
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TNF is a cytokine produced mainly by activated macrophages. \;10st cells in the human 

body have two receptors for TNF: TNF-RI and TNF-R2. The binding ofT~F to T\:F-RI 

has been shown to initiate the pathway that leads to caspase activation via the intermediate 

membrane proteins, TNF receptor-associated death domain (TRADD) and FADD (Chan et 

al.. 2002). 

1.16.2 Intrinsic Pathway 

Mitochondrial proteins known as second mitochondria-derived activator of caspases 

(SMACs) are released into the cytosol following an increase in permeability. SMAC binds 

to the inhibitor of apoptosis proteins (lAPs) and deactivates them, preventing the lAPs 

from arresting the apoptotic process and therefore allowing apoptosis to proceed. lAP also 

normally suppresses the activity of a group of cysteine proteases called caspases (Fesik et 

al., 200 I) which carry out the degradation of the cell, therefore the actual degradation 

enzymes can be seen to be indirectly regulated by mitochondrial permeability. Cytochrome 

c is also released from mitochondria due to formation of a channel, MAC, in the outer 

mitochondrial membrane. and serves a regulatory function as it precedes morphological 

change associated with apoptosis (Dejean ef al .. 2006). Once cytochrome c is released it 

binds with Apoptotic protease activating factor - I (Apaf-l) and Adenosine triphosphate 

(A TP). which then bind to pro-caspase-9 to create a protein complex known as an 

apoptosome. The apoptosome eleaves the pro-caspase to its active form of caspase-9, 

which in tum activates the effector caspase-3 (Kaufinann, 2007). 

1.16.3 Decision phase: 

Apoptosis is a genetically regulated process and controlled ultimately by two genes; Bel-2 

and P53. Bel-2 is a family of genes found on mitochondrial membranes and endoplasmic 

reticulum that regulate apoptosis. It seems that there are a set of similar proteins that have 

the ability to stimulate or inhibit apoptosis. Proteins such as Bel-2 and Bel-xl prevent 

apoptosis (Yang ('( al .. 1997) whereas proteins such as Bax, Bak, Bad and Belxs stimulate 

apoptosis (Savitz cf al .. 1998). 

The p53 gene is a 53 kDa nuclear phosphoprotein that binds to DNA to act as a 

transcription factor and controls cell proliferation and DNA repair. The tumour suppressing 

protein p53 accumulates when DNA is damaged due to a chain of biochemical factors. Part 
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of this pathway includes alpha-interferon and beta-interferon, which induce transcription of 

the p53 gene and result in the increase of p53 protein levels and enhancement of cancer 

cell-apoptosis (Takaoka et al., 2004). p53 prevents the cell from replicating by stopping the 

cell cycle at G I, or interphase, to give the cell time to repair, however it will induce 

apoptosis if damage is extensive and repair efforts fail. Any disruption to the regulation of 

the p53 or interferon genes will result in impaired apoptosis and the possible formation of 

tumors, explaining why mutations in the p53 gene have been found in 50% of cancers and 

correlate with resistance to treatment. 

Figure 9: Diagrammatic representation of apoptosis. Apoptosis is initiated via 2 main 
stimuli (I) signalling through cell membrane receptors such as F AS or TGF receptor or 
(2) release of cytochrome c from mitochondria. Membrane receptors signal apoptosis 
through an intracellular death domain leading to activation of caspases which digest 
DNA. Cytochrome c binds to the cytoplasmic protein Apaf-I leading to the activation of 
caspases. The intracellular ratio of pro- (e.g. BAX) or anti apoptotic (e.g. BCL-2) 
members of the BCL-2 family may influence mitochondrial cytochrome c release. 
(adapted from Hoffbrand and Pettit, fifth edition, 2006). 
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1.16.4 Execution phase: 

This phase involves proteolysis and mitochondrial inactivation. Cellular disruption results 

from activation of a family of cysteine proteases known as caspases. Almost 10 human 

caspases (1-10) have been discovered. Since all 10 proteins are cysteine proteases and are 

specific for cleavage after aspartic acid residues. they are mutually tenned as ··caspase". 

They can be divided into three sub groups. Group I includes caspases 1, 4 and 5 involved 

in processing of pro-inflammatory cytokines. Group II includes human caspases 2, 3 and 7 

associated with the cleavage of apoptotic substrates. Group III caspases includes caspases 

6, 8 and 9 whose function is to activate group II caspases (Arends et al., 1991). Some 

intennediate genes like oncogene C-myc transcription for the E2 F-1 (a positive regulator 

of myc expression) and R as oncoprotein are involved in the internal regulation of 

apoptosis. 

It is known that the failure of apoptosis is an important factor in the evolution of certain 

cancers and their poor response to chemotherapy and radiation (Watson e( al .. 1996). 

Inhibition of apoptosis causes an imbalance in nonnal tissue homeostasis promoting cell 

growth and allowing the survival of genetically damaged cells, both contributing to tumour 

development and progression (Koornstra at aI, 2003). One of the characteristics that make 

cancer stem cells unique is their ability to resist apoptosis. Several mechanisms have been 

proposed to govern CSC resistance, including impaired apoptotic machinery such as the 

pro apoptotic effectors p53 and the p53 pathway, increased DNA damage repair following 

radio- and chemotherapy. Recent studies have demonstrated that CSCs that have been 

isolated from malignant gliomas have enhanced DNA repair mechanisms that can resolve 

the alkylation damage to DNA induced by temozolomide and carmustine which are both 

used for glioma chemotherapy (Johannessen et al .. 2008) and up regulation of multi drug 

resistance proteins. Angelastro c( al., (2010) showed that over expression ofCD133 in C6 

glioma cells showed a significant reluctance to undergo apoptosis from camptothecin and 

doxolUbicin. Interestingly there was an up-regulation of ABC transporter proteins by 62% 

which may have contributed to the resistance, suggesting that CD 133 may contribute to the 

observed resistance to apoptosis of CD133+ cancer stem cells (Angelastro et al., 2010). 

CSCs are also believed to be relatively quiescent residing in the GO phase so as a 

consequence. following treatment, the decrease in tumour size might be due to the 

elimination of the fast-cycling tumour cells (Rich et al .. 2007) leaving the CSC behind to 

sci f renew and prolong the effects of the cancer. 
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It is difficult to conclude whether CDI33 has a direct effect in apoptosis on CSCs or 

whether it just happens to be a bystander protein with no association with the apoptotic 

pathways. However the data tends to suggest that CD133 plays a role in the apoptotic 

process relating to Csc. 

CD 133 expressIOn studies have shown loss of the receptor causes an up-regulation in 

apoptotic genes and programmed cell death as demonstrated by Barsky et al .. (2009), who 

showed that in all breast cancer lines tested, CD 133 knockdown induced 100% apoptosis 

within 5 days (Barsky et al.. 2009). Although death receptors (DR) are expressed on 

normal and tumour cells, TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) induces 

apoptosis preferentially in tumor cells (Ashkenazi et al.. 1999). However, many human 

cancers such as chronic lymphatic leukemia (CLL), astrocytoma, meningioma and 

medulloblastoma are resistant to TRAIL despite the expression of the death TRAIL 

receptors on the tumor surfaces (Dyer ct al .. 2007). 

Determination of the apoptotic pathways potentially blocked by CD 133 again is unclear. 

Zobalova ct al.. (2008) demonstrated that the CD 133 population within the Jurkat T-cell 

acute leukaemia cell line and the breast cancer cell line MCF7 were reported to expressed 

higher levels of the FLICE-like inhibitory protein (FLIP) (Zobalova et al.. 2008). This 

evidence was supported by studies showing that cancer cells with high expression of 

CD 133 are resistant to TRAIL-induced apoptosis. compared to their CD 133-low 

counterparts. This resistance was related to the high expression of FLIP. Downregulation 

of FLIP by siRNA in COl 33-high cells sensitised them to TRAIL killing. Thus, C0l33-

high cells may be resistant to TRAIL due to high expression of FLIP (Zobalova2 
et al 

2008). The effects of FLIP are exerted on TNF which plays a major role in the extrinsic 

pathway of apoptosis indicating that CD 133 exerts its effect as an inhibitor of the extrinsic 

pathway in CSCs. Moreover, in contrast to CD133- stem cells. CD133+ glioma cells are 

resistant to TRAIL! AP02L due to downregulation of caspase-8 by promoter methylation 

(Capper c{ al .. 2009). 
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1.17 Signalling pathway 

The molecular mechanism leading cells to self renew, differentiate or proliferate is 

unknown as well as their regulatory steps. The role ofCD133 in nonnal cells and its role in 

malignancy means it is important to try and understand the signalling pathways utilised by 

CD133+ cells. The fact that these mechanisms and regulatory processes will also vary 

depending on the surrounding niche environments or the tumours expressed makes 

understanding these processes more difficult. Cells use a large number of clearly defined 

signalling pathways to regulate their activity. These signalling pathways fall into two main 

groups depending on how they are activated. Most of them are activated by external 

stimuli and function to transfer infonnation from the cell surface to internal effector 

systems. However, some of the signalling systems respond to infonnation generated from 

within the cell, usually in the fonn of metabolic messengers. 

For all of these signalling pathways, infonnation is conveyed either through protein

protein interactions or it is transmitted via secondary messengers. 

The signalling pathways involved in the typical stem cell processes mentioned are Notch, 

wingless type MMTV integration site family (Wnt), Bone morphogenetic protein and 

Hedgehog intracellular pathway. The Wnt signalling pathway functions primarily to 

maintain a balance between cell proliferation and differentiation, and dysregulation of this 

pathway underlies tumourigenesis in several tissues (Taipale et al .. 2001). 

1.17.1 Wnt Pathway 

The conical Wnt pathway describes a series of events that occur when Wnt proteins bind to 

cell surface receptors of the Frizzled family, causing the receptors to activate dishevelled 

family proteins. ultimately resulting in a change in the amount of p-catenin that reaches the 

nucleus. Dishevelled (DSH) is a key component of the membrane-associated Wnt receptor 

complex which when activated by Wnt binding inhibits a second complex of proteins that 

include axin. glycogen-synthase kinase 3p (GSK-3) and the protein adenomatous polyposis 

coli (APC\ The axinlGSK-3/ APC2 complex nonnally promotes the proteolytic 

degradation of the p -catenin intracellular signalling molecule. This step is enhanced by the 
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phosphorylation of the p -catenin by the GSK-3 protein and also by casein kinase (CK I A). 

After this "p-catenin destruction complex" is inhibited, the concentration of p -<:atenin 

builds up in the cytoplasm and thus is able to also accumulate in the nucleus and activate 

the Wnt transcriptional regulation genes such as cyclin 01 and c-Myc (Sparks et al .. 1998). 

A study by Nikolova et al .. (2007) assessed the changes in CDl33 cells following culture 

in medium containing various Wnt signalling molecules. Wnt3a preserved an 

undifferentiated phenotype in CDl33 cells by increasing the ratio of blast like cells to 

macrophages and increased the expression of the neural progenitor nestin. Wnt5a, Wntll 

andWnt4 induced expression of the endothelial marker CD31 and von Willebrand factor. 

Moreover Wnt5a led to increase mRNA p-catenin levels and elevated levels in the 

cytoplasm and nucleus consistent with the activation of the Wnt pathway (Nikolova et al .. 

2007). 

This was supported by Reya ef al.. (2003) who showed p catenin as well as purified \\nt3a 

protein can promote self renewal of murine HSCs in vitro and enhance their ability to 

reconstitute the haemopoietic system of lethally irradiated mice in "iva (Reya et al., 2003) 

It was also shown that Wnt 5a treatment of human haemopoietic progenitor cells 

expressing CD 133 in the presence of stromal cell contact promotes the expansion of 

undifferentiated progenitors in vitro (Van Den Berg et al., 1998). Further evidence 

suggests that there is an interaction between CD 133 and Wnt pathway. Whilst knocking 

down the CD133 receptor on FEMX cells, it was found that 10 of the 76 genes up

regulated on knockdown were established or putative inhibitors of the canonical Wnt 

pathway (Rappa ct al .. 2008). Regulation of the differentiation and proliferation ofCDl33+ 

cells by Wnt signalling fits with the role ofCD133 as a CSC marker, as dysregulated Wnt 

signalling due to loss of function mutations in its downstream components such as APC
2 

or 

p-catenin underlies the pathogenesis of several cancers (Fodde et al .. 2007). Studies 

showed that higher levels of the Wnt transcriptional gene C -myc were expressed in CD 133 

glioma stem cells compared with their normal counterparts (Wang et al.. 2008). 
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1.17.2 Notch pathway 

The Notch signalling pathway is an evolutionarily conserved, intercellular signalling 

mechanism essential for proper embryonic development in all metazoan organisms. The 

Notch protein is a single-pass transmembrane receptor protein. It is a hetero-oligomer 

composed of a large extracellular portion, which associates in a calcium-dependent, non

covalent interaction with a smaller piece of the Notch protein composed of a short 

extracellular region, a single transmembrane-pass, and a small intracellular region. In 

vertebrates 2 notch proteins exist Notchl-Notch4 that are activated by the Delta (or Delta

like) and Jagged/Serrate families of membrane-bound ligands (Lindsell et al .. 1996). They 

are transported to the plasma membrane as cleaved, but otherwise intact polypeptides. 

Interaction with ligand leads to two additional proteolytic cleavages that liberate the Notch 

intracellular domain (NICD) from the plasma membrane. The NICD translocates to the 

nucleus, where it forms a complex with the DNA binding protein CSL and the 

transcriptional regulator CMP-binding factor I, displacing a histone deacetylase (HDAc)

co-repressor (CoR) complex from CSL. Components of an activation complex, such as 

MAMLl and histone acetyltransferases (HATs), are recruited to the NICD-CSL complex, 

leading to the transcriptional activation of Notch target genes (Hansson et al., 2010). The 

final effect of this cascade of events is the promotion of survival and growth of normal 

stem cells. 

Notch pathway inhibition was investigated using a glioblastoma neurosphere cell line. 

Gamma- secretase inhibitors (GSI) appeared to down-regulate CD 133, reduce neurosphere 

growth and clonogenicity and depleting stem-like cancer cells through reduced 

proliferation and increased apoptosis, whereas transfection of a gene up-regulating Notch 2 

in the glioblastoma neurospheres increased their growth in vitro. (Fan et al .. 2010), This 

could be of therapeutic relevance, improving the survival of patients with glioblasoma and 

other malignant tumours. 
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1.17.3 Hedgehog pathway 

Sonic hedgehog (SHH) is the best studied ligand of the vertebrate hedgehog pathway. 

When SHH reaches its target cell, it binds to the Patched-l (PTCH 1) receptor. In the 

absence of ligand, PTCHI inhibits Smoothened (SMO), a downstream protein in the 

pathway. It has been suggested that SMO is regulated by a small molecule, the cellular 

localisation of which is controlled by PTCH (Taipale et al., 2002). 

A current theory of how PTCH regulates SMO is by removing oxysterols from SMO. 

PTCH acts like a sterol pump and removes oxysterols that have been created by 7-

dehydrocholesterol reductase. Upon binding of a Hedgehog protein or a mutation in the 

sterol sensing domain (SSD) (which has shown to be essential for the suppression ofSMO) 

of PTCH, the pump is turned off allowing oxysterols to accumulate around SMO. This 

accumulation of sterols allows SMO to become active or stay on the membrane for a 

longer period of time. The binding of SHH relieves SMO inhibition, leading to activation 

of the GLI transcription factors: the activators Gli I, Gli2 and the repressor Gli3. Activated 

GLI accumulates in the nucleus and controls the transcription of hedgehog target genes 

(Rahnama et al .. 2006) which have been shown to promote the proliferation of adult stem 

cells from various tissues, including primitive hematopoietic cells (Bhardwaj et al .. 200 I ) 

and mammary cells (Liu ef al .. 2006). Neural glioma stem cells have also shown evidence 

that the SHH-GLI pathway is required to sustain the survival ofCD133+ cells in which it 

regulates the expression of stem cell regulated genes (Wong et al .. 2008). 

Similar to Wnt and Notch, the hedgehog pathway has also been implicated m the 

development of cancer in various organs including brain, lung, mammary glands, prostate 

and skin. Basal cell carcinoma, the most common form of cancerous malignancy, has the 

closest association with hedgehog signalling. Loss-of-function mutations in Patched and 

activating mutations in Smoothened have been identified in patients with this disease (Xie 

ef al .. 1998). Abnormal activation of the pathway probably leads to development of disease 

through possible transformation of adult stem cells into cancer stem cells that give rise to 

the tumour. 
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Figure 1 0: Molecular pathways regulating survival and growth of CD133+ stem cell like cells 
APC: Adenomatous polyposis coli; BAD: B cell leukaemia! lymphoma-associated factor 2-antagonist of cell death; CoA: Coenzyme A: CSL: CMP
binding factor I, suppressor of hairless, and lymphocyte activation gene-I; D1Fs: Differentiation-inducing factors; Dsh: Dishevelled; ERK: Extracellular 
signal-regulated kinase; FOXO: Forkhead box 0; GLI: Glioma-associated oncogene homolog; GSK: Glycogen-synthase kinase; lIES: Hairy and 
enhancer of split; HhAntag; Hedgehog antagonists; ICN: Intracellular Notch domain; LEF: Lymphoid enhancer-binding factor; MAML: Masterrnind
like; mTOR: mammalian target of rapamycin; PDK: Orange boxes: Pharmacological inhibitors of specific molecular pathways; Phosphatidyl inositol
dependent kinase; PLC: Phopholipase C; PTEN: Phosphatase and tensin homolog; SHH: Sonic hedgehog; SliFlI: Suppresor of fused; TCF: T cell factor: 
WNT: Wingless-type MMTV integration site family (Ferrand ina et al.. 2009). 



In summary, C0l33 is a novel pentaspan membrane protein highly conserved across 

species. The receptor is found on haemopoietic stem cells and has been classified as a 

marker of primitive haemopoietic and neural stem cells. The highly restricted expression of 

C0l33 family molecules on protrusion such as microvilli and pseudopodia of epithelial 

and other cell types, and its close association with cholesterol and lipid rafts suggests a 

possible role in plasma membrane organisation, cell communication and even motility. 

C0l33 represents a marker of tumour initiating cells in a number of human cancers 

relating to a variety of tissues. To further help with the understanding the functional 

properties of the receptor, studies have investigated the molecular mechanisms and 

signalling pathways that regulate the behaviour of C0l33 expressing cells. Data has 

revealed that Wnt, Notch and BMP may playa role in C0l33+ cancer stem cell regulation 

and potentially within haemopoiesis. 

In this thesis, we will investigate some of the hypothesis put forward relating to CO 133 

function by knocking down the receptor and conducting molecular and cellular 

experiments. Based on the literature various processes have been associated with CO 133 

function however for the purpose of our study we have limited the processes we will 

address to apoptosis, cell cycle, proliferation and cell adhesion. We will also examine any 

functional similarities between C0l33's function within haemopoiesis and cancer stem 

cell biology. 
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Chapter 2: Methods and Materials 

This chapter describes the biological methods and materials used throughout this thesis. 

2.1 Cell line cultures 

Cell lines that readily express the CD 133 receptor are the tetratocarcinoma cell line NT-2 

(Yin et al .. 1997), retina and retinoblastoma cell lines (Yin et al .. 1997) and the embryonic 

stem (ES) cell lines HI, H7 and H9 (Carpenter et al .. 2003). For the purpose of this 

experiment a baseline for cell proliferation and doubling times were established for 

MUTZ-2 and CACO-2 cell lines. We chose these specific cell lines because they are 

representatives of a haemopoietic and epithelial cell line respectively. 

2.1.1 Preparation of 5637 feeder cell line 

5637 cell line was purchased from the cell bank of DSMZ (DSMZ, Braunschweig, 

Germany). 5637 is derived from a human bladder carcinoma cell line of a 68 year old male 

patient. The cell line conditioned medium (5637 CM) stimulates proliferation of human 

growth factor-dependent leukemia cell lines such as MUTZ-2 (DSMZ) in a dose

dependent fashion. High levels of G-CSF and GM-CSF and lower levels of IL-l beta, M

CSF and SCF have been detected in 5637 CM through quantitative ELISA. 5637 cells 

were grown at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2. The basal growth 

media was RPMI 1640 (Gibco BRL life technologies LTD, Paisley, Scotland), 

supplemented with 10% heat inactivated Foetal Bovine Serum (FBS. Sigrna- Aldrich 

Company Limited, Poole, Dorset, UK), 0.5% gentamycin (Gibco BRL life technologies 

LTD, Paisley, Scotland). 

After 2 days of culture the supernatant was collected. centrifuged and stored at -20°e. 

Cells were re-cultured after trypsin detachment followed by washing with 

RPMIIFBS/Gentamycin solution at 1300RPM (Jouan, BR4i) for 10 minutes (RTP). 

counted using trypan blue (Gibco BRL life technologies LTD. Paisley, Scotland) exclusion 

and seeded at I x I Ollcells/ml. 
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2.1.2 Preparation of MUTZ-2 cell line 

The MUTZ-2 cell line was established from the peripheral blood of a 62-year-old man with 

acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) of the Fab classification M2 whose diagnosis was made 

in 1993 (Hu et al,. 1996) it was the first C0133+ cell line and the only known cell line of 

haemopoietic origin (Kratz et al,. 1998), MUTZ-2 were purchased from OSMZ and grown 

at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2• The basal growth media was 

alpha MEM, (Gibco BRL life technologies LTD, Paisley, Scotland) and was supplemented 

with 20% heat inactivated FBS, 0,5% gentamycin and 20% conditioning medium from the 

5637 cell line, The cells were seeded at 5x 1 05 cellslml in 24 well plates, (Nunclon, 

Denmark) and incubated for 48hrs, at which point the cells were washed at 1300RPM for 

10 minutes at room temperature and counted using trypan blue (Gibco BRL life 

technologies LTD, Paisley, Scotland) exclusion and then re-seeded at 5x I 05 ce1Js/ml under 

the same conditions, 

In order to establish a consistent and efficient way of culturing the MUTZ cells prior to 

functional analysis, a series of assays were conducted using defined growth factors and 

cytokines, Meyer c/ al,. (1999) reported that in MUTZ-2 cells, FL T -3 was able to extend 

survival by 64-135% compared to control cells, SCF also prolonged survival of MUTZ-2. 

and in combination with FL T -3 was active in promoting survival and proliferation of 

human AML cells (Meyer et al,. 1999), 

We varied the concentration of5637 Supernatant, SCF (R+O systems, Germany) and FLT-

3 (Sigma- Aldrich Company Limited, Poole. Dorset, UK), All cultures were carried out in 

duplicate, The total volume in the wells was made up to I ml. The cells were then incubated 

for 48 hours, counted using trypan blue exclusion. topped up to 2ml using the 

supplemented Alpha MEM medium and/or cytokines then incubated for a further 48 hours, 

This process was repeated for 12 days in total. (Note supernatant was removed and 

replaced with fresh medium and cytokines every 48 hours maintaining the seeding density 

at approx 5x I 05 ec1Js Iml), 
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2.1.3 Preparation of Caco -2 cell lines 

Caco 2 cells were also obtained from the cell bank of DMSZ. The Caco-2 cell line is a 

continuous line of heterogeneous human epithelial colorectal adenocarcinoma cells that 

grows as a confluent monolayer. This line was chosen as it is very manageable compared 

to the MUTZ-2 cell line, requiring a relatively simple culture and maintenance system and 

very high expression ofCD133. The cells were seeded at 2 Xl04 ceIVml and maintained in 

RPMI supplemented with 10% FBS and 0.5% gentamicin. Cells were passaged every 2-3 

days when confluent and the cells were removed from the monolayer by treatment with 

trypsin and EDTA (0.7mM). 

2.2 Isolation and validation of HPSC population 

2.2.1 Collection of Cord Blood 

Ethical approval for the study was obtained and following informed consent, cord blood 

was collected following elective caesarean sections on full term neonates. CB samples, 5-

90ml were collected within approximately 15 minutes of child birth and placed in a 50ml 

tube containing Acid citrate dextrose formula-A (ACDA, Baxter. Maurepas, France) 6%, 

5mls per 35ml of cord blood. This was then diluted a 1:4 with PBS in preparation for 

density separation of mononuclear cells (MNC). 

2.2.2 Isolation of Mononuclear cells 

Cord Blood mononuclear cells were separated by gently layering the blood on a cushion of 

Ficoll- Plaque (d: 1.077g/cm3 Pharmacia Biotech, Sweden). The MNC were then 

centrifuged at 1300RPM for 30 minutes at room temperature. Once complete the 

mononuclear cell layer was removed and the cells washed twice in 10mi phosphate buffer 

solution (PBS, Sigma- Aldrich Company Limited, Poole, Dorset UK) (l300RPM. 10 

minutes), supplemented with bovine serum albumin (0.5% fraction V, Sigma-Aldrich 

Company LTD. Poole, Dorset, UK) and ACDA, 0.6% . The solution was known as ACDA 

buffer. The MNC's were then resuspended in 2ml ACDA buffer at .foe. Cell viability was 
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detennined usmg haemocytometer and Trypan Blue exclusion. Cell number was 

determined using 3% Acetic acid (Sigma- Aldrich Company Limited, Poole, Dorset, UK). 

2.2.3 Cell Counting and viability assessment 

Cell number and viability was microscopically assessed using a haemocytometer. This uses 

a specialized glass with a grid of a known area 1.0mm2 and depth of 0.1 mm encompassing 

a defined volume of lxl04 ml. A 10111 cell suspension would be diluted to gi\e a final 

dilution factor of 100 in 3% acetic acid, thus cell number = Mean cell number x 104 x 

dilution Factor x Volume of cell suspension. Cell viability for all cells was detennined by 

using trypan blue, 0.25% in a 1: 10 dilution. 

2.2.4 Positive selection 

Due to the low number of cells expressing CD34 and CD 133, it was very important after 

MNC isolation to undertake positive immunomagnetic selection to ensure a more 

homologous population thus enriching for a population of cells expressing higher levels of 

the particular antigen. The CD34 antigen is expressed on approx 0.25% cord blood 

mononuclear Cells (CB MNC) and approximately 0.3-2.4°,0 of CB MNC co-express the 

CD34 and CD133 antigens (de Wynter et al .. 1998). 

2.2.5 CD34+ Positive Selection 

CD34+ cells were isolated usmg a MACS Direct CD34 Progenitor Cell Isolation Kit 

(Miltenyi Biotech, Bergish, Gennany). Cells were incubated for 30 minutes (agitated every 

10 minutes) at 4°C with 100111 Fc receptor (FcR) blocking reagent per 108 cells to prevent 

non speci tic or FcR mediated binding of CD34 beads. Cells were then labelled with 100111 

CD34 microbeads per 108 total cells for 30 minutes at ..J.°C agitating ever) 10 minutes. 

Cells were washed with ACDA buffer (I Oml) and centrifuged at 1300RPM for 10 minutes 

at ..J."c. The supernatant was discarded and the cells kept on ice. 



2.2.6 Selection column processing for positive cell isolation 

This was carried out in accordance with manufacturer's instruction. In brief a medium 

MACS separation column previously kept at 4°C was placed into the Midi Macs magnet 

(Miltenyi Biotech. Bergish, Germany). 500ml of ACDA buffer was added to the column 

initially to allow the removal of surplus bead coating and collected as waste, this was 

repeated 3 times. The MNC were resuspended in 500ml ACDA buffer solution and added 

to the column and washed through with 500ml ACDA buffer four times. This was 

collected as negative fraction 1.1 ml ACDA buffer was then added to the column directly, 

the magnet removed from the column and the buffer solution was plunged through the 

column and collected as positive fraction I, the plunger was removed and another I ml of 

buffer was added to the column and plunged thorough in a similar manner into the same 

positive fraction I. The process was repeated using a fresh column kept at 4°C and positive 

fraction I cells used as the starting cells. This was done to enhance the purity of the 

sample. Cells were then washed once in ACDA buffer, centrifuged at 1300RPM for 10 

minutes. The cell number and viability were assessed using trypan blue. 

2.2.7 CD34+ cell purity 

To determine the purity of CD34 selected cells, phenotypic expression of CD34 was 

determined by direct immunofluorescent monoclonal antibody labelling and flow 

cytometric analysis. Cord blood CD34+ immunomagnetically selected cells, 5x I 04 were 

incubated with Human Gamma Globulin (HAG, 2% in PBS, Sigma-Aldrich Company 

Limited, Poole, Dorset, UK) for 30 minutes. The cells were then washed at 1300RPM for 

10 minutes at 4°C and incubated with antibodies at a concentration of5 Ilg/ml 

Mouse anti-human CD34 (lgG,) Phycoerythrin (PE) BD- Pharmigen UK LTD, 

Cowley, Oxford, UK. 

Mouse IgG I PE BD- Pharmigen UK LTD, Cowley, Oxford, UK. 

Cells were incubated for 30 minutes, washed with PBS (BSAlACDAlNaAz) before 

centrifugation at 1300RPM, for 10 minutes at 4°C. The pellet was resuspended and fixed 
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in 200~ I of 4% Paraformaldehyde (PF A) and analyzed on a Becton Dickinson F ACScan 

flow cytometer. 

2.3 Determination of steric hindrance 

The definition of steric hindrance is the prevention or retardation of a chemical reaction, 

caused by the arrangement of atoms in a molecule. In this case it describes the process that 

occurs when a ligand specific to a particular epitope binds to the receptor. Due to the 

unknown proximity of the CD133 receptors within the cell membrane and the proximity of 

the Mab binding to the CD 133 receptor it was important to establish whether binding of 

Mab CD133 to either epitope 1 or 2 would cause a conformational change altering the 

binding sites on the receptor or produce a physical blockage that could possibly prevent 

successful binding to the other epitope resulting in the inhibition of Mab specific to 

different epitopes on the receptor. As future experiments involved the binding/stimulation 

of the various epitopes on the CD 133 receptor simultaneously it was important to 

determine weather steric hindrance could be a potential problem. This was investigated 

using direct immunofluorescent monoclonal antibody labelling. Fresh CD34+ selected cells 

were labelled as follows giving a final antibody concentration of 5~g/ml. 

Mouse anti-human CD133/1 PE; Miltenyi Biotech. Bergish, Germany. 

Mouse anti-human CD 133/2 APC; Miltenyi Biotech. Bergish, Germany. 

Mouse IgGl PE; BD- Pharmigen UK LTD, Cowley, Oxford, UK. 

Mouse IgGl APC; BD- Pharmigen UK LTD, Cowley, Oxford, UK. 

Tuhc 1 cells were labelled with 5~1 mouse anti human CD 133/1 PE. incubated for 30 

minutes at 4°C, washed, then incubated again with mouse anti human 5~1 CDI33/2 APC 

for another 30 minutes, washed and resuspended in PF A. 

Tllhc 2 cells were labelled with mouse anti human 5~1 CD133/2 APC incubated for 30 

minutes at 4°C, washed. then incubated again \\ith mouse anti human 5~1 CD1331J PE for 

another 30 minutes. washed and resuspended in PF A. 
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Tube 3 cells were labelled with matched isotype control; 5111 mouse JgG 1 PE and 5111 

mouse JgG 1 APC. Analysis was carried out on a BO F ACScan flow cytometer. 

2.4 Effect on freezing CD34+ cells 

Cord blood was collected as described above and stored at -70°e. The cells were stored 

for periods up to 6 months so it was vital to establish weather freezing the cells for such a 

prolonged period would effect CO 133 expression and the general health of the cells. This 

was done by comparing the phenotype of frozen C034+ selected cells for 3 months to that 

of fresh C034+ selected cells. 

The analysis was carried out usmg direct immunofluorescent monoclonal antibody 

labelling. Labelling was carried out as described above for mouse anti human CD 133/1 PE 

and CD 133/2 APC for both frozen and fresh cells at a concentration of 5 11 g/m I. 

TlIhc 1 cells were labelled with 5111 mouse anti human CD 13311 PE. incubated for 30 

minutes at 4°C, washed, resuspended in PF A. 

Tube 2 cells were labelled with 5111 mouse anti human C0133/2 APC incubated for 30 

minutes at 4°C, washed. and then resuspended in PFA. 

TlIhc 3 matched isotype control cells were labelled with matched isotype control; 5111 

mouse IgGJ PE or 5111 mouse IgGJ APC. 

This was carried out on both fresh and frozen C034+ cells and analysed on a BO F ACScan 

flow cytometer. 
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2.5 Immunolabelling for flow cytometric analysis of Primary Cells 

(CD341, MUTZ-2, and Caco 2 cell surface markers 

1x105 cells were incubated with 451112% HAG for 30 minutes to block Fc receptors. Then 

direct immunofluorescent labelling was carried out with cells incubated at 4°C for 30 

minutes, using the following antibodies at similar concentrations and amounts as stated 

before. 

Mouse anti-human CD34 (lgG,) Phycoerythrin (PE) BD- Pharmigen, Oxford, UK. 

Mouse anti-human CD 133 (AC 133/2, IgG 1) FITC BD- Pharmigen, Oxford, UK Mouse 

anti-human CD13 (lgG 1) (PE) BD- Pharmigen, Oxford, UK. 

Mouse anti-human CD 117 (lgG 1) (PE) BD- Pharmigen, Oxford, UK. 

Mouse anti-human CD33 (lgG 1) (PE) BD- Pharmigen, Oxford. UK. 

The matched isotopes were as follows: 

Mouse IgG 1 PE BD- Pharmigen UK LTD, Cowley, Oxford, UK. 

Mouse IgG 1 FITC BD- Pharmigen UK LTD, Cowley, Oxford, UK. 

The cells were then washed with 3ml PBS supplemented with BSA (0.5% fraction V), 

ACDA, 0.6% and Sodium Azide 0.1 % (Sigma-Aldrich Company Limited, Poole, Dorset, 

UK). and centrifuged at 1300RPM, for 10 minutes at 4°C. The cells were resuspended in 

appro x 200111 of PF A (1 %. PH7.2). Cells were then analyzed on a Becton Dickinson flo\'. 

cytometer. A minimum of 10,000 events were acquired for each stain. 
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2.6 Flow Cytometry 

Flow cytometry is the measurement of cells based on cell size, granularity, phenotype or 

other physical characteristics such as DNA and the excitation and emission of fluorescent 

light. A laser light source of single wavelength is directed onto a hydrodynamically 

focused stream of cells and fluid within a surrounding sheath fluid resulting in laminar 

flow (Rodak 1995). A number of detectors are aimed at the point where the stream passes 

through the light beam, one in line with the beam used to measure forward scatter. se\Oeral 

perpendicular to those measuring side scatter. There are also a number of detectors which 

measure fluorescence. The laser light beam is scattered by the interference of each particle 

or cells passing through the beam with excitation of fluorescent conjugated antibodies and 

emission of light at a longer wavelength. The level of fluorescence can be correlated to the 

degree of expression of the specific receptor antibody labelled. 

Typically, flow-cytometry can be used to measure or identify five to seven parameters such 

as different cell surface markers defining different cell types or the functional status of 

cells. The large amount of data generated can then be processed by a computer with 

programmed software. Flow-cytometry can be contrasted to conventional microscopy. In 

microscopy, the eye makes qualitative contrasts to conventional microscopy. making 

qualitative estimates of a large number of parameters on a few cells and record detail 

within each cell. In contrast, the flow-cytometer quantifies an average parameter for each 

cell but measures thousands of cells without selective bias. Flow-cytometry makes 

measurement on each cell individually, so that if there is a small subset of cells with a 

particular feature within a large group this will be recorded and analysed. Such subsets 

might not be detected by conventional microscopy (Darzynkiewicz at al 1994). 
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Figure 11: Diagram to show basic principles of flow cytometry 
A Flow-cytomete r consists of a light source, a fl ow ce ll , a lens system to foc u the light 
into the fl ow cell , optical components to focus light of di ffe rent emi ssion wavelength onto 
the detectors, an e lectronic compo nent to ampli fy and process the result ing igna ls and a 
computer. 

2.6.1 The Flow Cytometer 

The fl ow ce ll is purpo e ly des igned to deli ver the ce ll s sing ly to a specific po int at which 

the source o f li ght is focused . Thi s is achieved by inj ection of the sample in to the centre of 

a stream o f liquid ca ll ed the sheath fluid . The ce ll is des igned so that the sheath flui d 

hydrodnamica ll y focuses the sampl e stream de live ring the ce ll s to the po int of detection. 

A standard fl ow-cytometer machine is usuall y fitted with an argon-i on lase r w hich has blue 

fluo rescence light w ith a wave length of 488 nm . The ro les o f the optica l lenses are to focus 

the beam onto the ampl e trea m. A simpl e lens is used to prov ide a beam with a SOll m 

cros -sectio n. Secondl y, to co llect light refl ected from the sample stream. These coll ection 

lenses w ill then de li ver the collected light to the detector (figure II ). The forward and side 

sca ttered li ght is detec ted by a so ld state detector. For measUling fl uore cence and 

orthogonal sca tte r, photomultipliers (PMTs) are used . 

T he process of co ll ecting da ta fro m sam ples u ing the flow cytometer is tenned 

.. cqui s iti on". Thi process is medi ated by a co mputer phys ica ll y connected to the fl o\\ 

cytometer. T he so ft\. are is capab le of adj usting parameters (i.e . vo ltage. compensa tion etc) 
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for the sampl e be ing tes ted . The data can be analysed through a series of dot plots or 

hi stograms in a logarithmi c fas hi on. 

2.6.2 Gating of flow cytometry 

Modern fl ow cytometers are capabl e of analysing at least fi ve param eters and to make full 

use of the informati on co ll ected, "gating" is empl oyed. Data from one o r two parameters 

are displayed and regions of interest are defined to select certain populations of ce ll s for 

di splay of further parameters. T hese regi ons are then ca lled "gates" . The ce ll s of interest 

are o ften initially se lected by gating on a cytogram of side versus fo rward scatter as shown 

in fi gure 12. In a study of a particular gro up of ce ll s, the gates can exc lude c lumps, debri s 

and poss ibl e dead cell s. In multi-cellul ar systems, a parti cul ar type of ce ll may be 

delineated (Nirmala eL aL 2002) . 
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Figure 12: Diagrammatic ,"epresentation of gating a population of peripheral 
blood mononuclear cells . Here one can se lect different populations of interest 
such a monocytes o r neutrophils and exclude or inc lude gated populations thus 
a llo'vving fUlther analys is on ce ll populations of interest. 
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2.6.3 Fluorescence and compensation 

Fluorescence is the phenomenon in which absorption of light of a given wavelength by a 

fluorescent molecule is followed by the emission of light at a longer wavelength. The 

fluorescence excitation spectrum is the distribution of wavelength-dependent intensity of 

emitted energy that results in fluorescence. The main fluorochromes used within this work 

are described in table 3. 

Table 3: summarises the maximum emission wavelength of the fluorochromes 
employed for general flow cytometry when stimulated by an argon-ion laser. 

Fluorochrome Maximal emission Channel Application 

Fluorescein 525 FLI Phenotypic 

Isothiocynate (FITC) 

Alexa Fluor 488 519 FLl Phenotypic 

Phycoerythrin (PE) 576 FL2 Phenotypic 

Alexa fluor 610 628 FL3 Phenotypic 

I 

I 

When performing multi colour flow cytometric analysis, the emiSSIOn spectra of the 

fluorochromes can overlap, leading to emission of a given fluorochrome into an 

"'inappropriate detector" as shown below in figure 13. An FLi (fluorescence 1) signal can 

spill and overlap into an FL2 (fluorescence 2) channel falsely enhancing the signal 

detected in FL2. To avoid data misinterpretation from false positive subsets, compensation 

was thus performed regularly. Compensation is the process by which the fluorescence 

"spillover" originating from a fluorochrome other than the one specified for a particular 

PMT detector is subtracted as a percentage of the signal from other PMT's. For example. 

spectral o\erlap between FITC and PE produces light which is detected by both the FLl 

and FL2 detectors. The amount of FITC fluorescence being detected by the FL2 detector 

(i.e. PE detector) can be regarded as excess fluorescence and should therefore be 

compensated out as shown in figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Diagrammatic representation to show the principles of compensation . In 

the left hand panel , uncompensated data are show n for a mixture of unstained, FITC-anti

CD8 pos iti ve and PE-anti-C D4 pos iti ve cell s. Noti ce that the CD8-bright ce ll s whi ch 

should idea ll y onl y show a signal in the FL I detector also show a large signal in the FL2 

detector. Conversely the CD4-bright ce ll s should show a signal in the FL2 detector also 

show a small signal in the FLl detector. Compensated data are shown in the right hand 

pa nel. The compensation procedure invol ved setting FL2-%FLl to approx imately 19% and 

FLl -%FL2 to approximately 0.6%, and is illustrated in the lower 
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2.7 Methodology for knockdown experiments 

2.7.1 Fast Forward transfection of Adherent cells with siRNA 

Cac02 cells were seeded at 1.0x 105 cells per well of a 24 well plate in 0.5ml RPMI 

supplemented with 10% FBS and gentamicin. The cells were incubated under normal 

growth conditions of 37°C and 5% CO2 overnight prior to transfection. The siRNA 

(Qiagen LTD, Crawley, West Sussex, UK) was diluted in varying amounts of culture 

medium without serum until the required concentration was obtained. For example 37.5ng 

siRNA in I OOfll culture medium would give a siRNA concentration of 5nM. At this stage. 

3fll of the Transfection Reagent (Qiagen LTD, Crawley, West Sussex, UK) was added to 

the siRNA and mixed by vortexing. 

The samples were left for 10 minutes to allow the formation of the transfection complexes 

and then added drop wise onto the cells. 400fll RPMI supplemented with 10% FBS and 

gentamicin was then added to the cells containing the transfection complex and incubated 

for 48 hours. Cells were then trypsinised and washed with PBS and the RNA extracted. 

Real time and RT PCR was carried out as well as flow cytometry using conjugated anti 

CDl33 Mab. 

2.7.2 Isolation and quantification of RNA 

Extraction of RNA from Cac02 cell lines was performed using RNeasy kit (Qiagen LTD, 

Crawley, West Sussex, UK. This was carried out after the cells were trypsinised to remove 

the adherent layer, washed in medium containing FBS to stop the reaction and then finally 

washed in PBS. A buffer containing guanidinium thiocyanate was added to lyse the cells 

prior to passing them through a shredder to obtain a homogenous lysate. Se\'enty percent 

ethanol (VWR international, Briare, France) was then added to the tube and mixed well. 

The sample including any precipitate formed was transferred into an RNeasy spin column. 

The Iysates were mixed and transferred onto a spin column. The column was washed and 

DNA digestion can'ied out using the RNase-free DNase set. The column was then 

repeatedly washed using 2 different buffers to remove contaminants. The RNA was eluted 

from the column using RNase-free water in 50fll and immediately reverse transcribed. if 

reverse transcription could not be undertaken immediately the RNA was stored at -80°C. 
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The DNA was quantified using a Nanodrop 2000c (Thenno Scientific). I,.d of sample was 

required to provide the required concentration in ng/~1. Qualitative infonnation \\as 

supplied via the wavelength ratios and the graphs produced. 

2.7.3 Reverse Transcription (RT) for cDNA synthesis and Polymerase chain Reaction 

First strand synthesis was perfonned using a superscript II RT kit (Invitrogen LTD. 

Paisley, Scotland) on appro x 2-3~g of total RNA using I ~I oligo (dT) primer (500~g/ml. 

Invitrogen LTD, Paisley, Scotland) and I ~I of dNTP mix (10mM. Invitrogen LTD. 

Paisley, Scotland) made up to 12~1 with water and heated to 65°C for 5 minutes followed 

by rapidly chilling the reaction on ice. Subsequently 4~1 of first strand buffer. 2~1 of 0.1 M 

dithiothreitol (OTT) and 0.5~1 RNAse out (40 units/~1) was added and further incubated 

for 2 minutes at 42°C. A volume of I ~I SuperScript II was added to the mix and the 

resultant reaction was incubated for a further 50 minutes at 42°C. The reaction \\as 

inactivated at 70°C for 15 minutes and the resultant cDNA was cooled on ice. 

Amplification by PCR was perfonned using a PCR kit (Invitrogen LTD, Paisley, 

Scotland). The reaction mix (50~1) typically consisted of 0.5~1 Taq DNA polymerase. 5~1 

lOX PCR Buffer, 1.5~1 of 50mM MgCI, 1 ~I of 10mM DNTP mix, 2~1 of forward and 

reverse primers I O~M), 0.4~1 Taq DNA polymerase (5U/~I). 2~1 cDNA from the first 

strand reaction and the reaction was then made up with distilled water to 50~1. 

The amplification was carried out using temperature cycling on a Thenno hybrid and the 

PCR amplification programme was carried out using the following parameters: 

Denaturation: 94°C for 5 minutes; 30 cycles; 94°c for 30 seconds. 55°C for 30s, 72°C for 

90s; extension: 72°C for 5 minutes. 

The PCR products were purified using a QIAquick PCR purification Kit (Qiagen LTD, 

Crawley. West Sussex, UK) according to manufacturer's instructions. and samples stored 

at -20°C. 

2.7,4 Agarose gel electrophoresis 

Horizontal agarose gel electrophoresis was used to separate and detect PCR- amplified 

DNA fragments. Agarose was dissolved in Tris acetate (T AE, Fisher Scientific UK LTD. 

Loughborough, Leicestershire. UK) buffer by heating to a concentration of 2° ° (w/v). The 
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gel solution was allowed to cool slightly and 0.5~g/ml Ethidium Bromide (Sigma- Aldrich 

Company Limited, Poole, Dorset, UK) was added. The gel was poured into a mould. to 

which well-forming combs were added, and allowed to set. At this point the combs were 

removed and the gel placed in an electrophoresis tank, with T AE added to submerge the 

gel. DNA samples mixed with gel loading solution (5:1) were loaded into the wells. 

Electrophoresis was carried out at 90V for 30-60 minutes depending upon product size. 

DNA was visualised via a UV Trans illuminator and the image recorded using a Kodak 

DC290 digital camera. 

2.7.5 Real Time PCR: Reverse Transcription 

Total RNA was reverse transcribed with Superscript II oligo (dT) primer according to the 

protocol described earlier and resulting in a 20~1 solution/sample. 

2.7.6 Sybr Green real time PCR 

The RT-PCR was performed using the Quantitect Sybr Green PCR kit (Qiagen LTD, 

Crawley, West Sussex, UK) on a Stratagene Mx3000 instrument for CDl33 and GAPDH 

primers (Sigma- Aldrich Company Limited, Poole, Dorset, UK). 5~1 (O.3~M) of primers 

(total for forward and reverse), 25~1 Quantitect Sybr Green Master mix, 5~1 DNA (400ng) 

and RNase free water were used for a 50~1 of final volume reaction. 

Table 4: Real time cycling conditions PCR technology consists of a series of 
40 repeated temperature changes, called cycles, with each cycle commonly 
consisting of 3 discrete temperature steps known as Denaturation, Annealing 
and Extension. 

STEP TIME TEMPERATURE 

PCR Initial activate step 2 min 50°C 

Denaturation 15min 95° 

Annealing 30sec 60°C 

Extension 30sec noc 
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Detection of fluorescence was carried out at n°e. After amplification, the melting cune 

was performed by denaturation at 95°C for 60 seconds, annealing at 55°C for 30 seconds 

and increasing the temperature to 95°C with a ramp, the fluorescence was collected during 

the ramp increase temperature. The CD133 and GAPDH primers were purchased from 

Qiagen and there efficiency was optimal with the Quantitect Sybr PCR kit. 

2.7.7 Knockdown analysis via immunofluorescent staining 

To determine the phenotypic knockdown expression of CD133 on the Cac02 cell line, 

immunofluorescent monoclonal antibody labelling and flow cytometry single or dual stain 

analysis was used. After the cells had been exposed to their varying knockdown 

conditions, the cells were transferred to F ACs tubes, washed with PBS, incubated with 

(2%) human gamma globulin and immuno-fluorescently labelled as described in the 

previous chapter. Mouse anti -human CD133 (Ae 133/2, IgG I) PE conjugated. 

2.7.8 RNA Interference using a plasmid construct. 

RNA interference as shown above is a useful tool for gene targeting. In this instance a 

plasmid construct is created that exogenously expresses short-hairpin RNAs (shRNAs). 

Using a plasmid vector to knock down a gene allows for long tern and permanent 

knockdown, without the need to generate knockout phenotypes. 

2.7.9 P Silencer siRNA Expression Vector 

The expression vector used was the pSilencer 3.1 HI neo kit (Ambion LTD, Huntingdon, 

Cambridgeshire, UK), the vector map is shown in figure 14. The hairpin CDI33 siRNA 

template oligonucleotides were designed using the target sequence web-based insert design 

tool from Ambion and constructed by Sigma- Aldrich Company Limited, Poole, 

Dorset,UK. The sequence used was an RNAi sequence previously designed and tested by 

Qiagen and the restriction enzymes used were BamH 1 and Hind III (Sigma) (Table 5). 
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Table 5: showing the forward and reverse sequences of the RNAi oligonucleotide 
including the restriction site sequences. 

Oligonucleotide Sequence Restriction 

Name 5' to 3: Site 

COl33 GATCCGGTAAGAACCCGGATCAAATTCAAGAGATTTGATCCG BamH I 

Forward GGTTCTTACCTGTTTTTTGGAAA 

COl33 AGCTTTTCCAAAAAACAGGTAAGAACCCGGATCAAATCTCTT Hind III 

Reverse GAATTTGATCCGGGTTCTTACCG 

Figure 14: Schematic diagram representing the vector map from the 3.I-HI plasmid 
purchased from Ambion. The vector uses the HI RNA pol III promoter and has been 
linearized with both BamH 1 and HindIII to facilitate directional siRNA cloning. The 
vectors contain a Neomycin and Ampicillin resistant gene allowing antibiotic selection 
using G418 an analog of Neomycin (Qiagen, 2010). 
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The hairpin siRNA oligonucleotide was dissolved in 100111 of nuclease-free water, I ul of 

each oligonucleotide was diluted to I: 100 in TE (lOnm Tris, imM EDT A) and the 

concentration calculated in Ilg/ml using a nano drop. The oligonucleotides were then 

diluted to Ing/ul. The annealing mixture was assembled as follows: 2111 of the sense and 

antisense template oligonucleotide and 46111 of DNA annealing solution were mixed. The 

mixture was heated to 90°C for 3 minutes then placed in a 37°C incubator and incubated 

for I hour. 5111 of the annealed siRNA template insert was diluted with 45111 nuclease-free 

water for a final concentration of 8ng/1l1. Two lOll I ligation reactions; a plus-insert ligation 

and a minus-insert negative control were set up as shown in table 6, prior to incubation for 

1-3 hours at room temperature. 

Table 6: Showing the composition of the 10111 ligation reactions for both 
experimental (+ insert) and control (- insert). 

Plus-insert Minus-insert Component 

IIlI - Oil. Annealed siRNA insert 

- I III Ix DNA annealing solution 

6111 6111 Nuclease free water 

I III IIlI lOx T4 DNA ligase buffer 

I III I III pSilencer neo vector 

I III IIlI T4 DNA ligase (5U/1l1) 

JMI09 E-Coli (Promega UK, Southampton, UK) competent cells, 451l1, initially thawed on 

ice were mixed with 5111 of the ligation reaction and incubated on ice for 45minutes. The 

cells were heat shocked at 42°C for 1 minute and incubated on ice for a further 2 minutes. 

The cells from each plus and minus insert were plated on separate 1001lg/ml Luria broth 

Ampicilin plates, inverted and incubated overnight at 37°C. Isolated colonies were picked 

from the plus insert plate and each clone was inoculated into 5ml aliquots of Luria broth 

with Ampicillin (Sigma- Aldrich Company Limited, Poole, Dorset, UK). They were then 

incubated in a 37°C shaker overnight. A glycerol stock of the individual bacterial clones 

was made and stored for future use. The cells were then pelleted by centrifugation at 

1800RPM for 10 minutes at 4°C, the supernatant aspirated and the pellets frozen at -20°C. 
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2.7.10 Purification of Plasmid DNA 

The DNA was prepared from the bacterial pellet using the Qiagen miniprep kit (Qiagen 

LTD, Crawley, West Sussex, UK) according to manufacturers instructions. The procedure 

is based on alkaline lysis of bacterial cells followed by adsorption of DNA onto silica in 

the presence of high salt. The procedure consists of 3 basic steps: 

1. Preparation and clearing of bacterial lysate 

2. Adsorption of DNA onto the QIAprep membrane 

3. Washing and elution of plasmid DNA 

The purified plasmid DNA was digested with the restriction endonucleases BamHL 

Hind III or Ecorl. The restriction digest reaction consisted of 81lg DNA, 2111 lOx reaction 

buffer and 2111 of enzyme in a final volume of 20111 made up with ddH20. The reaction was 

incubated at 37°C for a minimum of 4 hours. 

To confirm the successful cloning of the combined oligomers into the plasmid the 

restriction endonuclease reaction was subjected to electrophoresis using 1% agarose gels 

made by dissolving I g of agarose (Sigma- Aldrich Company Limited, Poole, Dorset, UK) 

in 100mi of I X TBE buffer (Tris-borate pH8.0, I mM EDT A) and IIlI of 10mglmi 

Ethidium Bromide. The running buffer used was IX TBE buffer. DNA samples were 

mixed with lOX loading buffer and diluted to a final concentration of 1 X loading buffer. A 

100bp KB plus DNA ladder (Invitrogen LTD, Paisley, Scotland) was used as a standard for 

sizing DNA sample fragments. Electrophoresis was carried out at 100V. DNA was 

visualized under a UV light source and gel images were obtained using a Polaroid camera 

with Polaroid 667film or a Biorad gel doc imaging system. 
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2.7.11 Transfecting the pSilencer plasmid into mammalian cells 

24 hours before transfection, Cac02 cells were plated in 24 well plates (Nunclon, 

Denmark) at 4xl04 in 5001-11 RPMI medium supplemented with 10% FBS and Gentamicin 

and incubated overnight at 37°C with 5% CO2 under humid incubation. 

In sterile polystyrene tubes, 11-11 siPORT XP-I(Ambion LTD, Huntingdon. 

Cambridgeshire, UK) was diluted into Opti-MEM I medium (Gibco BRL life technologies 

LTD, Paisley, Scotland) producing a final volume of 501-11. The tubes were vortexed 

thoroughly and incubated at room temperature for 15 minutes. 200ng of plasmid DNA was 

added to the siPORT solution and mixed gently. The solution was incubated at room 

temperature for a further 15 minutes. The siPORT/DNA complex was added drop wise 

onto the cells and the dish rocked back and forth to evenly distribute the complexes. The 

cells were then incubated for 24 hours. 

At this point the selection process was undertaken using G418 (Gibco BRL life 

technologies LTD, Paisley, Scotland) at a concentration of 600 1-1 g/mI. Two non transfected 

cell cultures were also set up. One is subjected to G418 selection to control for the fraction 

of cells that survive selection. The second control is grown without G418 selection as a 

positive control for cell viability. The gentamicin was added to the culture medium and 

cultured with the cells until all the cells in the non transfected control culture were killed. 

This assumed, the selection was complete and the remaining cells in the culture could be 

grown without antibiotics until confluent. The cells were analysed for knockdown of the 

target gene using PCR or flow cytometry. 
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2.8 Methodology for functional experiments on knocked down Caco-2 

cells 

2.8.1 Determining CD133 receptor re-expression after knockdown 

Caco-i'D133
- (knocked down with the Santa Cruz siRNA) were purified using anti CD133 

MACs beads producing a population of pure CDl33- cells. A proportion of the CD133-

cells were then stained with CD59 to show cell viability and to confirm that these were 

Caco-2 cells. The control sample expressing a scrambled control siRNA (Santa Cruz Inc, 

Heidelberg, Germany) Caco_2ssc was also stained with CD59 (Phannigen UK LTD, 

Cowley, Oxford, UK). At this point the cells were then cultured in 6 well plates under 

normal growth conditions at a concentration of 5x 1 06 cells per well. Samples were taken 

on a daily basis to assess the rate at which CD 133 receptor re-expression occurred on 

Caco-2 cells using flow cytometry. 

2.8.2 Proliferation Assays 

A Caco-2 proliferation time course assay was performed after gene knockdown and cell 

sorting to isolate the CD133 population. Wells were seeded with 104 cells ofCaco-2 and 

cultured in 2ng CD 133 specific (Caco_2CD'33
-) or cultured in 2ng of a scrambled control 

siRNA (Caco-2'SC). Cell numbers were assessed on days L 3 and 5 and a methylene blue 

assay was used to quantify the number of viable cells. 

2.8.3 Cytoxicity experiments 

The cytotoxicity of anti- CD 133 monoclonal antibodies was measured as follows; 300,000 

cells were cultured in each well of a 6 well plate (Nunclon, Denmark) in a volume of 2ml 

of media. The cells used were Caco-2ssc. , Caco-2CDm
- and HL-60 (DMSZ, Germany), an 

acute myloid leukaemia cell line which lacks CD 133 expression and was used as a 

negative control. l\\cnty four hours after incubation unconjugated Mab's directed against 

epitopc I AC 133 (Miltenyi Biotech, Bergish, Germany), epitope 1 AC 133 (Abcam PLC, 

Cambl;dge, UK) and AC 141 epitope 2 (Miltenyi Biotech, Bergish, Germany) were added 

at various concentrations to all 3 cell line groups. Sc\enty two hours later, the antibody 
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containing medium was removed, and the cytotoxic affect of anti- CD133 antibody was 

detennined using trypan blue exclusion. The experiment was carried out in triplicates and 

repeated three times. 

2.8.4 Binding capacity of Caco-2 cells to plastic 

Each well of a 6 well plate was seeded with either Caco-2 CO 133- or Caco_2ssc cells 24 hours 

after transfection. The seeding density was 300,000 cells per well. At various time points 1 

well from each experimental group was swirled gently and all the contents pipetted out into 

a testube. The cell number was then calculated and noted. This was repeated at regular 

intervals for a total period of four hours. 

2.8.5 Cell cycle analysis of Caco-2 CDI33- and Caco-2 sse cells 

The DNA content was measured in samples of 5x I 05 cells/ well. Caco-2 C0133- and Caco-

2sSC were both seeded independently in 6 well plates and left for 24 hours under nonnal 

growing conditions before cell cycle activity began to improve the health of the cells. 

Synchronisation of the cells was then carried out to stabilize the cells. 

Aphidicolin (Sigma- Aldrich Company Limited, Poole, Dorset, UK) which is a tetracyclic 

diterpene antibiotic with antiviral and antimitotical properties was used to synchronise the 

cells in GO/G 1 resting phase. Aphidicolin is a reversible inhibitor of eukaryotic nuclear 

DNA replication, blocking the cell cycle at G 1 phase. It acts by inhibiting DNA 

polymerase A and D in eukaryotic cells enabling us to track and record the rate at which 

the cells cycle from the G I resting phase through to the mitotic phase of the cycle. The 

concentration of Aphidicolin was carefully detennined by Cinatl et at.. (1992) who showed 

that high concentrations of the drug kills Caco-2 cells whilst having no affect on other cell 

lines. After establishing the correct incubation period for the drug to align the cells within 

the G I phase, Aphidicolin was added to the cells at a concentration of 5uglml for a period 

20 hours. 24 hours realistically being the longest time the cells would be subjected to the 

drug as studies showed that prolonged exposure may damage the cell and after going 

through the knockdown procedure the cells were potentially under stress (Cinatl et al .. 

19(2). The cells were thoroughly washed twice with PBS, seeded under nonnal culture 

conditions and left to recowr for 24 hours as preliminary studies showed no cycle activity 
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occurred during this period. From this point, regular time intervals were set at every 12 

hours. At each time period, cells were permeabilised in 70% ethanol and placed in the -20 

freezer. On completion of the 36 hour time course the cells were then washed and stained. 

For PI (Sigma- Aldrich Company Limited, Poole, Dorset, UK) DNA labelling, cells were 

initially trypsinized and centrifuged at 1300RPM for 10 minutes at 20°e. Cells were fixed 

by gradual addition of 2ml of ice cold 70% ethanol to enable cell permeabilization. The 

cells were then centrifuged at l450RPM for 10 minutes at 20°e. After the removal of 

supernatant, the cells were resuspended in 5ml of PBS and further centrifuged at 1400RPM 

for 10 minutes at 20°C. The cells were then resuspended in 500ul of PBS/ ribonuclease-A 

(RNase) at a final concentration of 0.2mg/rnl to lyse residual RNAs and then incubated for 

30 minutes at 37°e. Finally the DNA was stained with PI at a concentration of 2mg/ml 

and analysed by Flow Cytometry with a F ACScan and the attached CELLQuest software. 
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2.9 Micro array methodology 

2.9.1 Microarray setup 

The experiment was aimed at studying the gene expression levels on Caco-2 cells under 

various conditions affecting the CD 133 receptor. We compared the expression levels of 3 

experimental groups against a control group. 

Group 1: Cells seeded at 2x 1 05 per well were subjected to knockdown of the CD 133 

receptor using the optimum concentration and conditions as described earlier for siRNA 

(Santa Cruz). The cells were incubated for 48 hours post siRNA transfection however we 

only achieved a 65% CD 133 knockdown of Caco-2 cells so the remaining sample was 

purified using a CD133 cell isolation kit (see earlier chapter). 

Group 2: 1 x 1 06 cells were seeded in 3 wells of a 6 well plates and labelled with an IgG 

(Miltenyi Biotech, Bergish, Germany) control for I hour on ice at a concentration of 

50flg/ml to eliminate non specific binding, and act as a further control to group 3. 

Group 3: The Caco-2 cells were labelled with 3 CDI33 monoclonal antibodies; CDI33/l, 

CD 133/2 (Miltenyi Biotec) and CD 133/1 * (Abcam) collectively for 1 hour on ice to try 

and mimic ligand stimulation and thus trigger any down stream reactions that may occur 

on binding to CD133. All three antibodies were added at 50flg/ml. The cells were seeded at 

I x I 06 cells/ well and the experiment was carried out in triplicate in an identical fashion to 

group 2. 

Initially for groups 2 and 3, each experiment was carried out in triplicates with incubation 

periods of I hour and 12 hours respectively, however due to the cost of the gene array 

proc~ss the final process was carried out using the samples incubated for an hour and 

reducing the replicates to 2. 

Group 4: The Caco-3 cells were seeded at Ixl06 cells in 6 well plates and cultured with 

growing medium. This group comprised of the control group which the other 3 groups 

were compared against. 
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The RNA was extracted using the Qiagen RNAeasy protocol described earlier and then 

quantified using a nanodrop. The samples from each group were then diluted to a 

concentration of 200ng. The RNA extracts from the samples were hybridized to Agilent 

chips (Agilent Technologies UK Ltd, Edinburgh, UK) and the expression level of 45015 

probe sets were obtained for each sample and the experiments in duplicate. 

2.9.2 One Colour Spike Mix 

To prepare the one colour spike mix dilution appropriate for 200ng of total RNA, we 

heated the mix at 37°C for 5 minutes and then added 2111 of the one colour spike mix stock 

to 38111 of dilution buffer (supplied with agilent kit). 2ul of this mixture was then added to 

48111 of dilution buffer and finally 4ul of this second dilution was added to 36111 of dilution 

buffer for the third dilution. The solution was mixed thoroughly and centrifuged briefly to 

collect all the liquid at the bottom of the tube. 

2.9.3 Cy3 labelling 

200ng of total RNA was diluted in 8.3ul RNase free water and placed in a micro centrifuge 

tube. 1.2ul ofT7 promoter primer was added followed by 2ul of the spike mix. The primer 

and the template were denatured by incubating the reaction at 65°C for 10min and then 

cooled on ice for a further 5 minutes. 

A cDNA master mix was made up consisting of; 4ul 5X First Strand Buffer, 2ul 0.1 DTT, 

luI 10mM dNTP mix, luI MMLV-RT and 0.5ul RNaseOut giving a final volume of 8.5ul 

which was added to each sample tube. 

The samples were then incubated at 40°C for 2 hours, then moved to 65°C for 15 minutes 

and finally kept on ice for 5 minutes. Samples were then micro centrifuged to collect the 

contents. 

Next the transcription process occurs where a cRNA template is created from the cDNA 

produced in the previous step. 60ul of the transcription mix was added to each sample. The 

master mix contains; 15.3ul Nuclease-free water, 20u14X Transcription Buffer, 6ul 0.1 M 

DTT, 8ul NTP mix, 6.4ul 50% PEG, 0.5ul RNase OT, 0.61l1 inorganic pyrophosphatase, 

0.81l1 T7 RNA polymerase, 2.41l1 and Cyanine 3-CTP. The solution was gently mixed by 

pipetting and then incubated for 2 hours at 40°C. 
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2.9.4 Purifying the labelled/amplified RNA 

The purification of the samples was done using an RNA easy Kit from Qiagen. the 

procedures were as follows, 20111 of nuclease free water was added to the samples 

producing a total volume of 100111 per sample. 350111 of RLT buffer was added foil 0\\ ed by 

250111 of ethanol (100%) and thoroughly mixed. 700111 of the sample was then transferred 

to an RNeasy mini column, centrifuged at 4°C for 30 seconds at 1300RPM. The flow 

through was discarded. 500111 of RPE buffer was then added to the column and centrifuged 

at 4°C for 60 seconds at 1300RPM discarding the flow through as before. To remove any 

buffer that may be remaining the column was placed in an empty 1.5ml tube and spun for 

30 seconds at 1300RPM.The cleaned cRNA was then eluted by transferring the column to 

a 1.5ml collection tube, adding 30111 of RNase free water directly onto the column's 

membrane and centrifuging at 4°C for 30 seconds at 1300RPM. 

2.9.5 Quantifying the cRNA 

Quantification was performed on a Nanodrop NO-IOOO UV -VIS spectrophotometer, 

making sure the Microarray measurement tab was clicked and the RNA-40 tab was also 

selected. The machine was initially blanked with nuclease free water and then 1111 of 

sample was loaded onto the instrument sample loading area. 

2.9.6 Calculation to determine the yield and specific activity of the reaction 

(Concentration of cRNA) X 30111 (elution volume) / 1000 = Ilg of cRNA 

(Concentration of cCy3) / (Concentration of cRNA) X 1000 = pmol Cy3 per IlgRN 

2.9.7 Hybridization 

500ul of nuclease free water was added to the vial containing lyophilized lOX blocking 

agent and mixed gently by vortexing. For the whole human genome 4 X 44K Microarray 

format, a fragmentation master mix was made up consisting of 1.651lg of Cyanine 3-

labelled, amplified cRNA, 11111 lOX blocking agent. 52.8111 of nuclease-free water, 2.2111 

25X fragmentation buffer producing a final volume of 55111. The samples were gently 

mixed and then incubated for 60°C for exactly 30 minutes to fragment RNA. 55111 of 2X 

GEx Hyblidixation buffer HI-RPM was added to the 4 X 44k array to stop fragmentation. 
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The solution was mixed well then centrifuged for I minute at room temperature at 

1300RPM, then placed on ice. 

A clean gasket slide was loaded into the Agilent SureHyb chamber base with the label 

facing up and aligned with the rectangular section of the chamber base. I00J.11 of the 

hybridization sample was dispensed onto the gasket well in a "drag and dispense" manner. 

An array chip was placed "active side" down onto the SureHyb gasket slide and aligned 

correctly. The chamber cover was then placed onto the sandwiched slides, clamped and 

rotated to wet the gasket. The slide chamber was then placed in the hybridization oven and 

set to 65°C where hybridization occurred for 17 hours. 

2.9.8 Washing of Microarray slides 

Following removal of the hybridisation chamber from the incubator, the Caco-2 cells on 

the slides were washed three times in 3 separate dishes using two different buffers supplied 

with the kit GE wash buffer I and 2. The first wash known as the disassembly step entailed 

removing the array chip from the chamber in the wash and was done with GE buffer I at 

room temperature. The Microarray slide was then placed on a rack and washed in a new 

dish with Buffer I for I minute with a stirrer at room temperature. The final wash was 

carried out in the same manner but at an elevated temperature for I minute (Note 8 slides 

can be washed at any particular time). Slides were then immediately scanned and analysed. 
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2.10 Confocal microscopy methodology 

2.10.1 Immunofluorescent staining for CD133 expression on adhered Caco-2 cells for 
CLSM analysis 

13mm, 1.0 thickness round glass cover slips (VWR international, Briare. France) were 

deposited into each well of a 6 well plate, a maximum of 3 cover slips per well. Caco-2 

cells were plated into the 6 well plates at 200,000 cells per well in 2ml of medium under 

normal growing conditions, and adhered to the covers lips overnight at 37°C, CO2 5°0. The 

cover slips were washed in PBS to remove un-adhered cells, before separating the 

coverslips into individual wells of a 6 well plate and incubated with HAG. 2° 0. I ml for 30 

minutes on ice. 

Adhered cells were then labelled with the pure primary anti-CD 133/1 antibody (Miltenyi 

Biotech, Bergish, Germany) at 2mg/ml. An irrelevant matched isotype antibody control 

was also used at the same concentration (lgG I) (Miitenyi Biotech. Bergish, Germany). 

Cells were incubated with I ml of diluted antibody at 4°C for 30 minutes. then washed in 

excess PBS prior to secondary fluorescent conjugated antibody labelling using rabbit anti 

mouse Alexa Fluor 468 conjugated (Invitrogen LTD. Paisley. Scotland) or rabbit anti 

mouse Alexa Fluor 555 (Invitrogen LTD, Paisley, Scotland) was diluted I: 1000 with PBS 

and added at Iml per well. Antibody incubations were carried out at 4°C for 30 minutes 

with the wells then washed in excess PBS (0.1 % sodium azide). Cells were fixed with PF A 

(pH7.2, 4%). for IS minutes then washed again in PBS wash. 

2.10.2 Mounting of Caco-2 cells. 

Vectashield DAPt anti fade reagent (Vector Laboratories. Peterborough. UK), 50111 was 

applied to the centre of the slide. The round cover slip was then inverted and placed over a 

24x50mm. 1.5 thickness cover glass slide (VWR international. Briare, France) allowing 

the Vectashield to circulate around the coverslip. Clear acrylic nail varnish. was used 

around the 1:00erslip to create a sealed chamber. The slides were CLSM analysed within 

two days of staining and \\ ere stored at -+ °C in a blacked out slide box. 
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2.10.3 LR staining for CLSM analysis 

The LRs were labelled usmg a Vybrant LR labelling kit (Invitrogen LTD, Paisley. 

Scotland) which contained a Cholera toxin Subunit B antibody conjugated to either AF468 

or AF555 fluorochrome. The Cholera toxin subunit B is part of an oligomeric complex 

made up of 6 proteins: a single copy of the A subunit (enzyme) and five copies of the B 

subunit (Receptor binding) secreted by the bacterium Vibrio cholera. Once secreted, The B 

subunit ring of the bacterium will bind to the pentasaccharide chain of plasma membrane 

GM I gangliosides on the surface of the host cells, which selectively partitions into LRs. 

An antibody that specifically recognises the Cholera toxin subunit B is then used to cross 

link the CT -B - labelled LRs into distinct patches on the plasma membrane. which are 

easily visualized by fluorescence microscopy. 

The labelling protocol was the same for both adherent and confluent cells; a stock solution 

of the fluorescent CT -B conjugate was prepared by adding 100111 PBS to the vial creating a 

1 mg/ml stock solution. A working solution was then prepared by taking 2111 of the stock 

solution and adding it to 2ml of PBS producing a Illg/mi solution. A 200 fold dilution of 

the anti-CT-B antibody was prepared by taking 10111 of the stock solution and adding it to 

2mlofPBS. 

After incubation with HAG 2%, Iml for 30 minutes on ice and washing of cells, they were 

resuspended in 2ml of the fluorescent CT-B conjugate working solution for 10 minutes at 

4°C, prior to washing the cells gently with PBS 3 times. 2ml of the anti-CT-B antibody 

working solution was added and incubated for 15 minutes at .f 0c. Cells were washed, then 

fixl:d with paraformaldehyde and mounted as described above and according to the type of 

l:ells. 
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2.10.4 Dual fluorescent staining of lipid rafts and CD133 for CLSM analysis 

Dual colour analysis was an important technique carried out enabling us to understand the 

relationship between CD133 and LR expression. The LRs were labelled initially as above. 

At the point were the anti CT-B antibody was added and the cells washed, the murine 

CD133 antibody was added followed by the RAM Alexa Fluror fluorochrome of choice. 

The cells were then fixed and mounted on to slides or coverslips. When staining using dual 

indirect immunolabelling, there is a possibility to create the potential for inappropriate 

staining by Bridge formation, where the murine antibody specific for the second antigen 

binds to free anti murine sites on the fluorochrome conjugated antibody labelling the first 

antigen or Cross reactivity between fluorochromes aimed at the second antigen and free 

sites on the murine antibody against the first antigen, This inappropriate fluorescent 

staining would result in potentially false positive fluorescent signals for the second antigen. 

These problems were overcome by using a directly conjugated antibody against LRs with 

LR immunolabelling prior to CD133 labelling thereby limiting the potential for bridge 

formation and cross reactivity. 

2.10.5 Removal of Lipid Rafts using Beta Methyl Cyclodextrine 

This was carried out using the drug Beta Methyl Cyclodextrine (BMCD) (Sigma- Aldrich 

Company Limited, Poole, Dorset, UK). BMCD comes from a family of compounds made 

up of sugar molecules bound together in a ring. The water-soluble BMCD is known to 

form soluble inclusion complexes with cholesterol, thereby enhancing its solubility in 

aqueous solution as the bulky and hydrophobic cholesterol molecule is easily lodged inside 

cyclodextrin rings that are then removed hence its role in disrupting LR. I ml of a 2nM 

concentration of the drug was added to adherent cells grown on a coverslip in a 6 well 

plate. Time periods of 40 and 60 mins were initially set, however the BMCD drug has been 

known to be harsh on cells (Ulloth et al., 2007) and viability assays (trypan blue) 

performed on both time points showed clearly that there was a high percentage of cell 

death after 60 minutes incubation. Therefore we proceeded with BMCD cell incubation for 

40 minutes, at which point the cells were washed 3 times and the staining procedure 

carried out. 
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2.10.6 Immunofluorescent staining of Caco-2 cells for adhesion onto fibronectin 

The immunofluorescent staining was carried out in 5ml polystyrene round bottom tubes 

(BD Biosciences, Erembodegem, Belgium) as opposed to slides or coverslips. The cells 

were washed with PBS and incubated with 2% HAG, 250J.ll for 30 minutes on ice. At this 

point they were washed twice with PBS and labelled with the pure primary CDl33/} 

antibody at a concentration of 10J.lglml. An irrelevant matched isotype antibody control 

was also used at the same concentration (lgG 1). Antibody incubations were carried out at 

4°C for 30 minutes. Cells were washed twice in 2ml of PBS prior to secondary fluorescent 

conjugated antibody labelling using: Rabbit anti mouse Alexa Fluor 468 (AF468) 

conjugated or Rabbit anti mouse Alexa Fluor 555 (AF555), diluted }:} 000 with PBS, 

250J.ll per tube. Antibody incubations were carried out at 4°C for 30 minutes prior to 

washing three times in 2ml PBS (0.1 % sodium azide). Cells were allowed to adhere onto 

glass coverslips or fibronectin coated coverslips prior to fixing with PFA (pH7.2, 4%), for 

15 minutes, then washed twice with PBS. 
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Chapter 3: Devlopmental biology 

3.1 Aims and objectives 

The primary aims of this chapter were: 

• To establish optimal growth conditions for the MUTZ-2 cell line and the CACO-2 cell 

line in vitro. 

• Measuring growth patterns for MUTZ-2, CACO-2 and CD34+ Primary cells taken from 

cord blood. 

• Quantifying CD 133 phenotypic expression on both MUTZ-2 and C ACO-2 cell lines. 

• Determining long term expression of CD 13 3 on CD34 + primary cells. 

• Evaluating the effect of steric hindrance and freezing on CD34 + primary cells. 

3.2 Introduction 

Due to the rare nature of primary CD 133+ cells, cell lines such as MUTZ-2 and CACO-2 

have been used to establish the correct experimental conditions. However, as indicated in 

Chapter I, there is a great deal of evidence to support the theory that CD 133 may not carry 

out the same functional role within normal haemopoietic and CSC popUlations. Therefore. 

where possible, cells expressing CDI33 from Umbilical Cord Blood (UCB) have been 

used. UCB was obtained via caesarean section with fully informed parental consent 

following local research and ethical approval. 
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3.3 Results 

Three main sources of ce ll s were used to investigate the functional properties of CD 133: 

Caco-2, MUTZ-2 and CD34+ primary cells se lected from cord blood . Both cell lines 

MUTZ-2 and Caco-2 read il y expressed C D 133 at varying percentages, however, MUTZ-2 

was the ce ll line that had the closest resemb lance to the haemopoietic system expressing 

both C D34 and C D 133 and was therefore the line of interest. 

3.3.1 Immunophenotyping of MUTZ-2 cell line: 

Phenotypi ng of MUTZ-2 cell line was accompli shed usi ng multi co lor FACS analysis wi th 

a panel of conjugated antibod ies directed to leukocyte surface tructures known to be 

expressed on human haemopoietic stem or progenitor ce ll s. The result show ex press ion on 

ce lls that had been cultured in 5637 medium and SCF. Figure 15 shows the mean surface 

ex press ion of CD 133 on MUTZ-2 ce ll s w ith a percentage expre sion of 44%. Typicall y 

figure 16 shows CD 13, C D33 , CD34 were a ll ex pressed at levels above 90%. whereas 

CXC R4 and C D 11 7 were ex pressed at much lower levels in particularly (G) CXCR4 did 

not sta in above the (B) isotype contro l leve l. 
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Figure 15: Mean expression of CD133 on MUTZ-2 cells. A) gat ing stra tegy 
employed during flow cytometric ana lys is of MUTZ-2 cells labell ed with C D 133, The 
gated region R I was app l ied to B) in'elevant matched iso type contro l, and C) single 
pos iti ve C D 133/1 PE immunofluorescent staining. Positive ce ll count indicated for 
each quadrant at the corresponding comer of p lot . C D13 3 express ion gave a mean 
percentage of 39% ± 6.7 Standard Error Mean (SEM). (n=4) . 
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F igure 16 : Phenotypi c fl ow cytometry characterization of M UTZ-2 cell lin e. 
Representati ve analys is of: A) Pro fi le of selected cell with R I representing the ga ted 
cell s analysed. 8 ) 19G I PE control. C) CD 13 (97.5%± 2. 2) D) CD33 (99 .9%± 1. 8) . 
E) CD34 (90 .8o/O± 4.6). F) CD 117 (70o/o± 6. 1). G) CXC R.+ ( 12°/O± 8.5 ). II data \\ a 
analyzed from 10.000 events (n=3). 
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3.3.2 Optimising growth conditions for MUTZ-2 cells line 

It was important to try and create growing conditions that were not only optimum with 

respect to ce ll pro li fera ti on and cost, but also eas il y reproducible as any minor changes in 

the growing conditions could hugely affect downstream events. A major issue wa the 

5637 eM, we found that different batches stored would contain various levels of cytokine 

as ce ll s may be at different cycle points before the experiment commenced. Thi would 

provide inconsistent growth patterns in experiments where a ll other parameters were 

identica l making it difficul t to achieve consistent results. The MUTZ-2 cell line grew in 

alpha MEM and FBS with conditioning medium from 5637 cell line grown independently 

as described earlier and figure 17 shows the growth pattern of M TZ-2 ce ll under these 

condit ions. It can be observed that by day 6 the cell number had increased by 2.5 fo ld and 

also the rate of pro life ration decreased from days 8 to 12. 
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Graph to show time course response of MUTZ-2 cells 
cultured with 5637 conditioning medium 
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Fioure 17: Proliferation of MUTZ-2 cells in response to 5637. Cells were plated at 
5xi 05 cells per wel l in 12 wel l plates under nOlmal growi ng conditions with 20% 5637 
conditioning medi um. Every second day cell numbers were detern1ined using trypan 

blue. (n=5). 

Modifications were made to the cu lture protocol to enhance ce ll growth by the addition of 

stem cell fac tor (SCF) to 5637 ce ll culture supernatant. Figure 18 shows MUTZ-2 cel l 

cultured w ith var ying co ncentrations of SCF over a 12 day culture peliod . ranging from 

5- 70ng/ml. Comparable ce ll numbers were achieved \ hen usi ng 5637 supernatant and 
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50ng/m l, 60ng/ml or 70ng/m l of SCF. 50ng/ml was functionall y the be t concentration to 

u e a by day 12 tota l cell number in 50ng/ml , 60ng/ml and 70ng/ml were omparable. The 

rates of pro liferation were also very similar, as hi gher concentrations did not further 

enhance the growth rate . 
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Figure 18: SCF dose response curves on M UTZ-2. Ce ll s were pla ted at 5x I 05 ce ll s/ 
we ll as before. Vary ing concentrations of SCF were added to the ce ll s on day 3,6 and 9. 
Variou SCF concentrations are represented by the d ifferent co lored line. 3 experiments 
were can'ied out in triplica tes (n=3) . 

Even though higher levels of pro li fe ration were observed w ith SCF, MUTZ-2 wa till 

fo und to be unpredictable and di ffic ult to mai ntai n a teady level of growth , a 

pro liferatio n level could va ry grea tl y. T his can be demonstrated by the large error bar 

how n in fi gure 18. O ne of the fac tors responsible for this was the 5637 conditioning 

med ium. It was very di ffi cult to quanti fy cytokine levels in the conditioning medium a 

5637 growth would vary an d therefore co llection points of the supernatant ultimately 

woul d va ry a l o . It was dec ided to grow large batches of 5637. collect the supernatants 

over a period of time and then poo l the supernatants together and freeze thu having a mai n 

stock . Ithough it was not poss ib le to detennine the concentration of cytokine . th is would 

enable culture w ith consistent 5637 supplemented m di a. However. there wa st ill 

va riation in growth pattern for M UTZ-2. Ce ll culture would fo llow a si milar growth 

pattern as illustrated in fI gure 18. with intermittent period of no growth. 0 defInable 
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rea oning could be determined for th is . A number of different batches or MUTZ-2 were 

purchased fro m the suppli er, and all were subject to s imilar inconsistent growth patterns . 

An experiment was then set up to try and combine 5637 medium, SCF and FLT-3 (figure 

19) . The combination of SCF 5637 gave the highest proli feration rate and level of 

proliferation compared to the other groups. There was an increase of 4.5 fold compared to 

using 5637 alone whi lst the addition of FLT-3 to 5637 enhanced the proliferation by 2.5 

fo ld. Surpri s ingly, FL T -3 alone at the concentrations of 10nglmi and 50nglml both 

produced hi gher pro liferation levels on day 8 than SCF alone however the addit ion of FLT-

3 to 5637 gave reasonable proliferation properti es and was further investi gated in the next 

experiment in combination with SCF. The concentrations of FLT-3 in combination 

samples was 10nglmi (n=3). 
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Figure 19: Proliferative effects of SC~, FLT-3 and C M on M UTZ-2 over a 10 day 
time cO Ul-se. Cells were seeded at 5x 10) cell s per well and counted every 48hrs. 3 
ex oeriments were carri ed out in trio licates (n=3)' 
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At thi s point we then further investigated the possibl e effects FL T -3 may ha\e on 

proliferation by combining va rying concentrations of FLT-3 with or without CF and 

ob ervi ng the effects on cell proliferation (figure 20). The combination of SCF and FLT-3 

increased the pro li feration compared to the other culture cond itions. ote: concentration 

of SCF remained constant at 50ng/ml throughout the experiment. As expected FL T -3 and 

5637 gave the lowest ce ll yie ld just under 3x I 06
, however the combination of FL T-3 and 

SCF generated 1 million more cell s by day 12 . From the experiment it would be difficult to 

conclude that the addition of FLT -3 in combination wi th SCF enhances proliferation due to 

the large error bars produced. 
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FigUl-e 20: Craphical representation studying the effects of SCF, FL T-3 and 
5637 eM on M UTZ-2. Ce lls were seeded at 5x I 05 ce ll s per we ll ote 
concentrations o f SCF remained constant at 50ng/ml tlu'oughout the expeli ment. 
FL T-3 and 5637 produced the lowest cell yie ld just under 3x I 0

6
, howe er the 

combination of FL T-3 and SCF produced an extra I million cell s by day 12 . The 
experiment was carried out in triplicates (n=3). 
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These experiments suggest that the highest cell numbers were achieved with the 50nglml 

SCF, 10ng/ml FLT-3 and the conditioning medium 5637. Unfortunately it is not possible 

to quantify the contents of this conditioning medium and cytokines even though we pooled 

the supernatants creating one main batch. SCF alone produced poor proliferation results 

e.g.; in figure 20 on day 10 SCF alone produced 1 million cells whereas with 5637 and 

SCF there was a 4 fold increase. On day 12 SCFIFLT-3 results are comparable to using 

SCF/5637 producing a cell count of approx 4 million and was the fourth optimwn 

condition in that experiment after SCF/5637 as shown in figure 20. Varying the 

concentration of FLT-3 used was also investigated but this did not seem to have a major 

effect on the cell number hence 10ug/ml was decided upon for further culture 

From the results it became apparent that an alternative combination to the recommended 

cocktail of 5637CM and SCF was FLT-3 and SCF. The benefit of using these cytokines 

was that a known concentration of cytokine was being added to the cells as opposed to 

using the conditioning medium which contained unknown concentration of cytokines and 

growth factor. In summary, due to the large error bars produced it would be impossible to 

extract any meaningful conclusions from these results other than MUTZ-2 cells are capable 

of proliferation under various conditions but exhibit extremely unpredictable growth 

patterns making them unstable as a cell line. 
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3.3.3 CD 133 expression on CACO-2 cell line 

Caco-2 , a co lon cancer ce ll line was also investigated . in contrast to MUTZ-2 cell line it i 

an adherent ce ll line . The cell line read il y expressed CD 133 at va lues of about 98% for 

both C O 133 epitopes ( fi gure 21) . 
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Figure 21: Phenotypic expression of CD 133 (AC 133 and AC 141) on Caco-2 cells. A) 
ga ting strategy employed dming flow cytometli c analys is of MUTZ-2 ce ll s labe lled with 
C D 133 , The ga ted region R I was appl ied to B) iITe levant matched isotype control, C) 
C0133/ 1 (AC I33) PE immuno flu orescent staining gave a pos iti ve result o f97 .S%± 3.6 
SEM express ion (n=6) and D) single pos iti ve C D 133/2 (AC 14/ ) PE immuno fluorescent 
sta ining. Positi ve ce ll count indicated fo r each quadl"ant at the cOITesponding comer of 
pl ots. C Ol3 3 ex press ion gave a mean percentage of97.9%± 2. 7 SEM. 
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3.3.4 Positive collection of C D34
T 

cells from cord blood. 

Primary ce ll were coll ected and cultured as the ultimate aim wa to repeat the cell line 

work using these ce lls. Expression of CD 133 was anal ysed using fl ow cytometry and 

expression was fo und to be 70% post selection . 

The rarity of C D 133 positi ve ce ll s makes it necessary to enrich them before performing 

functiona l studi es. We enriched for CD 133 positi ve cell s using CD34 which i co 

ex pressed on CD I 33 cell s thus avoiding stimul at ion of the CD 133 receptor and initi ating 

downstream effect s. After magnetic bead separati on the pUJity of cell s were measured. 

T here was a 95% positive CD34+ population as shown using F AC s ana lys i (figure 22 ). 

A B c 

Figure 22: Flow cytometry analysis after Mini MACS purification of 
umbilical cord blood (UC8) cells . The eluted ce ll s were double-stained wi th (8) 
non speci fic isolype contro ls and w ith (C) C D34 PE antibod ies. The percentage 
of ce ll s in each quadrant is indicated. Overall. the pUlity of CD34 cell s wa 
con i lentl y more than 90%± 5.7 SEM (n=5). 
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3.3.5 Effects of freezing and thawing primary cell s 

It was a lso important to establi sh that freez ing the primary C D34- cells for a prolonged 

period was not a ffec ting the C Dl 33 receptor sites in any way. The re ults sho\\ the 

di fferences between the frozen and fresh samples ( fi gures 23 to 26). 
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Figure 23: Flow cytometr ic ana lys is of C DI33 ex press ion on Pa ti ent X with 
Mab C D 133/2 on fr esh CD34+ cells . Two ex periments were conducted. and 
represented by dot-p lo t pro fil e as shown. A: R I indica tes the gate for C D34+ cell s. 
B: ind icates the MS IG co ntro l PE (C ) C D 133/2 A PC Mab (57 %± 2.6 SE ) (D) 
C D 133/ I PE (57%± 3. 8 S EM) (n=2). 
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Figure 24 : Flow cytometric analys is of C DI33 express ion on Pa tient X with Ma b 
C D 133/1 on frozen C D34+ cell s. Two ex periments were conducted. and repre en ted by 
dot-plo t pro fi le as show n. A : R I indica tes the ga te fo r C D3-+" ce ll s. B: indicate the 
MS IG co ntro l PE (C) C D1 33/ 1 PE Mab (52°o± 2 .0 E 1) (D) C D l33 2 PC (52°o± 3.5 

M ) o te ce ll s were frozen for 2 weeks pri or to stai ning (n=2) . 
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Figure 25: Flow cytometric analysis of CD 133 expression on Patient Y with lab 
CD 133/2 on fresh CD34+ cells. Two experiments were conducted. and represented by 
do t-p lot pro fi le as shown. A: RI indi ca tes the gate for CD34+ ce ll s, B: indi ca tes the 
MSIG contro l PE (C) CD 133/ I PE Mab (8 1 %± 1.4 SEM) (D) CD 133 2 A PC (800 o± 
2.4 SEM) (n=2). 
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Figure 26: Flow cytomet"ic analysis of C DI33 ex pression on Patient Y with Mab 
CD 133/ I on frozen CD34+ cells . Two experiments were conducted. and represented 
by dot-plot profile as shown. A: R I indica tes the gate for CD34~ ce ll s. B: indica tes the 
MS IG control PE (C) C D 133/l PE Mab 75%± 3. 1 SEM) (D) CD 133 '2 A PC 
(74%± 4 .3SEM) Note cells were frozen fo r 2 weeks prior to staining (n=2) . 
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In pati ent there was a 5% difference between the fres h and fro zen sample for CDI3311 

and a 5.3% di fference for C D 133/2. In both cases the fro zen sample produced the lower 

percentage. In pati ent Y 6% difference was observed w ith CD 133/1 and a 5.5% difference 

observed with C D 133/2, aga in the lower percentage being the frozen sample . However 

there is no significa nt difference between the two results when comparing frozen and fresh 

C D34+ cells in both pati ents . 
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3.3.6 Effects of ster ic hindra nce on CD34+ cells 

Steric hindrance was determined using di rect immunofluorescent monoclonal antibody 

labelling. The results showed that steric hindrance has no effect on the binding ab il ity of 

C 133 Mabs on either epitopes I or 2. It was important to note that the experiment wa 

carri ed out using a directl y conjugated antibody. Fi gure 27 A shows the profil e of the cell 

gated, fi gure B is the negati ve control. In figure C CD 133 II was added in itia ll y to the 

CD34+ cell s, after which CD 133/2 was added whereas in D CD 13 3/2 was added fir t 

followed by CD1 3311 . Figures E-H are repeated using CD34 po iti ve cells from a different 

pati ent. CD 133 expression varied across pati ents but for each indi vidual patient the results 

were comparable. Pati ent X showed in fi g C a double positi ve percentage tain of 50.5 0 0 

whil st in fi g D the double positive percentage was 54.3%. 

Pati ent Y also had simi lar percentages, fi g G 29.9% and fig H 27 .6% sugge ting no teric 

hi ndrance. 
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Figurc 27: The CO l33 Mab showed no steric hindrance of the COl33 receptor~ 
-D Flow cytometri c analysis ofCD I33 ex pres ion on Patient X using fresh CD34 

cell : R I indi ca tes the gate for CD34+ cell s. B: shows the M IG control PE (C) 

Mab CD 133/1 PE was added initiall y follow ed by the additi on of Mab CD 133 2 
APC. (5 10 3.2 EM) (D) Mab CD 13 3 2 PC was added fir tl y in th is case, 
{o llowed by the add iti on of Mab CD 133/1 PE (54°o± 1.1 E I). E-G Patl nt 'I E: R I 
indicates the ga te lo r CD34+ cell s. F: shows the M IG control PE (G) Mab CDI33 I 
PE , as added initi all to llowed by the addition of lab CD 133 2 APC (30oo± -L6 

"M) . (H) Mab CD I3312 PC ,vas added lirstl ) in thi s case follo \\ ed by the 
addition o r Mab CD 133 I P (2 °o± 3. 1 EM) ( 11= 2) . 
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3.3.7 Short term expression of COB3 on primary cells 

Maintenance of the selected CD34+ cell was achi eved using 50ng/ml SCF and 10nglml 

FLT-3 (Dr. A buakwa, St Georges , London, Personal Communicati on) as mentioned 

earli er. T he rate at whi ch the C D34+ cell s proliferated was encouraging, but i sues arose 

when measuring express ion ofC D!3 3. Flow cytometry indicated that as CD34- ce ll s were 

being maintained in vitro, they were differenti ating and loosi ng CD 133 ex pression. 
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Figure 28: Graphical representation depicting the change in C D 133 express ion 
ove.- 5 days on CD34+ cells The vari ation in ex press ion on CD34+ ce ll s cultured with 
SCF and FL T-3 . A) Shows day I w ith 7 1 %± 4.3 SEM ex press ion o f C D 133 receptor. 
8) shows forward/s ide scatter profile on day 5, RI ga te depicts the li ve ce ll in the 
sample and C) shows express ion has now dropped to 12%± 7.8 SEM 

The profil e of the ce lls as shown in fi gure 28 indicated that the cell s were not dying and the 

pro liferation data c learl y indica te the ce ll s were di v iding but the CD 133 expression was 

decreas ing. The cytokines and growth factors were vari ed to try and overcome this 

problem but could not mainta in CD 133+ cells for sufficie nt time to conduct useful long 

term ex perimentati on. 
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3.4 Discussion 

The work carried out in this chapter was aimed at determining the correct culture 

conditions of the cells used and any further confounding factors which may influence 

further experimentation. C0133 expression is found on a variety of cell lines for example 

colonic, gastric, lung, pancreatic, haemopoietic and melanoma. The basic fmdings suggest 

that MUTZ-2 would have been the ideal cell line to functionally study C0l33 due to its 

haemopoietic background. The cell lines express C0133 at levels of 40% which is a 

sufficient enough level to visualize expression. Importantly low enough to prevent any 

problems we may encounter due to the down regulating and knocking down expression 

such as partial receptor. 

Standardising culture conditions for MUTZ-2 was difficult and still required undefined 

media ie 5637. Even under optimised condition the proliferation of the MUTZ-2 cell line 

was unpredictable. Initially we thought cell stasis may be due to cell senescence owing to 

high cell passage numbers or CMV infection. New cells were purchased and the 

experiment carried out but still growth problems occurred. We then investigated the 

likelihood that the bulk 5637 conditioning media, was contaminated or again for some 

reason inactive, however the cells failed to grow with SCF and FLT-3 alone whereas 

previously growth was possible. We investigated whether this problem was unique and 

found that the cell line had only ever been were used by Drexler's group (1996) to 

investigate the effect FL T -3 had on proliferation and survival growing the cells for a short 

time period. No other citations were found in association with MUTZ-2. 

Looking for alternative C0l33 positive cells we investigated endothelial cell lines as 

endothelial stem cells express C0133. Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells are 

generated from endothelium of the cord. It is known that C0133 is found on endothelial 

stem cells and also endothelial progenitor cells (Hilbe et ai., 2004) and thus one would 

assume the presence ofCOl33 on their surface. Phenotypic analysis ofHUVEC cells from 

2 individuals obtained from umbilical cords, taken with consent from St Georges Hospital, 

and cultured showed no CD 133 expression (results not shown). A literature review 

confirmed lack of CD 133 expression on the available endothelial cell lines. 
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Embryonic stem (ES) cells are derived from totipotent cells of the early mammalian 

embryo and are capable of unlimited, undifferentiated proliferation in vitro. HI, H7 and 

H9 embryonic cell lines all express CD133 (Carpenter et ai., 2003) and would be a close 

lineage to a haemopoietic cell line. However due to ethical reasons a handling license is 

required to work with these cell lines making them impossible for us to study. 

CD133 expression is found in a number of colonic cell lines such as colo 201 HT29 , , 

Lovo, WiDr, CaR-l and Caco-2 (leta et ai., 2008). Caco-2 cells although of epithelial 

origin were investigated as an alternate cell line and expressed CD133 at high levels of 

98%, which potentially could be a problem due to the high CD133 density on the cells. 

Caco-2 became the preferred cell line of choice due to the fact they readily expressed 

CD133 and growth conditions/growth curves were reproducible compared to the MUTZ-2 

line. Many of the other colonic cell lines minimally expressed CD133 and were difficult to 

culture therefore Caco-2 was an obvious choice. The only drawback was they are not of 

haemopoietic lineage, so drawing conclusions on function from a haemopoietic perspective 

may prove to be difficult. 

We investigated using primary cells and were able to select positively, producing 90% 

CD34+ cell purity after Immuno magnetic separation. The sample was then CDl33 

enriched to 70%. We investigated the effect of steric hindrance and freezing on primary 

cells using flow cytometry. Results showed that neither factors influenced the expression 

ofCD133 or the phenotypic cell profile shown by the forward side scatter plot. 

However, the rate at which CD133 expression was lost from primary cells in culture posed 

a problem for experiments. Cells lost 60% CD133 expression from day 0 to 5. This caused 

a potential problem when considering these cells for the knockdown experiments which 

required 4 days for loss of CD 13 3 phenotype through knockdown. It would be difficult to 

conclude whether CD133 was being down-regulated by the knockdown procedure or 

merely loosing expression due to differentiation, limiting the extent to which primary cord 

blood cells can be utilised in this study. 
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Chapter 4: Knockdown of CD133 cell surface expression 

and functional analysis of CD133 

4.1 Aims and objectives 

This chapter aims to knock down the expression of CD 133 on the surface of :VfUTZ-2 and 

Caco-2 cell lines and carry out functional experiments to determine a potential role for 

CD133 in cell biology. 

The primary aims of this chapter were: 

• To create a permanent CD 133 knock out cell line using a plasmid vector on Caco-2 

cells and MUTZ-2 cells. 

• To knock down CD 133 expression using RNAi technology in both cell lines. 

• To determine the rate of recycling of the CD133 receptor on the cell lines after 

knockdown. 

• To investigate knockdown affects of CD 133 on proliferation, adhesion, Mab cytoxicity 

and cell cycle. 
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4.2 Introduction 

4.2.1 CD133 gene knockdown using RNAi interference 

RNA interference (RNAi) is a natural cellular process that regulates gene expression and 

provides an innate defense mechanism against invading viruses and transposable elements 

(Kim et ai., 2007).Within living cells it also helps to control which genes are active and 

how active they are. Two types of small RNA molecules microRNA (miRNA) and small 

interfering RNA (siRNA) are central to RNA interference (Munker at aI, 2011). RNAs are 

the direct products of genes, and these small RNAs can bind to specific other RNAs and 

either increase or decrease their activity, for example by preventing a messenger RNA 

from producing a protein. RNA interference has an important role in defending cells 

against parasitic genes, viruses and transposons but also in directing development as well 

as gene expression in general (Davidson et ai., 2011). 

4.2.2 The Mechanism of RNA Interference 

Long double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs; typically >200 nt) can be used to silence the 

expression of target genes in a variety of organisms and cell types (e.g., worms, fruit flies, 

and plants). Upon introduction, the long dsRNAs enter a cellular pathway that is 

commonly referred to as the RNA interference (RNAi) pathway (Sidahmed et al., 2010). 

First, the dsRNAs are processed into 20-25 nucleotide (nt) small interfering RNAs 

(siRNAs) by an RNase III-like enzyme called Dicer (initiation step). Subsequently, the 

siRNAs assemble into endoribonuclease-containing complexes known as RNA-induced 

silencing complexes (RISCs), unwinding in the process. The siRNA strands guide the 

RISCs to complementary RNA molecules, where they cleave and destroy the cognate RNA 

(affecter step). Cleavage of cognate RNA takes place near the middle of the region bound 

by the siRNA strand. 
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4.3 Knockdown Results 

4.3.1 CD133 knockdown using the psilencer neo siRNA vector 

When initially attempting the knock down work, siRNA's from Invitrogen and Ambion 

were used. Unfortunately after varying both concentrations of RNA, incubation times and 

transfection reagent volume no knockdown could be detected using RT PCR and cellular 

techniques (data not shown). 

The next step was to create a plasmid or a permanent knockout cell line lacking the CD 133 

gene. Again the product was purchased from Ambion, a psilencer neo siRNA vector. It 

also contained a neomycin resistant gene enabling antibiotic selection for enrichment of the 

successfully transfected cells. Colonies from plasmids I, 2 and 3 were analysed to confirm 

the existence of the inserted anti CD133-RNAi DNA using the restriction enzymes Hind 

III and BamH I and the DNA subjected to electrophoresis. An oligonucleotide of 40bp was 

also used as a control to confirm the 60bp band. The primer was a 40mer MPa 1.31, and 

was used because the IOObp ladder had no bands below IOObp. RNAseA enzyme was also 

added to the samples to remove any RNA that may contaminate and blur the gel. The 

presence of a band size approx 65bp just above the primer band and slightly below the 

IOObp ladder confirms that the insert was the anti CD133 RNAi insert. Lanes were run 

containing plasmid alone with no restriction enzymes to act as controls (figure 29). 

For the purpose of confirming the presence of the 65 base pair band encoding the relevant 

sequence and to also show that the orientation of the insert was correct the purified plasma 

DNA was then digested with the enzymes HindIII and EcoRI. The results show quite 

clearly that the majority of colonies analysed including plasmids I, 2 and 3 from figure 29 

excised a 170 base pair product, as would be expected from the correctly constructed 

plasmid (Figure 30). Orientation was also confirmed by the size of the band produced. If 

the oligonucleotide had been inserted backwards the size of the vector produced would be 

less than 170bp producing a visual band of 101 bp. 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

65bp insert 

40bp primer 

Figure 29: Gel electrophesis showing th e presence of the C Dl 33 in se rt ba nd with 
control primer. Figure A Lane I and 9 conta in Kb plus DNA ladder, lane 2 contains a 40bp 
primer (40mer MPa l .3 1) and was used as a contro l, lanes 3- 8 contain different c loned 
plasmids conta ining the insert . T he pl asmids were cut w ith the restri ction enzymes BamH I 
and Hind III produc ing a band width o f abo ut 65 bp show n in figure 6. Lanes 3, 5 and 7 
conta ined the pl asmid and restri c ti on enzymes and c lea rl y show a band below the 100 bp 
ladder and above the 40 bp primer show ing a 60bp prod uct. La nes 4, 6 and 8 show the uncut 
plasmid w ith no restri ction enzym es added w ith no DNA fragments produced. o te R lAse 
A was added to the samples to e liminate the poss ibility of RNA contamination. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Figure 30: Gel electrophesis confirming th e presence a nd correct orientation of the 
C D 133 in sert b a nd . Figure A Lane I and 10 co ntai n Kb plus D A ladder. lane 2- 9 
contai n d iffe rent c loned plasmids co nta in ing the insert. The plasmid were cut with the 
rcstriction cnzymcs Hind lll and EcoR I produci ng a band length of 170bp . 
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A G4 18 curve (Ki ll curve) was created ; thi s identifies the lowest level of G41 that kill 

non transfected cell within 10 days by testing antibiotic concentration from 200-

I OOO~ g!m l whi lst keeping a ll other culture cond iti ons equal (Figure 31). 

We decided to use th e Gentam ici n at a concentrati on of 600~ glml to se lect for transfected 

cell s. The cell s were cultured for 14 days with the Gentamicin and other cell culture 

reagents and tested for knockdown every couple of days usi ng flow cytometry. 

After culturing the cell s for 10 days the cells in the control culture contain ing G41 were 

all dead . Unfortunately 98% of the ce ll s in the plasmid culture were also dead showi ng that 

the ce ll s did not uccessfully take up the pl asmid vector or there was a probl em with the 

selecti on process, but thi s was unlikely, as our contro l cell culture showed the ce lls were 

ki ll ed after 14 days. The few cell s that remai ned were washed and analy ed using fl ow 

cytometry and showed no level of knockdown (results not shown). Thi s was repeated 

numerous times varying seeding densiti es, pia mid concentration and gentamicin 

concentrations however we were unable to success full y transfect and iso late the ce ll 
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Graph to show G418 titration on Caco-2 cells 
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Figure 3 1: Gentamicin kill curve was plotted by measuring the proliferation of 
Caco-2 cell s subj ected to va rious concentrati ons of gentamICin rangIng from .. 
200p g/mlto I OOOp g/ml. The co ncentration suitabl e for se lecting cells COnla1l11Ilg the 
pia mid was 600-8 00 ~ g/ml so ce ll \ ere setup using 600.700 and 800~g ml of 
gent ami cin . t da y 15 a ll ce ll s subj ected to conce ntrations above 600~g ml \\ere all 

dead (n=2) . 
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4.3.2 CDt33 knockdown on Caco-2 and MUTZ-2 cell lines using Qiagen siRNA 

oligonucleotides 

We then returned back to RNAi technology purchasing oligonucleotides from Qiagen 

LTD, Crawley, West Sussex, UK. In total, five different C0133 RNAi oligonucleotides 

(C0133 RNAi_l to 5) were tested to knock down C0133 expression. Initially the 

concentration recommended by Qiagen was 50oM. However the experiments quickly 

showed that at this concentration C0133 knockdown was minimal. 

As well as varying the concentrations of RNAi we also looked at various time points to 

determine C0133 knockdown, 24 hours, 48 hours and then 72 hours. We established that 

the ideal time point was 48 hours as 24 hours was too early to appreciate the full extent of 

the knockdown and there was not much difference between 48 hours and 72 hours other 

than the cell profile was beginning to change, showing possible stress and in some cases 

the level of knockdown was also lower. At such low levels of interference it would be very 

difficult to conclusively state 48 hours was the best time period relying on RNA alone, but 

this was also validated later on when high levels of surface antigen knock down were 

achieved. The level of knockdown in Caco-2 cells was investigated phenotypically and 

transcriptionally using flow cytometry and real time PCR respectively. 

Phenotypic expression of C0133 was examined after using a variety of different 

concentrations ofRNAi oligonucleotides ranging from 100M to 2000M and were analysed 

after 48 hours incubation. The phenotypic data showed that knockdown occurred at the 

higher concentrations of RNAi, such as 200nM where a 6.5%±3.8 SEM knockdown was 

observed (Figure 32). 
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Figure 32: Caco-2 cells stained with C0133 PE to determine C0133 
ex pression . The gated region R I not shown was drawn to exc lude cell debris and 
dead cell s and was appli ed to all sa mpl es A) Cell s transfected with transfection 
reagent alone (irrelevant matched isotype contro l IgG I PE). B) Caco-2 ce ll s 
trans fected w ith the transfection reagent alone thus showing norma l expression of 
CD 133 .C) Ce ll s transfected with the IOnM RNA i_ 4 oligonucleotide producing a 
knockdown in C D 133 express ion of < I % D) 50nm RNA i_ 4 o ligonucleotide 
producing < I % knockdown. E) IOOnM RNAi_ 4 o ligonucleotide produci ng a < I % 
knockdown, F) 200nM RNAi_ 4 o ligonucleotide producing a knockdown of 
6.5%±3.8 SEM (n=3). 
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The results obta ined did not gIve any indica tion that the percentages expressed were 

relative to the dose of o li gonucleotides. The 200nM may have been the threshold dose 

needed to eli cit a response . On attaining this low level of knockdown it was important to 

analyse the mo lecular affects of the RNAi mo lecul es and detel111ine if there were any 

changes in C D 133 mRN A levels. The RNAi may be working at a genotypic level but not 

phenotypica ll y. PCR analys is was cani ed out on two concentrations IOOnmol and 200nmol 

using a (GAPD H) primer as a control. Samples conta ining ce ll s alone and ce ll s incubated 

wi th lipofec tamine were also analysed as control s. Figure 33 shows the amplification plot 

for the control pri mer. GAPDH. This primer ac ts a a statutory control eliminating sample 
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variati on error factors . All the samples measured were normalized again t GAPDH 

ex pres ion. The experiment was carri ed out in duplicates with the blue and yello\', circle 

representing control cells, red square and turquoise circle represent cells that had b en 

incubated with transfection reagent alone, grey diamond and orange triangle repre ent ce ll 

incubated with 100nmol CD 133 _4 RNAi and green triangle and purple square repre ent a 

200nmol concentrati on of RNAi . Cell s were incubated for 48 hours before PCR analysi 

The threshold va lue (vertical line), gives the threshold cycle for each control and sample. 

Average Ct values for samples containing cells alone was 19.8, Cell (Iipofectamine 

control ) 19.8, RNAi 100nmol 20.21 and for RNAi 200nmol 20.22. The variation in 

GA PDH mRNA between sampl es was minimal with a Ct range of 0.4. 
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Figllloe 33: Amplification plots with CAPDH primer. . . 
RN i knockdown wa performed on Caco-2 cells u ing anous RNAl 
concentrations for 48hours at w hich poi nt real time PCR was performed. A erage Ct 
va lue for sa mples containing ce lls alone was 19.8, Cells (Iipofect~~ne control) 
19.8, RNAi 100nmol 20.2 1 and for RNAi 200nmol 20.22. The van atlon m GAPDH 
mRNA between samples wa minimal with a Ct range of 0.4 . 
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Figure 34 hows the amplification plots for the CD133 primer. Again the experiment \\'a 

carri ed out in dupli cates wi th the blue and yellow ci rcles representing control cells, red 

square and turquoise circle represent cells that had been incubated with transfection 

reagent alone, grey diamond and orange triangle represent cells incubated with IOOnmol 

CD 133 _4 RNAi and green triangle and purple square represent a 200nmol concentration of 

RNAi . Cell s were incubated for 48 hours before PCR analysis . The thre hold value 

(vertical line), gives the threshold cycle for each contro l and sample. 

Average Ct values for samples contai ning cell s alone was 16.1, Cells (lipofectamine 

contro l) 16.3, RNAi IOOnmol 18.6 and for RNAi 200nmol 19.2. Fold decrease were 

establi shed later using the GAPDH values and the Pear Formula. 
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Figure 34: Amplification plots with C0133 primer. . 
RNAi knockdown was performed on Caco-2 cells using various concentratIOns for 
48hours at which point Sybr Green real time PCR was perfOImed. A erage Ct values . 
for samples containing cells alone was 16. 1, Cells (Iipofectamine control) 16.3 , Al 
IOOnmol 18.6 and for RNAi 200nmol 19.2. Fold decreases were established later 
using the GAPDH va lues and the Pear FonTIula. 
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It was important to run a di ssociation curve following the real time PCR. This i due to the 

fact that SYBR Green wi ll detect any double stranded D A including primer dimer . 

contaminating DNA, and PCR product from mi sannealed primer. A dis ociation curve 

ensures that the desired amplicon was detected.!t is apparent from figure 35 that the Tm 

(melting point) of the amplicon) occurs at 78°C for the CD1 33 gene product and 84°C for 

GAPDH . Also we can see that no contaminating products were present in this reaction. 

Contaminating DNA, nonspec ific products or primer dimers would show up as an 

additional peak separate from the desired amplicon peaks. 

Figure 35: SYBR Green dissociation curve for the C0l33 gene product at an 
Amp licon Tm of 78°C and GAPOH at 84°C. 

To quantitatively detennine the level of knockdown the effi ciency of each primer had to be 

determined . Thi was done by creating a dilution cw-ve for ach primer (figure 36 how 

C 133 I) H th D diluted I: 10 creating a dilution curve shown for D on y. ere e c 

. dd d d the tlu·ea hold cycle increa e a the concentration gradi nt. The primer IS a e an 

ample b comes more dilute. From this graph a tandard curve i crea ted a ho\\'n in 

fi gure 7 and 38 for D 13 3 and G PDH r spective l . From the lope of the curve the 
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efficiency of the primer (E) can be obtained. The effi ciencies for GAPDH and 0 13 3 

were 86.4% and 98.4% respectivel y. E is important as it takes into consideration the fact 

that amplifications that occur during the PCR process are not perfect (that is, the template 

is not exactly doubled in each amplification cycl e) thus this value indicates how effIcient 

the primer is at amplifying the product providing a more accurate fo ld change. 

, ... , .. 

4x l0 2--------------. 

,.", " 

Figure 36: Amplification plots of CD133 mRN A levels ca rried ou t in 
duplicates were measured by real time quantitative PCR: Standard } mpl es 
o f 4x I 0.2 ~ g (red and blue lines), 4x I 0·3 ~ g (green and gre ) lines). 4:-..1 0 ~ g 
( light green and blue line) and 4x IO'\ lg (o range and purple lin es )~ g \\ ere 
amplifi ed. and the Mil (fluo re cent emi ssion) wa plotted agall1st the cyc le 
number. 
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Figure 37: Standard curve for C0133 primer. mRNA levels mea ured by real 
time quantitative peR. The amounts of s tandard samples were plotted aga in t the 
threshold cyc les in duplica tes shown in fi gure 40. The gradient of the slope i u ed 
to work out the efficiency of the plimer which was 9RAoo. 

Figure 38: Standard clII've for GAPOH primer. mRNA le\e[ mea ured b! real 
time quantitati, peR. The amounts of standard samples \\ ere plotted against the 
threshold cycle. in duplicates (amplification plots for GAPDH plimer not hO\\ n) 

he gradient of lhe slope I . us d to \\·ork out the erficlenc~ of the pnmer \\ hleh \\ a~ 
R6A" o. 
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Now that the Ct values and the primer efficiencies have been calculated. It is possible 

to deduce the affect the RNAi oligonucleotides had on fold change. The formula used to 

calculate fold change is called the Pearsons formula. 

Fold Change = (E. Target) Ct CDl33 (CONTROL - EXPT) 

(E. Refer) Ct GAPDH (CONTROL - EXPT) 

For RNAi 100nmoi = 1.9842.3 /1.860.43 

4.84 / 1.30 

3.7 fold change decrease 

For RNAi 200nmol = 1.9842.9 / 1.86°·42 

7.29 / 1.30 

5.6 fold change decrease 

This can be expressed as a percentage value using the formula 

% decrease = 100-11 (Fold change X 100) 

For RNAi_ 4 at 100nmoi concentration the percentage fold change was 73% and for 

the RNAi_ 4 at 200nmol concentration the percentage fold change was 82% 
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Looking at the fo ld change in CDI 33 mRNA a knockdown of 82% was acme ed in the 

200nmol sample. Unfo rtunately knockdown at a phenotypic level was only 6.5% and 

defi nitely not adequate enough to perfonn the functiona l cell experiments, as the receptor 

wo uld still be heavily present on the surface. Therefore other means had to be in estigated 

Using real time PCR we investigated the mRNA levels of another RNAi oligonucleotide: 

RNA i_5 to measure its knockdown capabilities genotypically (Figure 39). The Ie els of 

knock down on average were simil ar to results obtained with the CD 133 _ 4 Ai (n=3). 

Graph to show knockdown effect of CD133 RNAi_5 on Caco-2 
cells 
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Figure 39: CD 133 mRNA levels were measured by ,"eal time quantitative 
PCR after 48hr incubation with CDI33_S RNAi at concentra tlons of 0, 5. 
50 100 and 200nM . The experiment was carried out in duplicates The highest 
l e~e l or knockdown was attai ned with a 200nmol concentration producing a 
66% knockdown va lue. CD 133 mRN A level was compared after cOITecting it 
us ing GAPDH mRNA level as an internal standard as described earlier (n=4). 
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We measured the percentage knockdown in all four CDl33 RNAi oligonucleotides using 

flow cytometry and showed that the highest percentage knockdown was achieved by the 

Proml_ 4 oligonucleotide knocking down CDl33 by 7.2%. This was followed by the 

Prom 1_5 oligonucleotide which had a knock down value of 6.4% (table 7). Unfortunately 

knock down values of 7.2% would not be adequate enough to perfonn functional 

experiments. 

Table 7: showing the average percentage knock down on Caco-2 cells analysed by 

flow cytometry for the various four Qiagen RNAi's against the different 

concentration (n=3). 

5nM 10nM 50nM 100nM 200nM 

Prom1_2 0 0 3.5 4 5.2 

Prom1_3 0 2 2.3 4.1 6.3 

Prom1_4 0 1.2 3 6.1 7.2 

Prom1 5 0 0 3.4 5.3 6.4 
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Flow cytom etry analysis was repeated on the MUTZ-2 cell line to investigate whether 

the RNAi o li gonuc leotides were cell line specific us ing all 4 RNAi oligonucleotide 

but unfortunate ly no level of knockdown was observed. Time periods of 48hrs and 

72hrs were analysed with M UTZ-2 cell s however no di fferences were observed. 

CD 133 mRNA levels were al so m easured but no changes were observed (Figure 40) . 
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Figure 40: MUTZ-2 cells stained with CD133 FITC to determine CD133 expression 
A) ga ting stra tegy employed during fl ow cytomeu;c ana lys is of MUTZ-2 cell s after 48 
hour . The gated region R I no t shown was drawn to exclude cell debris and dead cell s. 
The gated region R I was applied to B) unu'ansfected Caco-2 ce ll s showing normal 
expre ion of C D 133 (in'e1evant matc hed isotype conu"ollgG I PE) .C) Cell s tran fec ted 
wi th lipofectamine a lone D) I OOnmo l scrambled sequence ac ting a a negative control E) 
50nmo l RN A i_ 4 o ligonucleotide F) I 00 nl110 I RN Ai_ 4 o ligonuc leotide, G 200run RN i_ 4 

o ligonuc leotide. 0 s igni fi cant c hange in expression was detect d with all 3 i 

concentration (p 0 .05 fo r a ll 3 concentration ). (n=5). 
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4.3.3 C 0133 knockdown on Caco-2 and MUTZ-2 cell lines using Santa Cruz 

siRNA oligonucleotides 

Due to the poor phenotypic knockdown achieved by the previous RNAi purchased 

from Qiagen, we attempted a repeat of the experiments using an si A 

oligonucleotide from Santa Cruz Inc, Heidelberg, Germany. Their product consisted 

of one siRNA which we tested initially using flow cytometry at various 

concentrations of siRN A. 

Experiments were carried out in 6 well plates with concentration of siRNA ranging 

from 0.5 - 61-lg. Again 48 hours was used as a time period at which to analyse the 

extent of knockdown and initiall y the level of transfection reagent was used at the 

optimum volume suggested in the protoco l whi ch was 81-l l/we ll. 

The results showed that phenotypic knockdown was achieved over a different 

concentration range (figure 41) . We concluded the highest level of knockdown wa 

attained using 21-lg of siRNA producing a knockdown of approx imately 70% after 48 

hours and the FACs profi les for this concentrat ion and a l 0 41-lg can be seen in figure 

42. 

Graphical representation showing percentage knockdown 
using CD133 siRNA (santa cruz) on Caco-2 cells 
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Figure 41: Quantitative comparisons using flow cytometry of CO 133 
knockdown on Caco-2 cells attained whi lst incubating w ith RNAi (Santa Cruz) 
at concentrations of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0.4.0 and 6.0I-lg. 

ells were incubated for 48 1u-s before analysis . The highest a erage percentage 
knockdown of 66% was achieved using 2ug RN Ai and the lowest knockdown 
ex press ion was 33% usi ng 0.5I-lg. (n=4 in total but for 2.0ug concentration (n=7) . 
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Figure 42 : Caco-2 cells stained with CD133 PE to quantitate CD133 knockdown 
A) Gating strategy empl oyed durin g n O\\ cytometric analys is of Caco-2 ce ll s. The ga ted reg ion R I was dra\\ n to exc lude 
ce ll debri s and dead ce ll s. The ga ted region R I was appli ed to B) ce ll s transfected with lipofectaminc a lone (irreleva nt 
matched iso type control IgG I PE), C) Pos iti ve control; ce ll s transfec ted with lipofectamin c alone D) Nega ti ve control; 2pg 
scrambled sequence E) Ce ll s transfected with 2pg RNAi (Santa Cruz) producing a knockdown in CD 133 ex rress ion or 
73% F) Ce ll s transfected with 4pg RNAi (Sa nta Cruz) producin g a knockd own of 62°o.Ce li s harves ted 48 hours be /o re 
analys is. 
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Havi ng successful achieved phenotypic knockdown of CD 133 with the siRNA (Santa 

Cruz) we then investigated knock down at the mRNA level using real time PCR as 

demonstrated earli er. Real t ime PC R was carried out using the 21lg sample in 

triplicates. Figure 43 shows the amplification plots for the control GAPDH primer. 

The experiment was carried out in triplicates red square, turquoise circle and silver 

circle representing cells that had been incubated wi th transfection reagent alone and 

the grey circ le, the orange square and the red triangle representing cells incubated 

with 21lg CD 133 RNA i ( anta Cruz) . Ce ll s were incubated for 48 hours before PCR 

analysis. The threshold va lue (horizontal ax is) was set at a fluo rescence of 656.619. 

Average Ct va lues for sampl es containing cells with lipofectamine alone were 16.12 

and for cells incubated with 21lg RNA i 16.3 1. 
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Figure 43: Amplification plots with GAPDH primer. . 
R A i knockdown was perfo rmed using RNA i (Santa C ruz) at a concentratIOn of 
2ng fo r 48 hour at which po int rea l time PCR was perfOlmed. A erage Ct alues for 
sa mple containing cells w ith lipofectam ine a lone were 16.12 and fo r cells mcubated 
with 2ng RN A i 16.3 1. 
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Figure 44 shows the ampl ification plots for the CD 133 primer. Again the experiment 

was carried o ut in tripl icates red square, turq uoise circle and silver circle representing 

cell s that had been incubated w ith transfection reagent alone and the blue circle, 

ye ll ow circ le and the green triangle representing ce lls incubated with 211g CD 133 

RNA i (Santa Cruz). Cell s were incubated for 48 hours before PCR analysis. The 

threshold va lue (verti cal line) was set at a fluorescence of656.619. Average Ct value 

for sampl es containing cells with lipofectam ine alone were 18.86 and for cell 

incubated with 2 11g RNA i 22.02. 
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Figure 44: Amplification plots with CD133 primer. 
RN Ai knockdown wa performed using RN Ai (S anta Cruz) at a concentration of 
211 g for 48 hours at which po int rea l time PCR was performed. The black arro'" 
repre ents an increase in cyc le count w hich correlates to a reduction in CD 133 
mRN A. verage Ct values fo r samples containing ce ll s w ith lipofectamine alone 
were 18.86 and fo r ce ll s incubated w ith 211 g R i 22.02. 

dis oc iation curve wa generated . However. as the pli mer used were exactly the 

ame primers u ed in the prev iou ex p riments the Tm 's \ ere identical: 78°e for the 

D 133 gene product and 84°C fo r G PDH (Figure 45). 
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Figure 45: SYBR green dissociation curves for both C0133 and 
CAPOH primers Note that the Tm 78°C o f the D 133 gene product is 
and for GAPDH gene product is Tm 84°C. 

The fold changes were then measured using the Pearson formula . Primer efficiencie 

had already been established earlier; GAPDH efficiency: 86.4% and C D 133 

efficiency: 98.4%. The Ct values were taken as an average alue of the three triplicate 

amples in each group. 

(E. Target) Ct CDI 33 (CO TROL - EXPT) 
Fold Change = 

---------------------------------------------
(E. Refer) Ct GAPDH (CO TROL - EXPT) 

For RNAi (Santa Cruz) at 2/-lg 1.9843.16 / 1.86°·19 

8.71 / 1.30 

6.7 fold change decrease 

This an be expressed as a percentage a lue u ing the fOlmula de cribed earlier giving 

a knock dO\ n percentage of 85 . 1 %. 
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Table 8: Showing the oligonucleotide sequences of the 10 siR:\A's peptides 

purchased from the companies listed. 

Company CD133 siRNA Oligonucleotide Sequence (5' - 3') 

Invitrogen GGACAAGGCGTTCACAGAT, GCATTGGCATCTTCTTATGG 

Ambion GCAUUCUCUGUUUAUGUUA, CCAGCGACAGAAGGAAAAU 

GGUAAGAACCCGGAUCAAA 

Qiagen CGUUAUAGUCCAUGGUCCA GGCUAAGUACUAUCGUCGA 

GGUAAGAACCCGGAUCAAA, CUUUGAGUUUGGUCCCUAA 

Santa Cruz (CD 133 siRNA (h): sc-42820) 

Undisclosed sequences comprising of 3 pooled target specific siRNA's 
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4.4 Functional results 

Once a sufficient level of knockdown was established, we investigated functional 

affects loss of the receptor would have on Caco-2 cells, enabling us to further 

understand the possible functions CD133 may have in cell biology. 

4.4.1 The affect knocking down the CD133 receptor has on re-expression 

We investigated the re-expression of the knocked down CD133 receptor. All samples 

were also stained with CD59 to show cell viability and confIrm that these were Caco-

2 cells. The results show we attained 100% pure Caco-2 cells lacking CDl33 

expression fIgure 46F. Expression of CD133 remains low for the fIrst two days 

reaching 12% by day 3 (fIgure 47). On day 4, the expression rose to 45% and by day 6 

returned to its baseline level. 
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Figure 46 : FACS analysis of Caco-2 cells stained with CD133 PE to determine purity of the CD133 knocked down sa mple. A) Shcl\\ s 
the profi le ofCaco-2 ce ll s. the gated region R I was drawn to exc lude ce ll debris and dead ce ll s. This region R I was app li ed to B) Caco 2 ce ll s 
transfected ",ith the transfecti on reagent alone thus sho\\ ing normal expression of CO 133. C) Ce ll s trans fe cted with the R NA i at 2pg produc ing 
a knockdown in CD 133 express ion of 67% D) shows the (Caco-2m ' ) cont rol transfect ed ce lls express ing both CD 133 and C0 59 (C D59 \\ as 

used as a marker to indi cate the ce ll s se lected were ali ve and Caco-2 ce ll s) E) Ce ll s transfected with the RNA i were posi ti ve ly se lected 1'0 1' 
CD133 . F) The negati ve se lecti on showing no C01 33 ce ll s remaining \0\ ithin the frac ti on. This was the sample used for the recyc ling studi es . 
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Graph to show rate at which the CD133 receptor recycles on 
Caco 2 cells (n=5) 
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Figure 47: Phenotypic re expression of C0l33 receptor on Caco-2 cells determined 
by flow cytometry. Purification of knocked down CD 133 cel l was carried out on 
Caco-2 cell s, the ce ll s were plated at 2 million per 6 we ll plates and the rate of recycl ing 
of the receptor was meas ured dail y. Partial re express ion i ac hieved by day 4 reaching 
va lues of 45% surface expression whil st fu ll express ion of the receptor was reached by 
day 6. (n=5) . 
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4.4.2 Binding to plastic 

o ignificant differences in binding capacity to plastic were observed when both 

control and knock down groups were compared (P=0 .82) (figure 48) . Cells were plated 

at 300,000 cells per well and after 240 minutes, 98% of the cell s in both knockdown 

and control groups had attached to the plastic wells. 
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Graph to show the effect of knocking down CD133 on 
the binding capacity of Caco-2 cells to plastic 
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Figure 48; Caco-2 CD 133- and Caco-2 ssc were plated on 6 we ll plates and at 
various time points, the number of cells w1bound were counted . As time 
progressed more cells became attached to the plastic plate. After approx 4 hours all 
the ce lls were bound to the well. Knock down of CD 133 does not seem to appear 
to affect the binding capacity of the ce lls to plastic, as both line seem to follow 
imi lru' trends. Experiment wa cru-ried out in trip licate and mean values from 3 

experiments were plotted . 
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4.4.3 Association of C0133 expression with cell proliferation 

The proliferation rate between cells expressing CDl33 was compared. In Caco-2 the 

CD133 protein was knocked down as previously described and purified producing a 

pure CD 133-ve population and the cell numbers monitored for 5 days. The experiment 

showed that there was a steady increase in pro liferation with time. At day 3 the 

proliferation in the control cells reached 4 million cells compared to the knocked down 

cells of 3.9 mi ll ion. Betweens day 4 and 5 there was a slight increase in the 

proliferation rates for the knocked down cel ls compared to the controls however the 

differences were minimal. Proliferation was measured using trypan blue exclusion. The 

experiment show below was performed in triplicates and repeated four times 

Growth curves representing Caco-2 cells 
(Control vs knockdown) n=4 
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Figure 49: Affect of CD133 on proliferation. Cell prolifer~tion was 
evaluated after knockdown ofCDl33in Caco-2 and companng the 
proliferation rates agai nst Caco-2 cells expressing CD 133 . Cells ,"vere 
seeded ay I x I 06 cells per well. A time course assay was perfOlmed 0 er 
severa l days with no rea l association between CD 133 and cell number 

(n=4) . 
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4.4.4 Cytotoxic affect of anti-CD133 Mab 

A do e-dependent cytotox ic affect of the anti-CD! 33 Mabs AC ! 33 , AC I4l and CDl 33 

on Caco-2 cell s are shown in figure 50. All three antibodies had similar cytotoxic 

affect on the Caco-2 ce ll s. I /lg of antibody produced a 50% reduction in ce ll iabili t, 

for mAb CD133 2 (MB) and CD! 33 I (AB) and a 40% reduction for Mab CD133 

I (MB). By 2/l g of antibody concentrati on cell death had ri sen to 80% in all 3 Mab. 
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Figure 50: Cytotoxic affects of anti-CD133 Mabs. Cell were plated in complete 
medium and ex posed 24 hours later to variou concentration of C D 133 monoc lona l 
antibodies for 72 hours. Cell s were plated in 6 well plates at 400,000 cells per wel l. 

ytotoxity was measw-ed using trypan blue exclu ion and comparing viabl e cell 
aga in t a positi ve control consisting of Caco-2 cell w ith no Mab additions. The affect 
of three monoclonal antibodies on Caco-2 cells express ing CD 133 was shown. The 
blue line represent AC 133 epitope I antibody. The pink line represent AC 141 
epitope 2 antibody (both from Miltenyi Biotec) and the yellow line represent CD 133 
epitope I fro m Abeam. Data show that a ll three Mabs have a toxic affect on the cell 
as the antibody concentration increa es with the viability dropping to 20% at 2u ml 

f an tibody. ote; when no antibody wa added cell viability wa 100% Experiment 
was ca rried out in triplica tes and mean va lues fro m 3 expeli ment \ ere plotted in the 
fi gure above. 

The a ffec t o f knocking down the CD 133 receptor on cell cytoxicity is hown in fi gure 

51. We used an acute myelo id lymphoma ce ll line H L60. which did not express CD 133 

a a contro l. The viable ce ll count wa calcul ated by mea wing against a po itive 

ontro l on i ting of Ca 0-2 ce ll s v ith no addi tional CD I 3 n b pr s nt. In the 
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CD133 knocked down Caco-2 line, no cytoxicity was observed and the cell viability 

remained constant at approximately 100% throughout the various ranges of antibody 

concentrations tested. Control HL60 cell line which lacks CD 133 express ion 

manipulated in the sam e way also showed 100% viabi lity (figure 51 ). The viabili ty 

levels of the Caco-2 contro l samples are similar to the results attained in figure 50. 

Sim il arly, 50% viability was observed at a concentration of approximately 1.2).lglml in 

mAb CD 133 ( I) and a concentration of 1.4).lglm l in Mab CD 133 (2). 
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Figure 51: Cytotoxic affects of anti-CD133 Mabs. Cells were plated in complete 
medium and exposed 24 hours later to concentrat ions of CD 133 monoclonal 
antibodies ranging fro m 0-2uglml for 72 hours. Cell s were plated in 6 well plates 
at 400,000 ce lls per well. Cytotoxicity was measmed using trypan blue exclusion 
and comparing v iab le cells aga inst a positive contro l consisting of Caco-2 cells 
with no Mab add itions. Mabs fo r epitope I and 2 were used against C D 133 
ex pres ing cell s (b lue and pink), CD 133 knocked down ce lls (ye llow and 
tW'quoise) and a negative control ce ll line HL60 that does not express CD 133 
(red). It can c learl y be seen that the ce ll line lacki ng CD 133 expression show no 

iable ce ll change with the addition of the two Mabs. 
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4.4.5 Cell Cycle 

The affect of knocking down C0133 in Caco-2 cells was examined on the cell cycle. 

Before analysis the cells were synchronised using Aphidicolin at 5~glml for 20 hours. 

Figures 52A and 53A show the cells synchronised in the GO/G 1 phase with between 

44% and 47% of the cells falling into the G 1 portion. Preliminary studies showed that 

on removal of the drug from the medium the cells required 24 hours to recover and 

commence cycling. So we sampled from 24 hours at 12 hour intervals to measure cell 

cycle in Caco-2 cells. Figure 52 shows cell cycling through a 72 hour period with the 

highest percentage of cells (29%) in S phase (figure 520) at the 48 hour point and 

dropping down to 10% at the 72 hour time point (figure 52F). 

In figure 53 we show the cell cycle of the C0133 knocked down Caco-2 cells up to 36 

hours. The experiment was terminated at 36 hours because C0133 re expression 

occurred by day 3 and so prolonging the experiment would not reflect a true 

measurement of C0133 knockdown on cell cycle. At 36 hours the comparisons 

between the knocked down cell and controls were analysed. We noticed a 7% increase 

in percentage of cells within the S phase in the knocked down cells compared to normal 

Caco-2 cells. 
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Figure 52: Flow cytometric ana lysis of synchronised Caco-2 cell cycling profiles . Fo ll owing synchronisa ti on with Aphidi cho lin A) Timc 
o at the po int the Aphidicho lin was removed. B, C, D, E and F show samples taken at time po ints 24 , 36 4860 and 72 hrs . M I represent s ce ll s 
in G I phase , M2 represents cells in S phase and M3 represents cell s in G2fM phase o f cyc le. At 0 hours 44% o f the ce ll s were in GO phase 
w ith onl y 6% in S phase. Over a period of 48 hours the cells have cycled w ith an increase to 29% of cell s in S phase and a decrease to 2 1 % o f 
cel ls in GO phase . At thi s po int the ce ll s begin to cyc le back to there original synchroni sed state w ith 40% o f ce ll s in GO phase and 10% o r 
ce ll s in S phase a t 72 hours (n= I) . 
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4.5 Discussion 

Functionally experiments on CD133 knockdown cells were limited by rapid re-expression 

ofCD133. These results showed that CD133 was partially re expressed to levels of 40% on 

the cell surface after knockdown by day 3 and full expression occurred within 6 days. 

Different siRNA's may have various long term or short term affects on the cell. It has 

been shown in studies using CD133 RNAi that the Caco-2 cells can be knocked down for 

up to ten days (Horst et aI., 2009). Different cell lines or tissues may also exhibit different 

characteristics that may vary the efficacy of the siRNA's. An interesting question would be 

what determines the period of knockdown? Is it related to the cell line or dependent on the 

siRNA purchased? From our results it appears that it is more cell related as we varied 

concentrations of RNAi and did not see any increase in cell surface knockdown with the 

Qiagen RNAi's. 

Our results showed no affect of knocking down CD133 on proliferation and binding of 

Caco-2 cells to plastic. Similarly Horst et aI., 2009 demonstrated on a colon cancer cell 

line that CD133 knocked down cells had no significant affect on proliferation or migration 

which could indirectly be related to binding (Horst et ai., 2009). However Yao et ai .. 

(2009) showed that the knock down of CD 133 on U251 human glioma cells inhibited 

proliferation (Yao et ai., 2009). This again poses the question: does CD133"s function 

depend on cellular location? 

The anti-CD133 Mab binding experiments showed that CD133 may contribute to binding 

passively but were by no means solely responsible. The cytoxicity data suggests that the 

interaction of the Abs with CD133 on the control Caco-2 cells is sufficient to trigger the 

Ab-induced cytotoxic events compared to CD133 knocked down cells. This was also 

demonstrated by Rappa et ai., (2008) who in a similar experiment observed that both of the 

CD 133 knocked down FEMX cell lines were less sensitive to cytotoxic activity suggesting 

that the interaction of the Abs with the residual CD 133 surface molecules is not sufficient 

to produce any cytotoxic events (Rappa et ai .. 2008). The results we produced indicate that 

CDl33 Mab's have the ability to successfully stimulate the receptor leading to the 

initiation of signalling events during functional experiments. This is verified in the next 

chapter. 
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Comparisons between the 2 groups indicate a slight increase in cells within the S phase of 

the cycle for Caco_2CD133
-. This would indicate a slight increase in cell cycle rate which has 

been observed by other groups. However our experiment would have to be repeated for 

statistical purposes. Yao et ai., (2009) showed using antisense oligodeoxynucleotides 

(ASODNs) of CD133 to knock-down CD133 expression in Huh-7 cells that the CD133-

knocked down cells after 36 hours showed a 5% increase in cells within the S phase 

portion compared to the control cells and a significant increase (P<0.005) in S phase ratio 

and a non significant decrease in GO-G 1 ratio between the two groups (Yao et al .. 2009)_ 

The cell cycle rate in the knocked down cell line were only measured to 36 hours and must 

be measured through the whole 72 hours as carried out with the control cell line in figure 

56. The affects of the knockdown may not be immediate and may become apparent later on 

as the cycle progresses. However for this to be determined, a permanent knockdown of the 

CD133 receptor must be established so that the likelihood ofre-expression is eliminated. 

Another concern was the health of the cells. The profile of the cells showed that the cells 

were not under duress or physically damaged. However the knockdown procedure is an 

exhaustive process for the cells and a further 20 hours in Aphidicolin may have affected 

viability and recovery may have been only partial thus affecting the rate at which they may 

cycle. Our result could indicate (assuming the changes in S phase for both groups are real) 

that, by controlling the expression level of CD133, we may move the cells out from their 

quiescent phase into their proliferating phase. 

In summary the irrational growth patterns of the MVTZ-2 cell lines made it very difficult 

to knock down CD133. Caco-2 cells on the other hand were knocked down successfully 

and this was verified using flow cytometry and RT-PCR but rapidly re-expressed the 

receptor. However difficulty arose when trying to create a stable CD133 knockout cell line. 

We successfully created plasmids containing the anti CD133 RNAi insert but unfortunately 

were unable to transfect the plasmid into the Caco-2 cells. 

Functional experiments in the knocked down Caco-2 cell showed that knocking down the 

receptor had no affect on the cells binding capacity to plastics or on cell proliferation. The 

viability of the cells within the knockdown group was not affected when subjected to high 

concentrations of CD133 Mab compared to the control cell line where the viability 

dropped to 20%. Cell cycle was also measured between the 2 groups. Analysing the cells 
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in the S phase we noticed that at 36 hours there was a 7% increase in cells within this 

portion in the knock down group suggesting an increase in cell cycle activity in this group. 

However this experiment was carried out only once therefore it would be impossible 

statistically to propose that this result was a true indication of CD 133' s role in cell cycle. 
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Chapter 5: Gene expression profiling of CDt33 knocked 

down Caco-2 cells 

5.1 Aims and objectives 

This chapter aims to investigate the effect CD133 has on gene expression on Caco-2 cells 

under various conditions affecting the CD 133 receptor. The conditions involved knocking 

down the receptor, stimulating the receptor with CD 133 Mab' s and an IgG control group. 

Micro array technology will be used to measure gene activity. 

The primary aims of this chapter were: 

• To investigate the effect the various conditions had on gene expression using Micro 

array. 

• To analyse up and down regulated genes within each group and classify them into 

various gene ontology's, molecular processes and signalling pat!mays. 

• To compare the groups with each other to further understand the effect Mab binding is 

having on the receptor. 

• To extrapolate this to potential functions of CD 133 in cell biology. 
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5.2 Introduction 

5.2.1 Origin of DNA microarrays 

Microarray technology has emerged in the last decade as a key method for analysing large 

numbers of nucleic acid sequences in parallel. Microarrays can be considered as a 

continuation of the development of molecular biology hybridisation methods, and as an 

extension of the use of fluorescence microscopy in biology, as well as using a solid surface 

as a means of reducing the amount of required analytes in assays (Southern, 2001). 

By reversing the Northern blotting principle so that the labelled nucleic acids are derived 

from the mRNA sample and the immobilized fractions are the known sequences 

traditionally known as probes, filter -based gene expression analysis has enabled 

simultaneous determination of expression levels of thousands of genes in one experiment 

(Lennom and Lehrach, 1991). Therefore by combining fluorescence analysis of 

multiplexed probes with microscopy, fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH) has enabled 

detection of nucleic acid within cells and chromosomes, and has been found useful in gene 

expression and genomic analysis. 

These methods of analysis were brought together by advancements made in attaching 

nucleic acid sequences to a glass support. Photolithography was used to synthesize 

oligonucleotides directly onto a glass support to construct in situ synthesised 

oligonucleotide arrays (Fodor et ai., 1991). Separately a procedure called contact printing 

was used to deposit purified cDNA clones onto a slide surface (Schena et ai., 1995). 
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5.2.2 DNA Microarray technology 

A DNA microarray is a solid support upon which specific nucleic acids have been placed 

at defined locations (spots) at high density either by printing or in situ synthesis. The 

elements on the array consist either of synthetic oligonucleotides (referred to as 

oligonucleotide arrays) or polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products known as cDNA 

arrays. 

5.2.3 Array Probes 

Production of arrays begins with the selection of the probes to be immobilised on the array. 

The choice of the probes is largely dependent on the biological question to be answered. 

Probes may be of different types: purified cDNA clones (Duggan et al.. 1999) exon 

specific PCR products derived from genomic DNA (Attia et al .. 2003) or oligonucleotide 

probes (Lipshutz et al .. 1999). 

5.2.4 Substrates 

The probes are spotted or synthesised on different kinds of suitable non porous solid 

surfaces such as glass, with fluorescent labelling and detection to which the DNA is then 

fixed (Schena et al .• 1995). The probe can be bound to the glass support in two main ways. 

The glass surface can be modified using a positively charged layer (eg poly-L-Iysine) to 

bind the negatively charged DNA fragments (Dufva et al .. 2005). Alternatively, DNA 

molecules that carry a modified 5' end can be covalently bound to a glass surface that 

carries reactive groups (Rogers et al .• 1999). 

5.2.5 Target and probe reaction 

The biological samples to be tested (mRNA or genomic DNA) are labelled with suitable 

labels and allowed to hybridise with the array probes under the appropriate conditions. 

Traditionally radioactive isotopes were used in filter based assays but now fluorescence is 

the labelling system of choice (Lockhart and Winzeler, 2000). Currently, the fluorophores 

most commonly used are Cy3 and Cy5 which are cyanine dyes. Multicolour fluorescence 

in microarray experiments allows the multiplexing of biological samples. Once the labelled 
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targets are reacted with the array probes, the unbound material is washed away and the 

remaining bound targets are detected by using a suitable imager system. 

5.2.6 Data analysis 

The image produced by scanning is converted to a digital format to reveal an informative 

subset of the total array elements which are quantitated and interpreted. Quantitation is 

usually made by superimposing a grid over the rnicroarray image and computing an 

intensity value for each element with automated software. Intensity values can be further 

manipulated and converted into biologically relevant outputs using data analysis software. 

For simple experiments comparing only two conditions, it is logical to look at the 

extremes, genes with significant differential expression in individual samples. Although 

this simple approach can be effective for focussing on groups with differentially expressed 

transcripts, it does not take advantage of full genome scale experiments to improve our 

understanding of cellular biology provided by analysis of the entire repertoire of transcripts 

in a cell (Eisen et ai., 1998). A more holistic approach which investigates patterns from the 

whole data is required. Statistical algorithms can be applied to detect and extract patterns 

within expression profiling data. A common approach is to group genes on the basis of 

similarities in their expression profiles (Bassett et ai.. 1999). However, similarity of gene 

expression profile does not mandate similarity of function and regulation, and it may also 

be coincidental. Nevertheless, the idea of clustering genes on the basis of their expression 

patterns is well established and cluster analysis has become the most widely used approach 

applied to large-scale gene expression data (Sherlock et ai., 2000). 

5.2.7 DNA microarray applications and gene expression 

Microarrays have a variety of different applications such as gene expression monitoring, 

mutational analysis and re-sequencing. 

A gene to be expressed is transcribed into mRNA, which is then translated into a protein. 

The collection of genes, which are expressed from genomic DNA in a given cell, is the 

main controlling factor of cell function and phenotype. The differences in expression 

profile are responsible for morphological and phenotypic differences and determine the 

response of the cell to environmental stimuli and perturbations. To understand the 
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biological role of a gene, it is essential to know when, where and to what extent it is 

expressed. 

It is known that the relative abundance of rnRNA transcripts represents the cellular 

response to a particular state or stimulus. DNA microarrays have been used to study gene 

expression in a variety of organisms including human (Schena et al.. 1995). Microarray 

analysis has a key advantage over other methods available for detecting or quantitating 

gene expression in that it produces expression profiles that reflect the transcriptional 

response of thousands of genes in response to a pharmacological agent at the same time in 

a single experiment. The aim of such experiments is the identification of new genes 

involved in a pathway, or diagnostic and prognostic markers that characterise a disease 

state. In a trial to identify new diagnostic markers for different lymphomas, filtered based 

array were used to profile 31 different lymphoma cell lines and 36 cases of primary 

anaplastic large-cell lymphoma (ALCL). The study revealed clustering to be specifically 

expressed in all anaplastic large cell lymphoma and in all the primary cases examined, 

providing a new marker for diagnosis of ALCL (Wellmann et al .. 2000). 

Global gene expression analysis can reveal patterns of gene expression that can be utilised 

to predict gene function. This is achieved by grouping genes into clusters with similar 

expression profiles produced by multiple experiments as mentioned earlier. Derisi et al .. 

1999 used differential gene expression to examine the transcriptional response of yeast 

undergoing the shift from anaerobic to aerobic metabolism, known as the diauxic shift. 

Using cluster algorithms, distinct patterns of gene expression were identified and genes 

were grouped on the basis of their expression profiles. For example, cytochrome c related 

genes and genes involved in carbohydrate storage were co-ordinately induced during the 

diauxic shift (Derisi et al .• 1999). 
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5.3 Results 

The aim was to obtain differentially expressed genes from each group, relate this to gene 

ontology and from there determine the possible function ofCD133. 

The data analysis procedure involved sample processing which comprised of probe level 

background correction and normalization, quality check, differential expression analysis 

and bio analysis. 

5.3.1 Sample Processing 

In the results that followed, the different groups were referred to as samples thus; 

Sample 1 

Sample 2 

Sample 3 

Sample 4 

Group I 

Group 2 

Group 3 

Group 4 

(CDI33 knocked down group) 

(lgG control labelled group) 

(CD 133 Ab labelled group) 

(Control cells) 

Initially the samples had to be normalized which adjusts the microarray data. accounting 

for effects which arise from variation in the technology rather than from biological 

differences between the RNA samples or between the printed probes. The intensity 

distributions of samples before and after normalization are shown below. In order to 

stabilize the variation effect across samples, the intensities were log transformed and 

quantile normalization was used to generate normalized data (figures 54 and 55). The 

intensity distribution of samples was similar. facilitating the sample comparison. 
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5.3.2 Sample Correction Analys is 

The pair wise correlation between the expression values for samples was tudied through 

Pearsons correlation coeffic ient. The analysis resulted in a correlation matri x indicating the 

extent of linear relationship amongst samples (figure 56) . A coefficient value clo e to 1.0 

indicate linear re lation between the two arrays. The image plot depicting the correlation 

is shown below. The minimum correlation between the amples was 0.94. which was 

above the acceptable criterion of 0.8. 
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Figure 56: Correlation plot of 4 samples. Sample I (CD 133 knocked 
down group), Sample 2 (IgG contro l labeled group), ample 3 (CD 133 Ab 
labell ed group), Sa mple 4 (Contro l cells) . 
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5.3.3 Differential Expression Analysis 

The primary objective was to assess the up regulation or down regulation of mRNA 

transcript levels in the various groups, hence identifying the genes that show significant 

difference. This was generally measured by looking at the fold increase or decrease of the 

particular gene. Because a low number of samples were analysed (triplicates), it is 

important that the results give a true representation of the gene profile within the particular 

group. This was established by working out the FDR False Discovery Rate. 

This in theory is the expected proportion of false positives among all significant 

hypotheses. For example if 100 genes were experimentally predicted to be different and the 

FDR for these observations was 0.10, then 10 of these genes would be expected to be false 

positives. This is different to calculating the p value which states that (in a similar scenario 

as the one mentioned above) a p value of 0.1 would indicate that the difference initially 

observed would be larger in 10 of these genes. In this analysis the FDR was fixed to 0.05 

for the three groups. The scatter plot with differential expressed genes for both 

comparisons (Control Vs Group) is shown in figure 57. 
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The genes obtained through differential expression analysis were studied for 

their overabundance in different Gene Ontology (GO) tenns as well as pathways. The GO 

tenns were categorized into biological processes, molecular function and cellular 

component. The overabundance of a particular tenn was decided based on the number of 

significant genes in the analysis, the number of significant genes relevant to the 

term. Fisher's exact test was used to determine the significance of each GO term. If a term 

is significant with for example p <0.05, then it was considered to be enriched with genes. 

Table 9: The number of up and down regulated genes with FDR and fold change 
values in all 3 groups 

Group Comparison FDR Fold Change Up-regulated Down-regulated 

Genes Genes 

1 Group 1 Vs Control 0.05 1.7 930 754 

2 Group 2 Vs Control 0.05 1.58 642 404 

3 Group 3 Vs Control 0.05 1.7 995 1065 

Table 9 shows the number of genes up and down regulated. Fold change values represent 

the threshold values at which a gene change can be classed as significant and thus classed 

as up or down regulated. This number may vary depending on the experiment. The initial 

observation is the low gene profile for group 2 compared to group 3. This result is 

encouraging as it suggests that the CD133 antibodies had a specific effect on the receptor, 

350 genes were up regulated and 660 genes down regulated in this group compared to the 

IgG control group in 2. If the antibodies were having no specific effect we would expect to 

see a similar gene profile in groups 2 and 3. An example of a list of genes up regulated in 

group 1 and their top gene ontologys are shown below, the remaining data is in the 

appendix. 
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Table 10: Group 1 (CD133 Knockdown) Up-regulated gene list (top 60) 

S100P S100 calcium binding protein P 
1041073484 

N6AMT2 N-6 adenine-specific DNA metllyltransferase 2 (putative) 
8.938297105 

PTPN12 protein tyrosine phosphatase, non-receptor type 12 
875434961 

THRAP1 thyroid hormone receptor associated protein 1 
7835362381 

NUPR1 nuclear protein 1 
6.91629785 

CHAC1 ChaC, cation tranl>port regulator homolog 1 (E. coli) 
6868523492 • 

DDIT4 DNA-dam age-inducible transcript 4 
6498019171 

SEC13 SEC13 homolog (S. cerevisiae) 
6498019171 

SAE1 SUM01 activating enzyme subunit 1 
6.233316637 

KlAA1109 KlAA1109 
6105036836 

CNOT2 CCR4-NOT transcription complex, subunit 2 5540437872 

TMEM92 transmembrane jJl"otein 92 5314743256 

LOC643471 similar to Keratin, type I cytoskeletal18 (Cytokeratin-18) (CK-18)~Keratin-18) (K18) 5278031643 

PCK2 phosphoenolpyruvate carboJ<ykinase 2 (mitochondrial) 5241573615 

LYCAT Iysocardiolipin acyltransferase 5205367422 

PPIAL4 peptidylprolyl isomerase A J9'clophilin A)-like 4 5169411323 

TGFBI transforming growth factor, beta-induced, 68kDa 5.028053498 

CD44 CD44 molecule (Indian blood group) 4675105754 

LOC392878 similar to 60S ribosomal protein L35 4658934346 

CFLP1 cofilin pseudogene 1 4626752736 

IL21R interleukin 21 receptor 4469148552 

PTPN2 protein tyrosine phosphatase, non-receptor tvoe 2 4.377174805 

LOC391271 hypothetical LOC391271 4316912946 
similar to Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 (Helix-destabilizing protein) (Single-
strand binding protein) (hnRNP core protein A1) (HDP-1) (Topoisomerase-inhibitor 

LOC402562 suppressed) 4.198866734 

ABCG2 ATP-binding cassette, sub-family G (WHITE), member 2 4.141059695 

LGI4 leucine-rich repeat LGI family, member 4 4.141059695 

NOX1 NADPH oxidase 1 4.112455307 

ANKRD38 ankyrin repeat domain 38 4055837919 

RABEPK Rab9 effector protein with kelch motifs 40278222 

ASNS asparagine synthetase 4 

PSAT1 phosphoserine aminotransferase 1 4 

KLK8 kallikrein-related peptidase 8 4 

LlN7A Iin-7 homolog A (C. elegans) 3.972369982 

RPL23AP7 ribosomal protein L23a pseudogene 7 3.944930818 

PSMD10 proteasome (prosome, macrClflain126S subunit, non-ATPase, 10 3.944930818 

CEACAM1 carcinoembryonic antigen-related cell adhesion molecule 1 (biliary glycoprotein) 3.91768119 

LOC647094 similar to acidic ribosomal phosphoprotein PO 3.863745316 
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Table 11: Group 1 (CD133 Knockdown) Up-regulated gene ontology li st 
(top 30) 

Gene Ontology term P·value 

DNA replication 5.90E-010 

lipoprotein metabolic process 1.22E-009 

cholesterol efflux 2.52E-009 

cell f}'cle 5.38E-009 

cellular amino acid bio~thetic~rocess 9.07E-009 

response to stress 1.21E-008 

TransQort 4.41E-008 

lipid tranSQOrt 4.48E-008 

hi.9h-dens~otein ~rticle remodelliQ!l 6.06E-008 

oxidation reduction 1.16E-007 

metabol ic~ocess 1.17E-007 

acute:Qhase re~onse 1.69E-007 

L·serlne metabolic~ocess 3.13E-007 

vBrY:low·denslt}lllJlQjJroteln -.E.artlcle assemb.!.l'. 1.11E-006 

extracellular matrix orQanlzation 1.24E-006 

negative regulation of fatty acid blosyntheticj)l"ocess 1.87E-006 

positive regulation of cholesterol esterification 1.87E-006 

phospholipid biosynthetic process 2.52E-006 

Translation 2.56E-006 

Interspecles Interaction between orfLanlsms 3.08E-006 

protein folding 4.39E-006 

neutral amino acid tran~ort 4.59E-006 

Mitosis 5.78E-006 

cholesterol metabolic process 6.34E-006 

cholesterol homeostasis 6.62E-006 

phospholipid efflux 6.77E-006 

regulation of transcrlp!ion 8.60E-006 

lipid metabolic process 1.02E-005 

"--egative rEl.9ulation of cell proliferation 1.D7E-005 

~ptosis 1.14E-005 
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Table 12: Group I(CD133 Knockdown) Down-regulated gene list (top 60) 

GeneName 
Fold Change 

tuder demain centainir19 10 
0586417475 

similar te Tetratricepeptide repeat pretein 3 (TPR repeat pretein 3) (TPR repeat 
~etein 122. 

0586417475 
reticulen 3 

0.586417475 

similar te heteregeneeus nuclear ribenucleepretein K 0586417475 

chremeseme 10 .open readir:!.9.. frame 114 0586417475 

cempenent .of eligemeric gelgi complex 8 0.586417475 

schwannemin interactir:!BJ)retein 1 0586417475 

protein disulfide isemerase familY. A, member 3 0586417475 

inhibiter .of DNA binding 2, deminant negative he l i x-leClf>:-heli x~etein 0586417475 

ceiled-ceil demain centaining 96 0586417475 

~ce~yltran sferase 8 demain centaining 3 0583174281 

hypethetica~ene s~erted iJY. BC008048 0582366793 

transmembrane 4 L six fami!Y member 1 0582366793 

selute carrier fami ly 12J.sedium/petassium/chleride transperters), member 2 0582366793 

tr<>Q.emyesin 4 0582366793 

high-mebi li~eu~nucleesema l binding demain 2 0582366793 

ferritin , hea~l'..£.o!Y2.e.£!ide 1 o 582366793 

defermed epidermal aut.or~u lat~~Jacter 1 (Dros.ophila) 0582366793 

PRP8 pre-mRNA pr.ocessirlQ. facter 8 h.om.ol.oq (S. cerevi sia~ 0582366793 

OTU d.omain c.ontainir:!.9.. 1 0582366793 

pretein tyr.osine ph.osphatase, n.on-recepter type 11_(Neenan ~ndrem e 11 0582366793 

similar te Wi ll iams Beuren syndr.ome chr.omeseme regien 19 0582366793 

SHC (Src h.omelegy 2 d.omain centaining) transferming pretein 2 0582366793 

chrem.os.ome 1 <>Q.en readirlQ. frame 53 0582366793 

hypethetical LOC401317 0582366793 

ferritin , light p.olypeptide 0.578344092 

10 m.otif and Sec7 d.omain 2 0.578344092 

~ethetical~etein DKFZP43410714 0578344092 

chremeseme 2 ~en reading frame 13 0578344092 

ST7 .overlapping transcript 1 (antisense nen-c.oding RNA) 0.578344092 

CDC28 pretein kinase regu lat~ subunit 1 B 0.578344092 

l1t!:>..othetical~.otein LOC 153546 0578344092 

nudix (nucleeside di£.h.osphate linked m.oiety X)-type m.otif 4 0.578344092 

hypethetica l pr.otein LOC25301 2 0.578344092 

bicaudal C hemeleg 1JDros~hila ) 0578344092 

l1t!:>..otheticaljJretein LOC731997 0578344092 

cepper metabelismJ Murr1 ) d.omain c.ontaining .1 .' . . 0578344092 

similar te 14-3-3 prote in epsilen (14-3-3E) (Mltechendnal Imp.ort sUmulatlen facter L 
0578344092 subunit) (MSF l:l. 
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Table 13: Group 1 (CD133 Knockdown) Down-regulated gene ontology 
li st (top 30) 

Gene Ontology term P·value 

~osis 3.70E-{)14 

Angiogenesis 1.44E-{)09 

cell adhesion 9.94E-{)09 

cytoklne-medlated signall ir1llPi'thway 1.79E-{)OS 

signal transduction 3.S0E-{)OS 

resp onse to drug 5.74E-{)OS 
negative regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II 
promoter 1.S0E-{)07 

negative regulation of cell proliferation 2.1SE-{)07 

multicellular orqanismal develQQ.ment 3.09E-{)07 

heart development 4.4SE-{)07 

oxidation reduction 4.S9E-{)07 

re~nse to~otein stimulus 7.91E-{)07 

Vasculogenesis 9 .23E-{)07 

extracellular matrix organization 1.05E-{)06 

response to peptide hormone stimulus 1.05E-{)06 

small GTPase mediated s~na l transduction 1.05E-{)06 
positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II 
promoter 1.49E-{)06 

Induction of ~osls ~ extracellular siRnals 2.91E-{)06 

glucose transport 3.62E-{)06 

muscle contraction 4.S9E-{)06 

response to stress 4.99E-{)06 

~ative ~ulatlon of transcriQ!lon 5.17E-{)06 

Transport 5.57E-{)06 

cellular component movement 5.76E-{)06 

nitric oxide mediated ~nal transduction 6.79E-{)06 

nucleosome assembly 7.05E-{)06 

re~onse to oxidative stress 7.94E-006 

antl-apoptosls S.11E-006 

focal adhesion assemb.!.\'. S.95E-{)06 

positive regulation of smooth muscle cell...e..roliferation 1.15E-{)05 

positive requlation of protein kinase activi!y' 1.16E-{)05 

nervous system devel()Qment 1.17E-{)05 

cyclic-nucleotide-mediated signalli"ll. 1.27E-{)05 

Intussusceptive angi()genesis 1.27E-{)05 
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Figure 58: Group I down-regulated gene list 
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Figure 59: Group 1 up-regulated gene list 
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5.3.4 Comparisons between Group 1 (Knockdown) and Group 3 (Ab labelled) 

It was now important to try and establish whether our findings in Group I would mirror the 

results obtained in Group 3 comprising of Mab CD 133 Ab labelled cells. 

Before any analysis of group 3 could occur, group 2 consisting of cells labelled with IgG 

had to be considered. Thus we analysed both gene lists and removed genes that were 

present in both lists from Group 3. This was done to try and eliminate unspecific binding 

of the antibody that may contribute to background noise causing the up or down regulation 

of non specific genes. 

Group 3 (Up regulated genes) - Group 2 (Up regulated genes) 

Group 3 (Down regulated genes) - Group 2 (Down regulated genes) 

This then gave us a true reflection of specific gene up and down regulation with respects 

to CD 133 and specific Mab interaction. On completion the gene profile in Group 3 

consisted of 625 genes up regulated and 784 genes down regulated. a decrease of 30% and 

36% respectively compared to the total including the IgG genes in group 2. Unfortunately 

the ligand for CD 133 is still unknown. However. we used the anti-CD 133 antibodies as a 

means of possibly interacting with CD 133 in a ligand like manner. So for the purpose of 

this experiment we have to assume that the Mab are not just binding to a site on the 

receptor but actually mimicking the ligand and triggering the receptor causing downstream 

activity. We can safely say that group I knock down of the receptor is repressing any 

down stream activity and obviously preventing binding of the ligand as the receptor is not 

present on the cell surface. Both groups were investigated collectively to determine what 

genes CD 133 may be involved in simulating or inhibiting. This was carried out by 

comparing different parameters in both groups I and 3. 

Figure 60: Genes that have been down regulated in Group 1 (knockdown) were 

compared against the genes that have been up regulated in Group 3 (Ab labelled) 

Figure 61: Genes that have been up regulated in Group 1 (knockdown) were 

compared against genes that haw been down regulated on Group 3 (Ab labelled). 
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The genes that overlap both groups are the genes of importance' thi . 
in S expenment and are 

genes that may truly reflect the inhibitory/stimul atory function of CD 133. 

The resul ts are shown on the Venn diagrams below (fi gure 60 and 6 1) 

DOWN REG GENES 
Group 1 503 

UP REG GENES 
Group 3 

Figure 60: Venn diagram to show group 1 down regulated 
(knockdown) genes Vs up regulated genes in group 3(Ab labell ed). 

UP REG GENES 
Group 1 682 

DOWN REG GENES 
Group 3 

Figure 61: Venn diagram to show group 1 up regulated 
(knockdown) genes Vs up regulated genes in group 3 (Ab labelled). 

in e a low number of overlapping genes occulTed in both instance, it may be likely that 

the Mab's may not be providing a timulatory effect on the receptor so \~ e repeated the 

cross examinatio n of both groups but changed the parameters slightly by ana ly ing up 

regulation of both groups imultaneou Iy and ice v r a. 
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Figure 62: Genes that have been up regulated in Group 1 (knockdown) " ere 

compared against the genes that have regulated in Group 3 (Ab labelled) 

Figure 63 : Genes that have been up regulated in Group 1 (knockdo\ n) \ ere 

compared against genes that have been up regulated on Group 3 (Ab labelled). 

UPREG GENES 
Group 3 

UPREG GENES 
Group 1 

Figure 62 Venn diagram to show group 3up regulated gene 
(stimulation) vs up regulated genes in group I (knockdown). 

DOWN REG GENES 

Group 3 

DOWN REG GENES 
Group 1 

Figure 63: Venn diagl'am to show group 3 down regulated (Ab 
labelled) genes vs down regulated genes in group 1 (knockdown). 
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The results clearly indicate that there is significant number of overlapping genes expressed 

in both figure 62 and 63, strongly implying that Mab may be inhibitory. The fact that the 

percentage of genes co-expressed in both groups 3 and I (figure 62) ranges from about 

20% - 30% and in figure 63 was SO% - 60% between groups 3 and I suggests that binding 

to CDB3 using Mab's may have a similar effect to knocking down the receptor, 

suggesting an inhibitory role for the antibodies. Comparing the genes up and down 

regulated in these groups should also give us a clearer indication of the receptor's possible 

function. 

The next step was to determine the possible functional roles of the co expressed genes - in 

both up and down regulated genes. This was established by firstly categorising the genes 

under their relevant Gene Ontologys (see table 14 and IS), then individually looking at the 

genes that contributed to the specific ontologies. 

Table 14: Top 5 Gene Ontology's for genes that have 
been up regulated in Group 1 and Group 3 

Gene Ontology P-value 

Membrane enclosed lumen I.OE-6 
DNA replication 7.2E-6 
Cell Cycle 4.lE-3 
Acetylation 2.7E-3 
Phosphoprotein 1.8E-3 

Table 15: Top 5 Gene Ontology's for genes that have 
been down regulated in Group 1 and Group 3 

Gene Ontology P-value 

Cell Death 3.IE-6 

Death 3.4E-6 

Nucleosome 3.SE-6 
Reg of Cell Proliferation I.4E-S 
Reg of Apoptosis 2.0E-S 
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5.4 Discussion/Analysis 

Our results share many similarities to work previously carried out. The group we 

concerned ourselves with mainly was the knock out group 3. We know that C0l33 

functions as a protein present within the lipid rafts of the cell membrane and is likely to 

function in cell to cell communication as we have seen evidence of C0l33 rich 

pseudopodia from one cell extending to another C0l33+ cell in what appears to be a 

targeted manner. 

Cell motility may also be an important function as C0l33 congregates towards the leading 

edge of a cell, its expression within the lipid rafts could relate to a signalling function that 

may relate to lipid movement to and from the membrane making CO 133 a "cell membrane 

organiser". The presence of CO 133 may increase motility and migration within the bone 

marrow and to other locations. The presence of C0l33 on early progenitor cells may also 

function to keep the cells in a quiescent, undifferentiated anti apoptotic state within the 

bone marrow. Loss of the receptor would then allow the cells to differentiate, proliferate 

and ultimately die. 

When C0l33 was knocked down we observed a variety of changes relating to GO profiles. 

the main changes involved: 1) down-regulation of adhesion genes (P value 3n1 highest), 2) 

down-regulation of apoptosis related genes ( P value 151 highest), 3) down-regulation of 

cell signalling receptor ( P value 5th highest), 4) up regulation of genes relating to cell cycle 

( P value 4th highest), 5) up-regulation of cell motility genes, 6) Up-regulation of 

proliferative genes, 7) Up-regulation of lipid interaction genes (P value 3rd highest), 8) 

Up-regulation of apoptosis related genes. These changes have strong correlations to 

previously published work. Published data can be split into 2 segments; primary cell and 

cell line experiments. 

The primary cell data suggests C0l33 may have a role in the majority of processes listed 

but direct comparisons are difficult as the studies tend to look at a positive and negative 

fraction of cells expressing C0l33 and compare the effects of C0l33 on gene profile or 

GO. This is somewhat different to our experiments where we knocked down the receptor 

and then looked at the gene profiles and GO of the knocked down portion of cells. 
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To try and compensate for this, a comparison was made between up-regulation of GO's in 

C0133+ cells within the published data against GO's down-regulated in knocked down 

cells in our studies. 

5.4.1 Lipid interactions 

The localization ofC0133 in a variety of plasma-membrane protrusions and its interaction 

with cholesterol suggest that it may act as an organizer of these structures. 

C0133 could be a regulator of lipid transport namely cholesterol and loss of the receptor 

may lead to loss of regulation of the process. CO 133 is present within the lipid rafts found 

on membrane protrusions and the lipid content within these rafts may be determined by the 

receptor. C0133 knock out leads to the up regulation of lipid transport across the plasma 

membrane. NPCl was up regulated by 2 fold and is involved in cholesterol homeostasis. It 

is critical for the uptake of cholesterol across the plasma membrane and may function in 

the transport of multiple lipids and homeostasis. A lack of activity leads to the abnormal 

accumulation of cholesterol and other lipids within cells and also multiple transport defects 

(Femandez-Valero et aI., 2005). This increase in lipid activity could also relate to motility 

as an increase in genes that would enhance lipid membrane activity would also promote 

motility of the cell. 

5.4.2 Apoptosis 

Apoptosis linked genes had the highest gene ontology with respects to down regulation 

(3.7xI0-14) however the role C0133 knockdown plays in apoptosis is not clear. 

Liu et al., (2006i investigated the chemo resistance of C0133+ cancer stem cells in 

glioblastoma and suggested that gene profiling proved that the resistance is probably 

contributed to by the high expression levels of BCRPI (important in drug resistance in 

stem cells) and MGMT (the ONA repair protein), as well as the anti apoptosis protein and 

inhibitors of apoptosis families. Genes such as Bcl-2, FLIP, BCL-XL and Class 1-3 lAPs 

expressed higher mRNA levels in C0133+ cells than in C0133- cells (Liu et al., 2006)2. 

On knock down a down regulation of genes relating to programmed cell death occurred 

which made it difficult to define the role ofC0133 in conjunction with apoptosis. Many of 

the genes down regulated positively regulate apoptosis such as; BCL-2 assoc X protein 

accelerates programmed cell death by binding to. and antagonizing the apoptosis repressor 
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BCL2 or its adenovirus homolog E 1 B 19k protein. It induces the release of cytochrome c, 

activation of CASP3, and thereby apoptosis. BCL-2 (3) in an essential mediator of p53-

dependent and p53-independent apoptosis. PRKC is a pro-apoptotic protein capable of 

selectively inducing apoptosis in cancer cells, sensitizing the cells to diverse apoptotic 

stimuli and causing regression of tumours in animal models. Caspase 7 is involved in the 

activation cascade of caspases responsible for apoptosis execution, cleaves and activates 

sterol regulatory element binding proteins (SREBPs). Death associated protein kinase 3 is 

a Serine/threonine kinase which acts as a positive regulator of apoptosis. Serine/threonine 

kinase 17b acts as a positive regulator of apoptosis and Kruppel like factor 10 a 

transcriptional repressor involved in the regulation of cell growth by inhibiting cell growth. 

However, there were also genes down regulated that were anti apoptotic and negative 

regulators of apoptosis such as NUAK family,presillini, TNF member 2, ubiquitin, eye/in 

dependent kinase inhibitor 2D. Within the same group there was also pro-apoptotic up 

regulated genes such as BCL2- like 14, unc-5 homolog B, tribbles homolog 3 and DNA 

damage inducible transcript 4. 

5.4.3 The Wingless Signalling Pathway 

The WNT signalling pathway plays an important role in colon cancer carcinogenesis and 

metastasis, but has also been linked to CD133 expression. Various studies have shown the 

relationship between WNT and CD133 namely Rappa et al., who showed that after 

knocking down CD 133 in FEMX melanoma cell line, ten of the 76 up regulated genes 

coded for WNT inhibitors, suggesting an interaction between CD 133 and the canonical 

Wnt pathway. The conical WNT pathway describes a series of events that occur when 

WNT proteins bind to cell surface receptors of the Frizzled family, causing the receptors to 

activate dishevelled family proteins and ultimately resulting in a change in the amount of P 
-Cantenin that reaches the nucleus. This in turn regulates diverse processes during 

development such as cell fate determination, structural remodelling, cell polarity and 

morphology, cell adhesion, and growth. 

Deng et al., (2010) showed by using colon cancer cells that the WNT activity is higher in 

CDl33 positive DLDI cells than in CD133- DLDI cells (Deng et al., 2010). Barcelos et 

al., (2009) showed that foetal CD133+ cells expressed high levels of wingless (WNT) 
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genes, which were down regulated following differentiation into C0l33- cells, and were 

ultimately able to show that C0l33+ cells stimulate wound healing by paracrine 

mechanisms that activate WNT signalling pathway in recipients. Here we observed down 

regulation of FZD5 by 2 fold, a receptor for WNT proteins, thus also indicating a 

relationship between the pathway and C0133. There was an up- regulation of the dickkopf 

homolog 1 (OKKI) gene by 3.5 fold. DKKl is an inhibitor of the WNT pathway (p 
Cantenin antagonist), which acts by interacting with the lipoprotein receptor-related 

protein (LRP), resulting in endocytosis to prevent fonnation of the complex with Wnt and 

Frizzled (Fz) for the canonical pathway. 

OKKI up-regulation was also observed by Rappa et al., (2008) producing the highest fold 

change in their experiments and also observed by Kim et al., (2006) who detected an up 

regulation of OKKI in human mesenchymal cells and leta et al., (2008) who studied the 

biological and genetic effects of C0133+ tumor- initiating cells in 12 colon cancer cell 

lines. Comparing C0l33+ Vs C0133- cells they found several genes associated with 

stem/progenitor cells up regulated including the WNT pathway inhibitor OKKI (leta et al., 

2008). 

In our studies we also found up-regulation of the WNT inhibitor gene OKKI. Beta 

Cantenin was down regulated by knocking down CO 133 this also would have an inhibitory 

effect on the WNT pathway. FZD3 and FZD4 were up regulated by approximately 2 fold. 

Ligands such as WntlOA, lOB*, 9B, 6 and 3 were also down regulated but the fold change 

was very minimal. The data suggests that loss of CD 133 seems to inhibit the WNT 

pathway via a variety of methods from up regulating inhibitory molecules and down 

regulating WNT ligands and receptors. The results show quite clearly that the WNT 

pathway and C0l33 are connected and more than likely signalling occurs via this pathway. 

The MAPK signalling pathway may also have some connection with C0l33 as we know 

that Src and Fyn were both shown to phosphorylate C0l33 on its cytoplasmic tail (Boivin 

et al., 2009). The third highest up regulated gene with a fold increase of 8.75 was Protein 

tyrosine phosphatase (PTPNI2) a known inhibitor ofMAPK signal transducers (Sun et al., 

2011). 
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5.4.4 Gene list comparison between groups 1 and 3 

We carried out analysis comparing groups I and 3 to detennine if we could further 

understand the mechanisms behind C0l33 stimulation. It is important to understand that in 

theory the genes down regulated when C0l33 is stimulated by the Mab's (Group 3) (based 

on the assumption mentioned above) should have similarities to the genes up regulated in 

the knock out group (Group I). However genes that overlap between both groups would be 

extremely important from a functional analysis perspective as we are investigating 2 

independent factors that should if the hypothesis is correct, contribute to the same 

outcome. Strangely we only saw one overlapping gene in this collective study which was a 

Zinc finger protein 206, an embryonic transcription factor that plays a role in regulating 

pluripotency of embryonic stem cells (Wang et ai., 2007). Yu et aI., (2009) showed that 

Zfp206 is a key component of the core transcriptional regulatory network and together 

with Oct4 and Sox2 regulates differentiation of ESC (Yu et ai., 2009). 

For the second group the 2 overlapping genes that were found had ascension numbers 

A_24_P41250 and A_24_P840868 but no relevant gene lO's. This led us to believe that 

since a low number of overlapping genes occurred in both instances, the Mab's we 

initially thought were stimulating the receptor may possibly be exerting its influence by 

inhibiting or blocking function so we repeated the cross examination of both groups and 

analysed up regulation of both groups simultaneously and vice versa. If our new hypothesis 

was correct we would expect to see a good proportion of the genes to be overlapping both 

groups. We then deduced from the results in figures 62 and 63 that these processes are 

inhibited, suppressed or negatively regulated by the presence of C0133, as knockdown or 

"inhibition" seems to also lead to an up-regUlation of these processes. This data backs up 

some of the work done previously when we looked at the knockdown group independently 

and commented that cell cycle was definitely up-regulated when C0l33 was knocked 

down. 
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5.4.5 Gene ontology comparisons 

Gene ontology of up-regulated genes 

Within the set of genes that fall between the overlaps, we investigated their gene 

ontology's (table 14 in results). A thorough look into the specific genes up-regulated in the 

cell cycle gene ontology shows many common genes e.g.: Cdk5 and Abl enzyme substrate 

1, cell division cycle 25 required for the progression of cells from G 1 to S phase. E2F3 and 

E2F2 both transcription activators that binds DNA and functions in the control of cell cycle 

progression from G 1 to S phase and also the cell proliferation gene SlOOP was found to be 

up-regulated in both groups. The low P values for the phosphorylation of proteins and the 

acetylation of protein molecules was difficult to explain as we did not see these 

observations earlier. DNA replication and cell cycle are closely related as processes thus 

one would expect an up-regulation of DNA replication to compensate the increased cell 

cycle activity. 

Gene ontology of down-regulated genes 

Gene ontology'S were analysed in this set of overlapped genes too (table 15). Apoptosis or 

cell death seemed to dominate the ontology list. As observed earlier apoptosis was up 

regulated and down regulated in Group 1 and posed to cause some confusion as to 

CDl33's role within the ontology'S listed. Looking specifically at the genes down 

regulated between the two groups 1 and 3, it seems a good proportion of the genes 

correlate to stimulation or mediation of apoptosis such as BBC3, DAK, TNF and 

TP53INPI whilst the rest act in an anti apoptotic manner such as CDKN2D which inhibits 

CDK4 and CDK6, TNFAIP3, a protein that interacts with NAFI and inhibits TNF-induced 

NF-kappa-B-dependent gene expression and inhibits programmed cell death and CCL2, 

another inhibitor of apoptosis. The fact that apoptotic and anti-apoptotic genes are both 

present with CDl33 expression indicates that CDl33 may have more of a regulatory role 

in relation to apoptosis allowing the switch to be "turned on or off ". During haemopoiesis 

CD 133 is present on early haemopoietic stem cells. On maturation the receptor is lost and 

the cells then differentiate and proliferate. CD 133 may act as a positive regulator of stem 

cells. Cells that fail to remain quiescent and begin differentiating and proliferating 

prematurely may lack certain receptors and characteristics causing the stem cells to 
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become non functional or over active leading to possible cancers. The potential role of 

CD 133 could be to activate the apoptotic genes in these cases eliminating potentially 

harmful anergic stem cells. Conversely if the cell matures and develops steadily the anti

apoptotic genes are activated and the cell lives. 

In summary this work has shown that the addition ofCDl33 Ab to the Caco-2 cells seems 

to be inhibitory. This was shown by comparing the gene profiles in both group 1 

(Knockdown) and group 3 (CDl33 Ab labelled). The results showed a 26% overlap in co 

expression of genes up-regulated and a 56% overlap in co expression of genes down

regulated when both groups were compared. The inhibition may be caused competitively 

preventing the natural ligand to bind to the receptor. Binding of the Mab may be causing a 

conformational change to the receptor preventing ligand binding or moreover a partial 

signal is being produced by the Mab which may cause anergy/shutdown of the CD 133 

receptor. 

Knocking down CD 133 receptor lead to an increase in proliferative and cell cycle genes, 

the highest up regulated gene was SlOOP by 10.4 fold which stimulates cell proliferation 

and survival. The up-regulation of theses processes indicates that CD 133 may contribute to 

the quiescent, non-proliferating and non differentiating phenotype associated with stem 

cells. Motility was also enhanced when the receptor was knocked down. This was achieved 

through a variety of processes such as a general decrease in adhesion molecules and 

chemokines causing disruption from the basement membrane. An up-regulation of CD44 

and cofflin also contributed to cell migration and directional motility respectively 

suggesting that the role ofCDl33 maybe to hold the stem cells within the protected stem 

cell niche. Lipid interactions were also increased, the uptake of cholesterol and lipids were 

increased which would suggest that CD 133 may be acting as a cell membrane organiser 

regulating the fluidity of the cell membrane and possibly enhancing other processes such 

as motility. Surprisingly inhibitors for the WNT pathway and the MAPK pathways were 

also up-regulated leading to an inhibition of both pathways which would stimulate or 

inhibit proliferation and differentiation and both genes promoting and inhibiting apoptosis 

were up-regulated. 
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Chapter 6: Functional analysis of CDl33 using Confocal 

Laser Scanning Microscopy 

6.1 Aims and objectives 

The primary aims of this chapter were: 

• To investigate the association ofCD133 within Lipid Raft. 

• To determine whether Beta methyl cyclodextrine can remove Lipid Rafts from the cell 

surface. 

• To establish whether CDl33 is necessary for Lipid Raft formation and comersely if 

Lipid Rafts are necessary for CDl33 expression. 

• To determine whether Caco-2 cell adhesion to fibronectin affects the expression or 

movement ofCDl33 on the cell surface. 
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6.2 Introduction 

6.2.1 The Principles of Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy 

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) provides a technique for optically sectioning 

fluorescent labelled whole cells or tissues. Optical resolution and contrast are enhanced by 

using point illumination and a spatial pinhole to eliminate out of focus light in specimens 

that are thicker than the focal plane (White and Fordham 1987). Full field conventional 

microscopes tend to flood the specimen with light thus all parts of the specimen are excited 

and the resultant image contains both in focus and out of focus background imaging. With 

confocal technology the back ground is eliminated creating a sharper image. An additional 

advantage with confocal microscopy in comparison to conventional techniques is the 

ability to reconstruct three-dimensional structures from the obtained image stacks. 

Laser light of various wavelengths are used to excite the fluorescent probes or conjugated 

antibodies (Dunn et ai., 1994) thus making it possible to undertake multi -fluorescent 

analysis. The excitation light is refracted by a dichroic mirror and focussed onto the 

specimen by the objective lens. The fluorescent and refracted light is then collected by the 

same objective lens. The dichroic mirror splits the fluorescent and refracted light, only 

allowing the fluorescent light to pass and removing the refracted light from the final image. 

Filters are also present to ensure that reflected laser light is not allowed to reach the 

confocal aperture and contribute to the final image. The emitted fluorescent light is then 

focussed onto the confocal imaging aperture. The focal point of the aperture and specimen 

are on conjugated planes restricting light from above and below the focal plane and 

resulting in high axial resolution free from stray light. The dept of focus is dependent on 

the size of the confocal aperture, with a smaller aperture producing a thinner focal plane, 

forming an image of an individual slice through a region of the cell. 
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Figure 64: Diagrammatic representation of the CLSM beam path 
The laser light is filtered by the dichroic mirror and scanned across the specimen by the 
scanning mirror, the objective lens focuses the light on the specimen and then collects 
the emitted fluorescent light. Within the inverted microscope the light passes through 
filters which allow the required wavelength of light to be emitted. The refracted and 
fluorescent lights are split through a dichroic mirror which focuses the fluorescent light 
through a pinhole (confocal aperture) onto a photo detector tube (www.ifr.ac.uk). 

By recording only in focus light, it creates the possibility for the microscope to act as if 

there were an infinite depth of field. By using an automated microscope stage the depth of 

the focal plane can also be adjusted whilst undertaking simultaneous x, y scanning to 

create an axial z scan. A complete in focus representation of the specimen throughout the 

z-axis as illustrated in figure 65A, Z scan slices can be achieved (Sheppard and Shotton, 

1997). CLSM optics enables the observation of cells that are adherent whilst minimising 

the interference from non attached cells floating above the cell layer within the mounting 

medium and free fluorochromes or non specific fluorescent debris above the cell layer 

(Zemanova el al., 2003). 
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Figu~e 65: Diagramm.atic r~presentation of Z scan slices through a 3-D image 
A:) Diagram to show slices thickness, dependent on the size of the confocal aperture 
pmhole (Pawley et al., 2006). B) Representation of 3D mapping of Lipid Rafts (red) 
on Caco-2 cells using Imaris (Bitplane Scientific Software). 

As confocal analysis permits removal of signal which sits out of the focal plane, this allows 

for a more accurate analysis of antigen distribution within a 3-dimensional view 

(representation provided in figure 65B) of cells when compared to conventional 

fluorescent microscopy. This was applied to investigate the distribution of CD 133 and lipid 

rafts (LR) on Caco-2 cells to determine a possible relationship between CD 133 and LR 

distribution. Five key points were evaluated using CLSM analysis; I) are LR and CD 133 

co-localised, 2) can LR be removed successfully from the cell (using Beta ~1cthyl 

Cyclodextrine), 3) does removal of LR result in removal of CD133, 4) does removal of 

CDl33 result in removal or reduction in LR, and 5) does CD133 associate with the apical 

or basolateral regions of the cell relative to cell adhesion +1- fibronectin? 

Visual analysis alone is often subject to operator or ,ie\\er bias. The use of analytical 

software to standardise data, generating numerical values suitable for quantitative and 

statistical analysis allows for a more unbiased approach. MATLAB){ (MathWorks) is a 

numerical computing environment and fourth-generation programming language used in 

our study to detelmine statistical values. MA TLAB allows matrix manipulations, plotting 

of functions and data and implementation of algorithms. \1:\ TLAB){ algorithms were 

developed by Dr Andreas Hoppe of the Digital Imaging Resource Centre at Kingston 

Uni\crsity, and applied to the CLSM data for the quantification of signal to background 



ratio in the detennination of LR and CD 133 distribution on Caco-2 cells under a number of 

different experimental conditions. 

Signal to background ratio was determined by the masking of regions of positive signal. 

This was using a relatively crude technique, but one which allowed for removed of debris 

stained signal, and accommodation of relatively high background noise where encountered. 

This also pennitted analysis of single cells where more than one cell was evident on the 

CLSM image. By using signal to background ratio, this also allowed for differences in 

digital zoon between different CLSM images making the data sets comparable. 
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6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Fluorescence Specificity Confirmed using Isotype Controls 

Irrelevant matched isotype control lmmunolabelling was carried out using mou e pure 

IgG I alongside each posi ti ve stai n. The matched isotype control slides (Figure 66) howed 

no non-specific fluorescent labelling. The green and red haze within the cell repre en 

intemali sation of the fluorochromes and potential signal bleed through by DAP!. 

Figure 66: CLSM fluorescent staining showing irrelevant matched isotype antibody 
controls. A) Shows taining with DAPI alone. B) Mou e pure - Ig 1 and lexa Fluor 4 8 
(green). C) Mouse pure IgG 1 and Alexa Fluor 555 (red) . Obj x63, IA . 

6.3.2 The association of C0l33 within Lipid Rafts 

Immunofluorescent labelling of CD 133 using Alexa Fluror 468, figure 67 and LR u mg 

lexa Fluror 555 figure 678 on the Caco-2 cell line ho\ s CD 133 distributed in den e 

pockets around the cell membrane whilst LR di nibution demonstrate a brighter 

per iphera l halo around the cell. Region where CD 133 and LR are co-expre ed are 

denoted by ye llow as shown in figure 67C. ot all LR (red) are a ociated with CD 133 

(green) and not all CD I33 is associated within LR. 
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Figure 67: Caco2 cell line showing CD133 and Lipid Raft fluor escent di stribu tion. A) 
Image show ing Lipid raft fluorescent stain ing red (Alexa Fluror 555) . Lipid Raft 
distributed within a dense peripheral halo . B) Image showing CD 133 taining green 
(Alexa Fluor 488) . C DI 33 distributed wi th in bright pockets ulTounded by a light 
peripheral halo. C) Dual staining of both Lipid rafts and CD 133 howing indi vi dual 
sta ining, red and green respectively and co-Iocali ation as ye llow . Obj x63, . IA . 

6.3.3 Removal of Lipid Rafts by Beta methyl cyclodextrine 

Remova l of the Lipid rafts was can·ied out using the drug BMCD which cau es a phy ical 

disruptio n of the LR proteins. Removal of the LRs is shown in figures 68 and B on Caco-

2 cell LRs sta ined w ith Alexa Fluro r 555 , and CLSM anal ys i . Minimal levels of LR 

remained afte r BMC D di sruption. Cell signa l to background ratio was al 0 detelmined by 

Matlab ana lys is of CLSM images for BMCD and non BMCD treated Caco-2 ce lls and 

shows in figure 68B there was significantly less (p=O.008) LR expression on cells having 

undergone BMC D treatment when compared to none treated cells. 
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Figure 68: Effect of Beta methyl cyclodextrine on Lipid Raft expression on Caco-2 
cells. A) Caco-2 cells treated with 2mM Beta methyl cyclodextri ne were 
immunofluorescent labelled against Lipid rafts with AF555 (red) and shows minimal 
fluorescent signal (n= 11) Obj x63, N.A 1.4. B) Compalison between cell signal and 
background signal ratio for CLSM Z section slices of treated (n= 14) and un-treated 
(n=,10) cells show a significant reduction in signal level for LR (Mann Whitney, paired 

6.3.4 Are Lipid Rafts necessary for CD133 expression? 

To determine the importance of LRs in CD 13 3 express ion removal of the LR was carried 

out using the drug BMCD which causes a physical disruption of the LR protein . 

Confirmation of C D 133 loss in the presence of BMCD wa carried out at 20m BMCD 

for incubation periods of 40min and 1 hour, and direct immunofluorescence of CD 133 was 

analysed by flow cytometry. Both time points show considerabl e loss of CD 133 expre sion 

as shown in fi gures 69D and E. However, at I hour incubation, there was also con iderable 

loss of cell viability as shown by the distribution of ce lls again t the Y ax is in figure 69E 

and suggested prev iously during cell viability monitoring using trypan blue. For all 

ubsequent work, a concentration of 20mM of BMCD with an incubation periods of 40min 

was used. 

Remova l of the LR could be detected by CLSM, by staining the rafts with Alexa Fluror 

555 with CD 133 express ion also lost after remo al of the LRs Figure OA. Small amounts 

of the LR remained after BMCD disruption howe er CD 133 wa no longer expre sed. 

Los of CD 133 expression could be a consequence of lipid membrane damage. or the 

action of BMC D in remo ing ce ll surface receptors on the cell membrane indi criminately. 
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An alternative approach to test thi s would be to knock down caveolin I, which i a protein 

that contributes quite heavily to the structural formation of the LRs and thus ha ino no 
b 

direct physical effect on the CD I 33 protein. Cell signal to background ratio for CD 133 

staining was also determined by Matlab analysis of CLSM images for BMCD and non 

BMCD treated Caco-2 cells and shows in figure 70 B there was ignificantly Ie 

(p=O.0002) C D 133 express ion on ce lls having undergone BMCD treatment when 

compared to none treated cells. 
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Figure 69: Effect of Beta methyl cyclodextrine on CDI33 expr~ssion on Caco-2 
cells analysed using flow cytometry. A) gated population B) PE 1 otyp con~ro l s C) 
C D 133 PE express ion on membrane surface. (D and E) CD 133 express~on " tth Beta 
methyl cyc lodextrine at 20mM for 40min and 20mM ~or 1 ho~, productng knock 
down of SO.S%±7 EM and 96.7o/o±9.2 EM respective ly (n-3). 
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Figure 70: Effect of Beta methyl cyclodextrine on CD 133 expres ion on Caco-2 cells 
analysed by CLSM. A) Cell s were immunofluorescent labe lled aga in t D 133 wi th 
AF488 (green) and agai nst Lipid raft with AF555 (red), how ing negati e tai ning fo r 
CO 133 and minimal LR stai ning (n= 10) Obj x63 , N .A IA . B) ompari on bet, een ce ll 
signal and background s ignal ratio for CLSM Z section lices o f C D 133 expre in n 
treated (n= 13) and no n treated (n= ll ) cells shows a significant reduction in ignal level 
for C D 133 (Mann Whitney, paired test) . 

6.3.5 Is CD 133 necessary for Lipid Raft formation and thus indirectly re ponsible for 

cell to cell communication? 

We investigated w hether CD 133 expres ion was neces ary for LR formation by knocking 

down C D 133 expression using the CD 133 R Ai ( anta Cruz) and depl etion o f the 

remaining C D 133+ cell s through immunomagnetic se lection. aco-2 ce ll were then 

immunofluroescent stained with AF555 . Figure 71 show the population of Caco-2 ce ll 

before knockdow n expressi ng hi gh levels of CD 133 (97%) and after purification of the 

o 133-ve cells by C D 133 depletion. C059 wa u ed to COnfi1ll1 that fir tl y the cell were 

Caco-2 and secondl y they were sti ll iable as shown in fi gure 7 10. Dual staining of 

0133 and LRs on Caco-2 cells as shown in fi gme 72A clearl y indicate the presence of 

both receptors on the ce ll membrane. Figme 728 show dual taining \ ith CD 133 AF488 

and LR AF555 depicting that the Ie e l of LR expres ion has not been affected by the 10 

of 01 33. 
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Figure 71: Confirmation of CDl33 knockdown by flow cytometry A) un-gated 
Caco-2 cells B) R I gated Caco-2 ce ll s expressi ng CD 133 receptor howing 
96 .8%%± 3.6 pos itivity. C) Cell s knocked down by RNAi C D1 33 ( anta Cruz) howing 
67.8%%± 11 C DI 33+, and D) Purifi ed population ofCD I33 ' cell. with 98.8o/o±2.9 
SEM ex press ing CD59 as a Caco-2 marker and O.7%±2.2 EM C D 133+ (n=6) . 

Figure 72: CLSM analysis of C D 133 and Lipid raft staining on ~orma l and 
knockdown CDl33 Caco-2 cells. A) Show dual fluorescent tatntng 0[C D133 
(green) and Lipid rafts (Red) , co-Iocali ation (ye llow) on nOIm al cel l . B) howing 
lipid rafts (red) and no CO l 33 (green) on knockdown C D I33 Caco-2 c lis . (n=5) 

Obi x63, .A 1.4. 
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6.3.6 Does Caco-2 cell adhesion to fibronectin affect the Distribution of CDl33 on the 

cell surface? 

This was determined by comparing Z scan data of Caco-2 cells adhered to uncoated and 

fibronectin coated slides. CD 133 fluorescence was measured using Alexa Fluror 555 for 

both groups. The Z section galleries in figure 73 (A and B) shows the CDI33 distribution 

through the z-axis of the cell for Caco-2 cells adhered to glass slides or fibronectin. 

Although the fluorochrome used (AF 555) to stain CD 133 emits red fluorescent light and 

the nuclear stain (DAPI) blue, the imaging software (Zeiss Zen 2009 Light Edition) used in 

the construction of the gallery images, auto-converts for display purposes to green and red 

respectively. Both galleries show that there is no great difference in distribution between 

the two adhesion conditions and there appears to be a moderate increase in CD 133 

distributed within the Z section slices towards the bottom of the cell. 

For the quantification of signal to background ratio and distribution of CD 133, the cell Z 

sections were simply divided into top and bottom slices based on the number of Z sections 

and central Z section slice. Signal to background ratios were determined for each slice of 

the Z sections and comparison made between top and bottom regions within cells adhered 

to glass and top and bottom regions for cells adhered to fibronectin. Comparison was also 

made between the top distribution and bottom distribution of signal to background ratio 

between the glass and fibronectin adhered cells. One Way ANOVAs and bonferroni post 

hoc test analysis was carried out and showed there to be significantly more signal to 

background ratio, representing CD 133 distribution, towards the top of the cells for both the 

glass and fibronectin adhered cells when compared to the bottom of the cells (p<0.005) as 

shown in figure 74. There was no significant difference (p=0.05) when comparing the 

overall CDl33 distribution between glass and fibronectin adhered cells. 
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Figure 73: CLSM Z-section gallery of CD 133 distribution on Caco-2 cells 
adhered to glass slides or fibronectin. A) Caco-2 cell z-section gallery of CD 133 
(green) di tribution and nuc leu (red) on cells adhered to gla lide. B) Caco-2 cell 
z-section ga llery of D 133 (green) di tr"ibution and nucleu (red) on cell adhered to 
fibronectin . (n=6). Gallerie constmcted usi ng Zei CL M rec n tmction oftware. 

Obj x63 , 1.4 . 
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Figure 74: Comparison of CD133 signal to background ratio distribution on 
Caco-2 cells adhered to glass slides or fibronectin. Caco-2 cell z-sections divided 
into top and bottom segments for analysis of signal to background ratio and 
comparison of CD 133 distribution within the top and bottom cell region. Showing 
significant difference (p<O.005) in CDl33 distribution for cells adhered to either 
glass or fibronectin. Comparison of top region for glass and fibronectin adhered 
cells and bottom region for glass and fibronectin adhered cells shows no significant 
difference (p=O.05) (n=6). Analysis carried out by One Way ANOV A. 
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6.4 Discussion 

Our studies showed that C0l33 was partially co-localised within LRs on the membrane of 

Caco-2 cells. The drug BCMD significantly removed both LRs and C0l33 from the cell 

surface compared to the control group with no drug added. The confocal images showed 

that removal of LRs resulted in decreased expression of C0l33, but conversely, knocking 

down C0l33 had no significant effect on LR expression. Finally C0l33 distribution on 

the cell surface was not affected by cell adhesion to fibronectin. 

Our first question would be to determine the role of C0l33 within the LRs and why the 

receptor is found in this location? Is there a functional reason for its location or is it merely 

coincidental? LRs are involved in influencing membrane fluidity and membrane protein 

trafficking (Korade et ai., 2008). It is well established that, in the case of tyrosine kinase 

signalling, adaptors, scaffolds and enzymes are recruited to the cytoplasmic side of the 

plasma membrane as a result of ligand activation (Hunter et al., 2000). C0l33 contains a 

short C-terminal cytoplasmic domain with five tyrosine residues, including a consensus 

tyrosine phosphorylation site. Boivin et al .. (2009) showed that the cytoplasmic domain of 

the CO 133 receptor is tyrosine phosphorylated in human medulloblastoma 0283 and Oaoy 

cells, in a Src family kinase-dependent manner (Boivin et al., 2009) suggesting that C0133 

signalling may be occurring via the tyrosine kinase pathway within the LRs hence their 

location. 

Our studies also showed that BMCO was able to remove LRs but also had a significant 

effect on C0l33 expression indicating the drug was physically responsible for the removal 

of C0l33. Unfortunately, we were not able to fully determine the effect LRs had on 

C0l33 expression as the harshness of the drug to the cell membrane, removed a significant 

amount of C0l33 receptor from the membrane and this result maybe be irrelevant of LR 

expression. To determine whether LR expression is necessary for C0l33 expression the 

rafts would have to be knocked down using RNAi technology. The expression levels of 

CO 133 can then be measured using confocal analysis or flow cytometry. Conversely our 

results showed that knocking down C0l33 had no effect on LR formation and expression. 

This supports studies by Roper et al .. (2000), who proposed that CD 133 is incorporated 

into LRs and Giebel ef al .. (2004) who suggest it is very likely that LRs organize the 
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delivery and/or retention of CD133. This concludes CD133 is found within the rafts and 

are not intercalated or a physical entity of the rafts themselves. 

The distribution analysis of CD133 quite clearly shows that the CD133 congregated 

towards the top of the cell. This would correlate with the well documented evidence that 

CD 13 3 is found on the apical membrane and not on the basolateral membrane of cells and 

normally associated with membrane protrusions not directly adhesion-anchorage related. 

Binding to fibronectin had no effect on the distribution of the receptor indicating that 

CD133 does not physically get involved with anchorage or adhesion as part of the 

migratory process in Caco-2 cells. However we know that cell polarity is important to 

migration. Polarisation is thought to be connected to the PI3K pathway and inhibition of 

this pathway causes primary human bone marrow CD34+ cells to lose their polarised 

morphology and also lose their migrating potential (Wang et al., 2000). CDl33 is 

selectively concentrated in the uropod of polarized HSCfHPC suggesting a possible 

indirect role in motility (Roper et al., 2000). CD34+ cells have been known to acquire a 

polarized cell shape on adhesion to fibronectin which ultimately would lead to a change in 

CD133 distribution within the cell (Fruehauf et al., 2002). However we failed to observe 

this suggesting this may only be apparent with non-adherant cells. 

Based of these results alone it would be difficult to define the role CD133 plays within 

LRs. An important factor to consider initially is the type of cell being investigated. It 

seems the role of LRs may be dependent on whether the cells are adherent in nature or 

normally free in suspension. Cells in suspension enable local polarization contributing to 

cell motility (Ikonen et al., 2001), which may also explain their connection with CD 133. 

Generally CD133's role has often been associated with either lipid bilayer organization, 

whether it is formation of microvilli, pseudopodia or regulation of lipid membrane 

concentrations. 
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Chapter 7 General Discussion: 

CD133 was discovered nearly 15 years ago and classified as a marker of primitive 

haemopoietic / early progenitor cells within the bone marrow (Yin et al., 1997). It is also 

found on neural stem cells (Corti et al., 2008), undifferentiated epithelium (Bussolati et al., 

2005) and myogenic cells (Negroni et al., 2009). In tissues, CD133 is expressed in cells 

within the brain, kidney, prostate, colon, liver, pancreas and skin (Corbeil et al .. 2000; 

Weigmenn et al., 1997). The functional role CD133 plays on the other hand is still an 

enigma. This study investigated the potential roles CD133 might play in normal and 

malignant cells and its overall contribution to haemopoiesis. Our results have led to a 

number of interesting questions that will now be considered. 

Little is known regarding the roles of CD 133 in normal and malignant cells. This work is 

consistent with studies suggesting that CD133 may playa role in plasma membrane 

organisation due to its location on microvilli on the plasma membrane (Mizrak et al.. 2008. 

Fargeas et al .• 2006; Zobalova et al., 2011). The data using confocal analysis indicates that 

CD 133 is significantly localised with cholesterol lipids rafts on the cell membrane. These 

serve as organisers of various plasma membrane activities such as maintaining lipid 

composition within the membrane (Roper et al .. 2000). CD133's role within the plasma 

membrane is also supported by the fact that a mutation in the CDl33 gene causes retinal 

degeneration (Corbeil et al .• 2001) and that loss of Prominin-I in CDI33 knockout mice 

causes photoreceptor cell degeneration (Zacchigna et al.. 2009). 

Previous studies in this laboratory demonstrated CD133+ pseudopodia from primary 

human umbilical cord blood selectively contacting a distant cell, strongly suggesting a role 

within directional cell communication to another CD 133 positive cell. On plastic or 

stromal adhesion CD133 relocates to polar regions of the cell, whereas prior to stimulation 

CD133 is distributed in pockets across the cell membrane (Whiting et al .. 2003; Hayward

Costa et al .. 2000). It may be that the distribution on the leading edge of motile cells and 

directional movement is unique to circulating cells. Certainly, adhesion, migration and cell 

cycle have all been linked to CD 133 expression especially within haemopoiesis 

(Hemmoranta et al .. 2006; Jaatinen et al .. 2006). Studies have shown that cells expressing 

CD133 demonstrated improved adhesion to extracellular matrix and endothelial monolayer 
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substrates, compared to freshly isolated CD133- (Suuronen et al 2006) Th "ty f ., . e maJon 0 

CD 133+ cells remain in the GO/G I phase indicating that the expression of the receptor 

inhibits cell cycle (Jaksch et al., 2008). Haemopoietic blood stem cells are mobile by 

definition and it may be that within the bone marrow or tissue sites, adhesion to specific 

cells within the microenvironment or other stem cells perhaps to maintain the cells in a 

quiescent, undifferentiated state rather than directional movement is the dominant function. 

Kim et ai., (2006) studied the molecular signatures specific to various stem cells. It was not 

a direct observation of the effects ofCD133 on the various cell types, but merely to detect 

if any patterns could be observed in the gene profile of embryonic, haemopoietic and 

mesenchymal stem cells. All 3 cell types were shown to regularly express CD 133 and 

were compared against universal human RNA. More importantly the expression profiling 

was split into 2 categories for the HSC; CD34 and CD133 expressing cells. 653 genes were 

up regulated more than 2 fold and 842 genes down regulated more than 2 fold for the 

CDl33 category. The most highly up regulated genes were involved in signalling pathways 

and transduction, transcription factors and regulation, DNA binding, cell cycle, 

receptor/surface markers/surface membrane and metabolism. The genes up regulated in all 

stem cells include those that encode a signalling protein RHOG, a ras homolog gene family 

member G, a transcription factor HIFIA and several proteins with known functions such as 

protein transport TLOCl and catabolic activities (Kim et al., 2006). 

In a similar experiment Jaatinen et ai., (2006) took human cord blood derived CDl33+ 

cells and performed a global expression analysis on the cells. The CD133- fraction was 

used as a control. In this case 690 transcripts were over expressed between CD133+ and 

CD133-. 393 were increased and 297 were decreased in CD133+ cells. The fractions were 

separated using immunomagnetic beads which would cause a similar response to labelling 

the receptor with CD 133 Mab as was carried out in Group 3 of our experiment. 

Biological processes over expressed included cell proliferation, transport, signal 

transduction, cell organization and biogenesis, cell adhesion, response to stimulus, 

development and metabolism. Biological processes under expressed were cell 

communication, chemotaxis, apoptosis, organogenesis and immune response. Several HSC 

associated genes were over expressed; CD133. CD34, KIT, TIE,SCA-I MEISI. Genes 

supporting self renewal, such as GAT A2, MPL V and ST A T5A and TCF7L2 were also up 
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regulated. HOX genes (AS, A9, AIO) also thought to be involved in HSC regulation were 

also up regulated (Jaatinen et al., 2006). 

These studies suggest that CDl33 has a potential role in a variety of processes so it would 

be fair to assume that knocking down CDl33 would inhibit or at least dampen these 

processes listed. As our results suggest, CDl33 has a stimulatory role in cell adhesion, 

migration and cell signalling and this was supported by both studies quoted. However our 

results reflected that CDl33 had an inhibitory effect on cell cycle and proliferative genes. 

Most of these experiments revolved around purifying CD133 cells and comparing them 

against the negative fraction in primary cells or cell lines. The problem with this approach 

is that one cannot really understand the true functions of CD133 due to other undefined 

receptors being present on the CDl33+ cells and not on the CD133' fraction and which are 

potentially influencing the gene profiles produced. It was then important to try and really 

understand the direct effect of CD133 on the cells and ultimately on gene profile. This 

could be done in a variety of ways, the main approach would be to try and attempt to 

stimulate the receptor using an antibody raised against the receptor or even better using the 

actual ligand but because the ligand for CDl33 was unknown, attempted stimulation using 

an antibody would be the only alternative. 

An alternative approach would be knocking out the receptor and analyzing a change in 

gene profile between the control and knocked down cell line. This was achieved by Rappa 

et al., (2008) using a melanoma cell line FEMX-1. They created 2 knock down cell lines 

using two different short hairpin RNA's and performed various functional assays to try and 

determine whether CD 133 could be a molecular therapeutic target receptor. Down

regulation of CD 133 resulted in slower cell growth, reduced cell motility and decreased 

capacity to form spheroids under stem cell like growth conditions. The rate of metastasis 

was also reduced which could be linked to the decrease in motility 

In total only 76 and 67 genes were up and down regulated respectively. The up-regulated 

genes included 10 established or putative inhibitors of the canonical Wnt pathway, namely 

DKK1 (B catenin antagonist), DACT1 (Dapper), LRP6, three members of the insulin 

growth factor binding protein (lGFBP) family, N-cadherin, AXL. EFS and FerIL3. They 

propose that CD 133, directly or through its interaction with signalling pathways such as 

WNT, and their functional experiments suggest influences on cell polarity. migration and 
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the interaction of CSC's with surrounding cells and the extracellular matrix contributing to 

the metastatic potential (Rappa et al., 2008). Our results indicated that CO 133 knockdown 

stimulated proliferation, cell cycle and motility activity in contrast to Rappa et al., (2008) 

however we did observe inhibition of the Wnt pathway at various points. 

C0l33 has been shown to interact with the TGF-Beta signalling pathway. Like C0133, 

TGF-Beta receptors localize to cholesterol rich lipid rafts as well as endosomes and 

lysosomes (Meyer et al., 2011) and TGF-Beta signalling has been shown to up-regulate 

C0l33 transcription by demethylation of its promoters (You et al., 2010). Rappa et al., 

(2008) showed a 2.96 fold up-regulation of TGFBI transcripts after C0l33 knockdown, 

and we found an even greater induction of 3.91 fold after C0l33 knockdown. TGFBI is a 

protein induced by TGF-Beta signalling that is involved in collagen adhesion and motility. 

Under normal conditions, TGF-Beta induces cell cycle arrest and apoptosis, but in injured 

liver tissue it may induce epithelial to mesenchymal transition conferring motility and stem 

like properties on target cells through interaction with MAPK signalling pathways (Fischer 

et aI., 2005). Indeed putative liver cancer stem cells which may be isolated by CD 133 

expression have been shown to undergo a similar transition increasing invasiveness and 

tumour progression (Gotzmann et al., 2006). Together this suggests that C0l33 may 

interact with TGF-Beta signalling to regulate cell motility and proliferation in normal and 

cancer stem cells. 

Gene profiling of cell lines expressing CD 133 similar to the melanoma cell line mentioned 

above have produced varying results and hypothesis. The cell line use in the gene array 

experiments was a colon cancer line, Caco-2. Cancer cell lines have been used quite 

commonly to try and understand the function of C0l33. Botchkina et al .. (2009) used the 

colon cancer HCTl16 cell line to analyse gene expression between an enriched C0l33+ 

population versus the bulk tumor cells lacking CD 133 expression. In this case there was an 

over expression of 826 genes and reduced activity in 162 genes in the COI3J' population. 

Over expression was related to anti apoptosis, sternness, cell cycle and proliferation, 

transcription factors and DNA repair. The most significantly down regulated genes were 

HLI4 which is responsible for heterophilic cell adhesion (motility, migration, metastasis), 

apoptosis- related cytochrome c, COX6Al and BCL2Ll, which regulates the release of 

cytochrome c from mitochondria. CXCL 14 involved in cell signalling also responsible for 

cell motility, migration etc. other down regulated genes were involved in apoptosis, cell 
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cycle/proliferation, cell motility, genes involved in negative regulation of proliferation. 

signal transduction and heat shock protein genes (Botchkina et al., 2009). 

Garcia et al., (2010) showed that gene expression analysis of C0133+ vs. C0l33- cell 

populations from various fresh, primary tumours resulted in an up regulation of genes 

involved in angiogenesis, permeability and a down regulation of genes implicated in cell 

assembly, neural cell organization and neurological disorders (Garcia et al .. 20 I 0). Beier et 

al., 2007 looked at primary glioblastoma derived cancer stem cells expressing C0l33+ and 

compared the gene profiles against cells not expressing the receptor. The genes up 

regulated in C0l33+ CSC were related to Growth factors/intracellular signalling, 

migration, ECM associated genes, DNA interacting proteins and transcription factors. 

Genes up regulated in C0l33- CSC involved MHC class II proteins (Beier et al .. 2007). 

Various members of the Apolipoprotein family were also up regulated by C0l33 knock 

down. A2; Stabilizes HOL by association with lipids and effects HOL metabolism, A4, Cl 

Inhibits binding of beta VLOL to the LOL receptor protein,C3; inhibits Lipoprotein lipase 

and hepatic lipase and decreases the uptake of lymph chylomicrons, H; Binds to negatively 

charged substances- heparin, phosoholipid and dextran sulphate- may prevent activation of 

the intrinsic blood coagulation cascade by binding to phospholipids on the surface of 

damaged cells., L6; May effect the movement of lipids in the cytoplasm or allow the 

binding of lipids to organelles, and M; Involved in lipid transport. PLLPNA catalyses 

transfer of lipids between membranes. MITP catalyses the transport of triglyceride, 

cholesteryl ester and phospholipids between phospholipid surfaces and Choline Kinase 

Alpha has a regulatory role in phosphatidylcholine synthesis. We can conclude that 

knocking down C0l33 leads to an up regulation of transport across the plasma membrane. 

Therefore CO 133 expression may act to inhibit genes that promote transport. This supports 

the results attained for motility, stating lipid movement across the membrane would 

facilitate motility. Loss of the receptor has caused an increase in genes relating to cell 

motility but also increased cell motility by decreasing genes responsible for cell to cell, cell 

to matrix interactions but also increasing adhesion molecules responsible for migration like 

C044 and collin. 

It is possible CD 133 could also be acting as a cell membrane lipid regulator as various 

other processes occur via lipid membranes on the surface of the cells. The fact that they are 
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found within the Lipid Rafts could suggest a signalling role, as this area of the cell 

membrane is known for the occurrence of various signalling activities. Interestingly 

Caveolin 2, a protein that physically contributes to the make up of the Lipid Rafts on the 

cell surface was also down regulated on CD133 knock down. The protein is a major 

component of the inner surface of caveolae, small invaginations of the plasma membrane, 

and is involved in essential cellular functions, including signal transduction, lipid 

metabolism, cellular growth control and apoptosis. However our functional confocal 

studies showed that completely knocking down CD 133 using RNAi technology had no 

visual effect on the expression of the lipid rafts on the cell surface. Lipid rafts may have a 

slow receycling rate therefore mRNA down-regulation of caveolin which was observed 

using micro array technology might fail to have an instantaneous effect on protein 

expression. 

Also in differentiated 3T3-Ll adipocytes, cholesterol depletion leads to a 2.6-fold increase 

in caveolin 2 mRNA level assessed by real-time reverse transcription-polymerase chain 

reaction. While lovastatin treatment also causes caveolin 2 reduction to about 79% in 3T3-

Ll adipocytes. This was mirrored in our experiments as an up regulation in cholesterol 

homeostasis and lipids caused the down regulation of caveolin 2 gene suggesting that 

caveolin may also have a role in lipid metabolism and storage. 

As discussed previously, there were many similarities when comparing our work with 

other studies. In order to really appreciate CDI33 biological effect one has to analyse the 

individual genes within the different processes. Quoting that "CD 133 up-regulates cell 

cycle genes" for example is extremely vague and does not give us an appreciation as to 

what role CD133 plays in cell cycle biology. We looked at the various processes and the 

main genes up or down regulated in these processes to try and further understand and 

define their roles 

The up regulation of cell proliferation genes suggests that the presence of CD133 allows 

the cell to remain in an undifferentiated quiescent state whilst loss of the receptor removes 

this suppression allowing genes such as KIT ligand and SlOOP to increase in expression. 

KIT ligand stimulates proliferation and survival in haemopoietic cells and also migration to 

the bone marrow. SlOOP similarly stimulates cell proliferation and survival; this was 

demonstrated by Jiang et al .. (2011) who knocked down the gene expression of SlOOP in 
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colon cancer cells using lentivirus-mediated RNA interference and found a significant 

inhibition of cancer cell growth, migration and invasion in vitro, as well as tumor growth 

and liver metastasis in vivo (Jiang et at., 2011). Interestingly in our study SlOOP was the 

gene with the highest fold increase of 10.4. This would also explain the large increase in 

cell cycle positive regulators seen on knockdown of the receptor. Previous studies have 

shown that CDl33 expression keeps cells in the GO/Gl phase whilst cells that have lost 

CDl33 expression cycle quite readily with the majority of the cells being in cycle. An up 

regulation of various cell cycle genes support this claim as CDC25A is required for 

progression from G 1 to the S phase of the cell cycle and was readily up regulated on 

knockdown of CDl33. It is competent to activate the GliS cyclin-dependent kinases 

CDK4 and CDK2 by removing inhibitory phosphate groups from adjacent tyrosine and 

threonine residues; it can also activate Cdc2 (Cdk 1), the principal mitotic Cdk. 

CLASP 2, a gene that plays an important role in spindle and kinetochore function 

especially during anaphase. PLKl a Serine/threonine-protein kinase that performs several 

important functions throughout M phase of the cell cycle, including the regulation of 

centrosome maturation and spindle assembly, the removal of cohesins from chromosome 

arms, the inactivation of APC/C inhibitors, and the regulation of mitotic exit and 

cytokinesis, NIMA a gene required for chromosome segregation at metaphase-anaphase 

transition and therefore for mitotic progression. TIPIN, important for normal progression 

ofS-phase and required for cell survival after DNA damage or replication stress. 

E2F3 and E2F2 both transcription activators that binds DNA and functions in the control 

of cell cycle progression from G 1 to S phase. CDK3 inhibitor was also up regulated 

however this may playa role in cell cycle regulation as opposed to inhibition. 

The up-regulation of genes that seem to be associated with cell cycle progression such as 

CDC25A, and DNA replication reinforce the theory held by Jaatineen et al .. (2006) who 

took human cord blood derived CDl33+ cells and performed a global expression analysis 

on the cells. The CD 133- fraction was used as a control. They observed within the cell 

cycle that that expression ofGATA2 (FC 7) and N-MYC (FC 15) that keep the HSC's in 

undifferentiated state were significantly elevated in CD 133 cells, down regulation of these 

genes would initiate the cell cycle. DST (FC 5.3) and PLAGII (FC 9.1) which support cell 

cycle arrest, were also up regulated. A cell cycle inhibitor and negative regulator of 

proliferation NMEl, was over expressed in CDl33 cells by 3.7 fold. Even though the 
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majority of the CD133+ cells have shown to be in the GO phase, genes such as SKBI. 

STAG 1 ,ANAPC7 and MPHOSPH9 were over expressed by an average fold change of 2.3. 

suggesting that a portion of the CD133 cells are cycling. This hypothesis that CD13r cells 

may be cycling is supported by Jacksch et al .. (2008) who claim that the majority of 

CD133+ cells isolated from cord blood are in G21M phase (Jacksch et al .. 2008). It seems 

that the role of CD133 within cells form different sources may affect the cell cycle phase 

the cells may fall into. 

Cancer stem cells are known to be resistant to anti-cancer drugs and survive much longer 

than cells that don't express the CD133 receptor, This in part would also explain why this 

occurs as CD133 is able to up-regulate and activate a set of anti apoptotic genes preventing 

apoptosis and cell death. Cell proliferation genes were also down regulated in both groups. 

A closer look at the gene profile showed that inhibition or knockdown of the receptor 

down regulated anti apoptotic genes such as BTG family member 2; an anti proliferative 

protein, Kruppellike factor 10; a transcriptional repressor involved in the regulation of cell 

growth, TAXIBP3 a gene that may act as a WNT inhibitor and control proliferation via the 

WNT pathway, interestingly, IL-Il was also down regulated in the 2 groups; IL-II 

directly stimulates the proliferation of hematopoietic stem cells and megakaryocyte 

progenitor cells and induces megakaryocyte maturation resulting in increased platelet 

production. Generally our data is in line with the data obtained when looking at group 1 

alone as we saw an up-regulation in proliferative genes when the cell receptor was knocked 

out, thus enhancing growth, which mirrors a down regulation in anti-proliferative genes on 

knock down. There was also a down regulation of closely related chemokines chemokine 

(C-C motif) ligand 2, chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 3, chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 

3 and chemokine (C-X-C motif) receptor 7. The significance of this is still unclear. 

CD 133 expression has also been related to motility of haemopoietic cells as studies have 

shown that CD133 congregates at the leading edge of cancer stem cells. It would also 

explain why cancer cells expressing CD 133 were much more potent and malignant 

compared to cancerous cells lacking CD133 expression. Movement of the cancer around 

the body would be enhanced by CD133 expression hence spreading the disease 

systemically making it much harder to combat and eradicate. This was demonstrated by 

Rappa et al.. (2008) who showed that down regulation of CD 133 severely reduced the 

capacity of the cells to metastasis. 
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Motility and cell adhesion can be described in various ways. Cell adhesion does not just 

relate to motility and the direct movement of a cell, but may also relate to cell to cell 

adhesion and adhesion to basement membranes and surroundings that may ultimately 

contribute to direct movement from one site to another or fixed adhesion. Overlap between 

receptors, adhesion molecules and chemokines made it difficult to conclusively depict the 

role C0l33 plays in cell adhesion. Interestingly, knocking out COl33 leads to a general 

decrease in adhesion molecules enabling cell motility and migration. Loss of CD 133 leads 

to a down regulation of a variety of genes related to cell-cell interactions. Disruption of 

Cadherin, Cantenin and Actinin 1 would lead to a loosening of cells within the tissues and 

cell to cell contact allowing the cells to be free and mobile. Paxillin, a cytoskeleton protein 

involved in actin-membrane attachment at sites of cell adhesion to the ECM was also down 

regulated. This would result in loosening the tight cell-matrix interaction ultimately 

promoting motility. Genes such as IGFBP-7 and Laminin were also down regulated and 

inhibit motility. However,jibronectin leucine rich TM protein was also down regulated but 

contributes to motility as a possible function due to the fact that the presence of CD 133 

would increase the level of this gene thereby increasing its function which is cell adhesion, 

growth and migration. 

On the converse we also showed that there was an up regulation of CD44 by a 4.6 fold 

increase (l5th/931 genes) when CO 133 was knocked out. CD44 is a cell surface 

glycoprotein and member of the hyaluronate receptor family of adhesion molecules. The 

human C044 gene has been mapped to the chromosomal locus II p 13 and is composed of 

two groups of exons (Naor et al., 2008). One group, comprising exons 1-5 and 16-20, are 

spliced together to form ubiquitously expressed standard isoform CD44s which contains 

363 amino acids and has a molecular mass of 37kDa. The ten variable exons (6-15) (also 

known as vl-10) can be alternatively spliced and included within the standard exons (To1g 

et al., 1993). The principal ligand of CD44 is hyaluronate which is an abundant 

extracellular polysaccharide found in mammalian ECM. Other CD44 ligands include 

osteopontin, serglycin, collagens, fibronectin and 1aminin (Fujiwara et al., 2008). The 

major physiological role of C044 is to maintain organ and tissue structure via cell-cell and 

cell-matrix adhesion. Epithelial cells undergoing proliferation or cells under repair appear 

to up-regulate both C044 and Hyaluronate (HA) production Hertweck et al., 2011). 
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Studies have shown that CD44 is up-regulated in various cancers namely breast cancer 

(Fillmore et ai., 2007) and that its expression can influence tumour growth and 

development. The requirement for CD44-HA binding in tumour development has been 

shown by the suppression of tumour formation in the presence of soluble human CD44 

soluble proteins (Zawadzki et ai., 1998) and it has become a marker of cancer stem cells. 

However angiogenesis was the 2
nd 

highest down regulated gene ontology in this group, a 

lack of CD 13 3 expression leads to a down regulation of these genes that would ultimately 

be responsible for blood vessel formation, angiogenesis and permeability which are 

essential functions in tumour progression thereby backing the claims that CD 133 

contributes to the survival of prolonged cancer stem calls 

Subramaniam et ai., (2007) have shown that CD44 regulates cell migration in colon cancer 

cells and that knock down of CD44 leads to a decrease in cofflin which is involved in the 

directional motility of cells. Cofflin was also up regulated in our results by a fold change of 

4.6 in this GO thereby suggesting loss of CD 133 increases the directional motility of cells 

(Subramaniam et ai., 2007). CD44 involvement in cell to cell and cell to matrix adhesion 

interactions suggests any up regulation of this gene would clearly indicate that CD 133 

expression may be suppressing or inhibiting the cell to cell and matrix interactions that 

would ultimately allow motility. 

Cells expressing CD133 are early progenitor stem cells within a bone marrow niche, and 

are within a protected and carefully regulated environment. There may still be 

developmental and maturation processes that the cells need to acquire before they become 

fully fledged stem cells able to be released out of the bone marrow to specific tissue sites 

to begin differentiation, proliferation etc. Prevention of movement i.e. cell motility and 

keeping the cells attached to the extra cellular matrix may be a necessary requisite allowing 

the cells to fully develop and preventing premature release. The loss of CD 133 then allows 

the cell to break loose from its surroundings and migrate to its relevant site. Cancer stem 

cells on the other hand would benefit from this increased motility and thus a different 

mechanism may be in place because expression of CD133 in this case seems to inhibit 

movement. 

The study of CD 133 function within primary and malignant haemopoietic cells will remain 

a challenge both because of the low number ofCD133+ cells in primary tissue. the volume 
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of cord blood available and more importantly the loss of CD133 expression in cultured 

cells. Down regulation of CD133 in cultures was also observed in the malignant 

haemopoietic MUTZ-2 cell line prior to senescence. Whilst using MUTZ-2 as a 

haemopoietic primary cancer cell line and Caco-2 as an epithelial cell line was practical, 

the results may not be generalisable. Caution needs to be exercised in interpreting the 

results of experiments such as these where cells have undergone mutations that may alter 

their expression and regulation making them different from their original counterparts. 

Regulatory processes that may govern proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis and other 

functions in a normal cell may not govern the same processes in a cancerous cell. 

Reproducibly growing MUTZ-2 proved difficult, perhaps due to dysregulated 

differentiation of a proportion of the cells in culture resulting in apoptosis. CD133 

expression also decreased over time in cell cultures. Live cells were analysed therefore if 

cells differentiate and apoptosed they would not be detected as a CD13r cell by the 

detection methods, but it may also be that CD 133 is being down-regulated in cell culture as 

observed in primary cells. This most likely represents the limitations of current culture 

media rather than a function ofCD133 or differentiation of these cells. 

Caco-2 cells could be grown reproducibly but were an adherent epithelial colon cancer cell 

line. It may well be that the function of CD133 in this cell line differs from cells of a 

haemopoietic lineage. It would be valuable to study the embryonic stem cell lines HI. H7 

and H9 that express CD133 and are capable of capable of unlimited, undifferentiated 

proliferation in vitro (Carpenter et al .. 2003). The primitive nature of these cells is more 

appropriate to the early involvement of CD133 on stem cells (Kaufman et al .. 2001) as 

they more closely represent early haemopoietic stem / progenitor cells than the more 

differentiated and adherent Caco-2 cells. This was prohibited in this present study by the 

requirement for a special license and ethical applications. 

Other studies would suggest further functions for CD133. Todaro et al .. (2010) suggests 

that the cancer stem cell is responsible for tumour initiation, metastasis and resistance to 

treatments (Todaro et al., 2010). The function ofCD133 within cancer stem cells seems to 

differ depending on the tissue of origin. Knock down studies of CD 133 in cancer stem cells 

taken from a variety of tissues suggests CD 133 may stimulate proliferation, self renewal, 

differentiation, migration and prevent apoptosis (Rappa et al .. 2008; Zhang et al .. 2010, 
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Takenobu et ai., 2011; Bissels et ai., 2011). These characteristics are not necessarily 

common in all cancer types. Cancer stem cells would represent a rare tumour population 

which may originate from the transformation of normal stem cells or progenitor cells 

differentiated through several generations. CD133 expression may be retained through 

several generations and be expressed on both sets of cells which may explain why 

functional overlaps occur. Interpretation of the function ofCD133 may be affected by the 

use of monoclonal antibodies that directly bind CD133 to identify and isolate putative 

cancer stem cell populations from malignant tumours of brain, prostate, liver, pancreas, 

lung, and colon. Thus binding of ligands may affect their function. 

There is some evidence that the role CD133 plays in haemopoiesis may not be identical to 

that of cancer stem cells. CD133 may playa lesser role in CSC biology compared to stem 

cell biology as mutations to the cells may effect downstream signals and dysregulate or 

alter CD133 function without effecting expression. CDl33 antibody binding in Caco-2 

cells led to inhibition cell cycle, proliferation, motility and apoptosis to an extent. These 

features are crucial to normal and malignant stem cell survival and function alike. The 

reduced proliferation lowers the toxic insult to cells allowing malignant cells to be 

chemotherapy and radiation resistant. The down regulation of apoptotic proteins 

contributes to this resistance. 

An increase in motility and migration with cancer stem cells is expected as their metastatic 

potential is much greater than cells lacking CD 133 expression, but the full functional 

capacity of CD133 may not be translated through different cell origins expressing the 

receptor. Taking cells that are CD133- and comparing them to CD133+ has limited value as 

there is considerable redundancy in protein function in most cells and there may well be 

alternate mechanism or pathways that cells may utilise to compensate for the lack of 

CD133 function. 

Creating either a primary CD133 knockout cell line or a CD133 knocked down primary 

cell line is a much more effective and cleaner way of measuring potential function in 

different tissues as well as primitive and more mature cells. Attempts to generate a 

permanent CD 133 knockout cell line were unsuccessful. This may have been a technical 

issue as CD133 mice have been bred, but it is possible that CD133 plays a vital role in 

normal cell function and may be essential to functions such as structural integrity, adhesion 
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or motility in humans. Permanently knocking out the receptor may inhibit these normal 

functions rendering the cells non-viable. Suggestive of this is the fact that there are no 

CD133 malignant or normal knockout human cell lines. Studies where the receptor has 

been "knocked down" as oppose to "knocked out" in cell lines tend to leave a residual 

amount of receptor on the surface but more importantly re-expression is rapid, therefore 

the cell is only affected temporarily. 

The identity of the ligand for CD 133 receptor remains elusive. In addition their involvement 

in cell communication is still unclear. It is not known precisely where the CD133 Ab binds 

on the receptor. Binding on or close to the receptor would prevent binding of another 

ligand and may result in stimulation or an inhibition of cellular function. It is also possible 

that the Ab may bind to the receptor site without triggering a function but cause 

downstream activity that cause activation or inhibition. Alternatively the antibody may be 

partially triggering the receptor causing the cell to become anergic. However it is known 

that the Mab affects the cells as a specific dose-dependent cytotoxic effect in Caco-2 cells 

was observed whilst using CD133 Mab's against both epitopes. This dose dependent 

cytotoxic effect was not observed when the knocked down cells were utilised. 

When the Mab was added to the cells there was a 26% overlap in genes up regulated and 

56% in genes down-regulated when comparing gene profiles for both knockdown and Mab 

binding groups. It then became apparent that the antibodies may be having an inhibitory or 

suppressive role on the cell, as binding of the antibodies produced a similar profile to cells 

in which the receptor had been knocked down. 

There are no other proposed ligands for CD 133 however our results and those of others 

pose some interesting suggestions; 

There is scope to suggest that the leucine zipper motif on the second extracellular loop of 

CD 133 (Miraglia et ai., 1997) may enable CD 133 to dimerise and be involved in direct 

HPSC to HPSC communication within the BMME. A leucine zipper is a common three

dimensional structural motif in proteins. These motifs are usually found as part of a DNA

binding domain in various transcription factors, and are therefore involved in regulating 

gene expression (Nijhawan et al., 2008). Structurally the leucine zipper is made up of two 

alpha-helical segments of protein that have leucines facing each other along the length of 

the helices, allowing them to dimerise and form a symmetric interface that can bind to the 

DNA on both sides of the double helix (Tsutsumi et al .. 2009). The purpose of this could 
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be to initiate quiescence and anergy in the cell. Loss of this interaction may then inhibit the 

suppression of the cells initiating cell cycle, proliferation and motility. In this way CD 133 

may also contribute to the regulation and maintenance of the stem cell pool. Direct 

receptor-receptor interaction can be assessed by the use of fluorescent resonance energy 

transfer (FRET). FRET is a distance-dependent interaction between the electronic excited 

states of two dye molecules in which excitation is transferred from a donor molecule to an 

acceptor molecule (Seegar et al., 2010). In this case the acceptor molecule and donor 

molecule would both be CD133 on independent cells, labelled with different 

fluorochromes. When the two cells interact becoming in close proximity to each other (10-

100 angstroms), the fluorescent peaks overlap and a large proportion of energy is 

transferred from the donor to the acceptor molecule Munoz-Losa et al., 2009) creating a 

much larger emission peak compared to the peak that would be generated independently 

from the cells. 

The ligand may also be secreted by CD133+ cells for example down regulation of the 

receptor or non binding may cause the cell to secrete a protein that will bind to CD133+ 

cells causing either suppression or excitation. It is possible that this ligand maybe present 

in the culture medium. A method to test this would be "Ligand fishing". Antigen fishing is 

the use of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) coupled with mass spectrometry (MS) to 

identify and characterize proteins that bind to particular ligands. There are several 

techniques that may be employed for SPR or MS procedures, but in principal all antigen 

fishing work flows requires fixation of the receptor or "bait" molecule (CD133) to the 

surface of a chip, a flow system to cover the chip in medium containing the ligand known 

as the "target" and either direct detection of the target molecule by matrix-assisted laser 

desorption/ionisation (MALO I) MS or elution of the target for use in other MS procedures 

(Thillaivinayagalingam et al .. 2010; Buij and Franklin, 2005). When prey molecules bind 

to the bait ligand they disrupt the resonance field of the chip, which is then detected as a 

disruption in the chips electro-magnetic field. The target may then be eluted and identified 

by MS. More advanced techniques using on chip MALDI MS techniques, allow the 

arrangement of chips in an array format for screening of multiple ligands (Bellon et al.. 

2009). This latter with purified CD 133 solutions. 

There is some evidence that CDt33 has a functional role in the cell membrane and that it may 

have a role in cell signalling. The association of CD 133 with pseudopodia and its interaction 
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with cholesterol within the lipid rafts (Roper et al., 2000), suggests a possible functional 

role for C0133 as a lipid membrane regulator (Fargeas et al., 2004). We have used spatial 

distribution and quantitative analysis of C0133 and the lipid raft proteins to verify that 

there was significant co-localisation between the two proteins and that removal of lipid 

rafts led to removal of CO 133. We also showed that a CO 133 knockdown led to a down

regulation in the lipid raft protein caveolin. This down-regulation was not observed 

phenotypically with confocal analysis as C0133 downregulation had no effect on lipid raft 

expression. A cause of this discrepancy may be due to the recycling properties of caveolin. 

In future experiments it would be important to confirm that the reagent used to remove the 

lipid rafts (BMCO) was not removing C0133 physically from the cell surface. One could 

validate this by molecularly knocking down the lipid rafts protein preventing cell surface 

expression of the rafts and then fluorescently staining to determine CO 133 expression 

levels using confocal or flow cytometry. 

Our studies and those of Rappa et al., (2008) showed that COl33 knock down led to an up 

regulation in Wnt and tyrosine kinase pathway inhibitors. We also observed a down 

regulation in Wnt ligands. Both Wnt and tyrosine kinase pathways regulate proliferation 

and differentiation within cells so an up-regulation of pathway inhibitors, which we found 

when the receptor was knocked down, may result in dysregulation of the pathway leading 

to cancers. In normal tissues there are tight proliferation and differentiation regulatory 

mechanisms, so therefore CO 133 expression promotes the Wnt and tyrosine kinase 

pathway causing the high level of regulation needed to keep the cells in a quiescent, 

pluripotent state as observed in the circulating blood stem cells or the bone marrow stem 

cell niche. 

CD 133 evidently has a role in adhesion, motility and migration. The results suggest that motility 

and migration are stimulated by loss of C0133 expression. Various migratory molecules 

such as C044 and coffiin were up-regulated on C0133 knockdown. We discovered a 

down-regulation of proteins such as actinin I, cantenin and cadherin which would 

stimulate detachment of cells from the basement membrane and extracellular matrix 

contributing to motility. C0133 is located within the apical membrane of cells so therefore 

its relationship with actinin, cadherin and cantenin up-regulation is not a direct one. We are 

suggesting from our results that CO 133 does not bind to the basement membrane of cells 

physically preventing motility, but merely stimulates up or down regulation of basement 
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membrane adhesion proteins. In this study the confocal data clearly showed that there was 

no significant change in receptor expression or movement of CD133 receptor on the cell 

surface when CD 133 was incubated with fibronectin, a protein found within the 

extracellular matrix showing that CD133 has no direct relationship with the basement 

membrane. This is consistent with the functional cell adhesion experiments where no 

differences in binding capacities between both control and knock down groups was 

observed indicating that CD133 has no direct effect on anchorage or binding to plastic. 

This fits with the role CD133 plays within haemopoiesis in that cells expressing the 

receptor are held within the stem cell niche in the bone marrow, due to increase adhesion 

to the matrix. Reduction of motility and migration allows the early progenitor cells to 

develop, mature and maintain primitive status. However, under extreme circumstances 

such as stress and trauma primitive cells expressing CD133+ are able to move out of the 

bone marrow to specific areas for tissue repair or to escape damage (Jensen et al., 2007), 

suggesting there are various receptors and signals other than CD 133 responsible for 

initiating motility and migration. Loss of CD133 may act to modify regulation of other 

receptors that will ultimately lead to migration. It is possible that the CD133 pathway may 

be bypassed allowing migration as observed in these extreme cases. 

The result attained suggests that CD 133 down-regulation promotes motility and migration. 

It was also shown that a redistribution of the receptor when the cell is activated by plastic 

or stromal cell adhesion or activated led to the formation of pseudopodia (Whiting et al., 

2003, Hayward-Costa et al., 2000) It was not demonstrated whether total cell CDl33 was 

up or down-regulated. In accordance with our data Corbeil et al., (2000) have shown that 

CD133 congregates at the leading edge of primary cells suggesting a possible role in 

migration. In support of this Rappa et al., (2008) and Elsaba et al., (2010) showed an 

increase in metastatic potential within CD133 expressing cells in FEMX (melanoma) and 

HT29 (colonic) cell lines respectively compared to the CD133 knocked down cells in both 

cell lines supporting CD133's importance in migration. 

Our data would also indicate involvement of CD!33 in cell quiescence. The role of cell 

turnover was positively affected by loss of CD 133 expression. There was an increase in 

cell cycling protein genes and a 7% increase in S phase cells in Caco-2 cells after knock 

down ofCDl33 compared to the control cell line. This data is further evidence of a role for 

CD 133 in maintaining cell quiescence with loss of the receptor allows the cell to cycle. 
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This information is pertinent to the debate . h concerrung t e role the cell cycle in 

haemopoiesis. The accepted position is that C0l33 positive cells actually reside in the 

GO/G I phase (Summers et ai., 2004; Qiang et ai., 2009; Grskovic et al., 2004), however. 

Sun et ai., (2009) showed that in neural stem cells, cell cycle profiling revealed C0l33 

negative cells reside in that GI phase suggesting the C0l33's role in cell cycle may be 

tissue specific. 

It is also possible to comment from the data on the homogeneity of function of C0l33 

across tissue types. In all cell types, C0l33 is located on protrusions such as pseudopodia 

and microvilli on the cell membrane and found within the lipid rafts in association with 

cholesterol. However, studies have shown that function and location of COl33 are not 

necessarily related. If motility is examined the molecular studies indicated that CO 133 

knockdown led to an up-regulation in motility and migration, both directly by the up 

regulation of specific migratory molecules and also indirectly by the facilitation of other 

processes related to motility, indicating lipid membrane activity and the decrease in cell 

adhesion molecules. However, other studies in the melanoma line FEMX (Rappa et al., 

2008), Colon cancer line HT29 cells (Elasaba et ai., 2010), Pancreatic cell lines SUIT-2 

and KP-2 (Moriyama et ai., 2010) show that the lack ofC0l33 expression leads to a down 

regulation in motility and migration. In HSC expressing C0133, the receptor accumulates 

at the leading edge of the cell again indicating a possible role of CD 133 in migration in 

primary cells. Interestingly, Horst et ai., (2009) found that knocking down CDl33 in Caco-

2 cells had no functional effect on migration. Our study supports this data by showing that 

C0l33 knockdown had no effect on adhesion in vitro. The functional variation within the 

different tissues suggests that the methodology to assess C0l33 needs to be standardised 

across tissue types and caution is needed with the interpretation of microarray data. The 

up-regulation of genes correlating to a particular process such as cell migration may not 

necessary lead to the translation of the proteins necessary for the process to occur as some 

of the genes up regulated may be dormant. Others may require co-stimulation from another 

receptor or a secondary messenger for translation to be initiated. The micro array data 

showed an up-regulation of genes relating to cell migration, whereas Horst et al., (2009) 

showed within the same cell line, there were no functional effects on migration. This 

discrepancy can possibly be explained by the fact that more than one factor is likely to 

contribute to cell movement. Many of the processes that have been related to COl33 

function may require additional stimuli indicating that CD 133 is part of a complex network 
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of receptors and signals necessary for cell function. Transwell experiments would have 

been helpful to investigate downstream effects on CD 133 knocked down cells to detennine 

if the up regulation observed in genes associated with migration can be translated to 

functional migration experiments. Unfortunately due to the rapid rate at which Caco-2 cells 

re express CD133 after knock down, it would not be feasible to carry out these experiments 

on this particular cell line. However, if a permanent knock out Caco-2 cell line could be 

created then that would eradicate the problem of early re-expression. 

With consideration it is possible to design experimental modifications to overcome 

methodological problems in future studies. The main techniques used to carry out 

functional analysis were microarray technology, confocal analysis and cell 

cycle/proliferation assays. In the micro array studies cells were knocked down in one group 

and CD133 Mab added to another. The results obtained should only be taken as a guide 

line as to potential CD 133 functions as the correlation between induced mRNA and 

induced levels of protein were not always well aligned. Differential gene expression needs 

to be confirmed through direct examination of selected gene expressions. This analysis 

would entail real time PCR to examine if transcripts of a specific gene are up or down

regulated. 

Intracellular, membrane and secreted proteins could be examined with CD133 antibody 

treatment using flow cytometry, mass spectrometry and western blotting, with specific 

proteonomics and metabolonomics to further investigate function. Translational and post

translational regulatory mechanisms that affect the activity of various cellular proteins are 

not examined by microarray technology. Other limitations of microarray analysis include 

the impact of alternative splicing during transcript processing and the limited detectability 

of unstable mRNAs. The requirement for large amounts of high-quality mRNA in 

microarray analysis may be preclusive to the analysis of primary cells. 

Confocal laser scanning microscopy was also used to investigate the potential function of 

CD133. The combined use of fluorescent conjugated antibodies and CLSM Z-scan analysis 

for the identification of cellular components as reported here has enabled the direct 

visualisation of CD 133 distribution and interaction with other cell surface proteins or 

stimuli. A major analytical drawback was photobleaching of fluorescent probes within a 

few minutes of illumination. A more suitable method to analyse extracellular components 
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and possible function would be immunofluorescent labelling of live cells. Further 

investigations examining the intracellular expressions of CO 133 and its relationship with 

intracellular components (lipid rafts, golgi complexes, signal transduction) through 

immunofluorescent labelling would rely on cell fixation and perrneabilisation prior to 

antibody labelling for microscopic analysis. Antibody labelling also raises the question of 

antibody/fluorescent charge, activation or inhibition of the receptor and antibody cross 

reactivity thereby limiting the extent to which this work could be extended by 

immunolabelling alone. The live cell processing of C0l33 by transfecting cells with a 

C0l33 DNA sequence including a green fluorescent protein (GFP) tag. Fluorescent 

expression would allow tracking of C0l33 receptor distribution from cytoplasmic 

packaging and transport processing, to cell membrane incorporation. The combined use of 

the GFP and confocal techniques would enable visualisation of the CD 133 receptor 

distribution within viable cells. This could be applied to investigate antigen distribution 

and migration over time on live cells in response to various cellular stimuli and conditions, 

contributing to our understanding of receptor interactions and its functional capacity. 

Clearly C0l33 influences crucial biological properties of haemopoietic stem cells and 

progenitor stem cells. It is conceivable that C0l33, directly or through its interaction with 

signalling pathways such as Wnt and tyrosine kinase, may influence cell cycle, 

proliferation and the interaction of stem cells with surrounding cells and the extracellular 

matrix as well as contributing to motility and migration. Our data suggests that C0l33 

may play a suppressive role in stem cell biology and a regulatory role in maintaining 

quiescence, keeping the early stem and progenitor cells in a non proliferating, non motile 

state. Within haemopoiesis this would occur within the bone marrow, allowing the stem 

cells to self renew or with appropriate stimuli mature and proliferate, thereby maintaining 

haemopoiesis. With the loss or ligand dissociation of CD 133 expression cells are allowed 

to proliferate cycle and migrate to areas were tissue regeneration is required. 
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Future studies 

Studying cancer stem cells has proven useful in trying to comprehend CO 133 function, 

however there is no format to mutations and studies have shown that cancers expressed in 

various tissues and cells exhibit different functions. This may be due to functional changes 

or differences in experimental conditions between various labs. A way to resolve this 

would be to analyse a range of cell lines expressing COl33 under the same conditions and 

determining whether any generic functions are associated with expression. 

More specifically generation of a C0133 knockout cell line, ideally from a haemopoietic 

background would be crucial in determining the role C0133 plays in biology. This would 

prevent receptor recycling problems and allow research to be conducted on a range of 

functional experiments with no time constraints attached. Transwell experiments would 

also be very informative as we failed to carry out any experiments in this thesis. This 

would determine C0133's relationship to motility and migration and whether knockdown 

ofC0133 or Mab binding would affect these processes as we suggested. An alternative to 

"knocking out" is "knocking in" C0133 into a cell line lacking expression and measuring 

changes in the function of the cell. This could be developed further by generating "knock 

in" cell lines that express a fusion of a fluorescent protein (such as red mCherry) with the 

C-terminus ofC0133 allowing us to visualise and trace C0133+ cells. 

One would expect C0133's role within haemopoiesis to be structured and possibly easier 

to investigate in contrast to malignant cells. This could be examined using primary cells. In 

this thesis we attempted to culture cord blood cells, however CO 133 is also expressed on 

mesenchymal and embryonic stem cells. Establishing a method to culture primary cells in a 

manner that would inhibit differentiation but allow proliferation is crucial to manipulating 

these cells and successfully conducting functional experiments. 

Experimentally, various other aspects of functionality can be measured other than the 

methods outlined in this thesis. Micro array analysis could be carried out in a broader 

fashion with no pre conceived notions as to possible outcome with the aim of uncovering 

novel genes and pathway previously unrelated to C0133. Metabolonomics and 

proteonomics experiments may also be carried out to better define the down stream 

pathways and signalling molecules CO 133 may be utilising. 
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Finally, to detennine whether the suppressive effects observed from binding of the Mab 

CD133 on Caco-2 cells are epitope dependent or whether it requires the stimulation of both 

epitopes. If on binding to their specific epitopes, Mab AC 141 fails to provide downstream 

events and Mab AC133 caused downstream signalling, this would lead to an alteration in 

the gene profiles produced by the different antibodies. This would suggest that AC 141 

would be an ideal candidate to use when purifying and enriching CD133+ cells, whilst 

ACl33 would be a useful ligand alternative. 
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Appendix 1 

Micro Array analysis of Caco-2 cells 

Compact Disk - Appendix! Chapter 4 Micro Array Data 

Group 1 

Group 2 

Group 3 

(C0133 knocked down group) 

(IgG control labelled group) 

(C0133 Ab labelled group) 

All groups were compared to a control group consisting of unstimulated cells 

Folder A: Contains normalised and raw data for all three groups and control group. 

Folder B: Gene lists for all three conditions compared to the control group for 

both up and down-regulated genes. 

Folder C: Gene ontology's for all three groups both up and down regulated genes. 

The ontology's were split into 3 different areas. Biological processes. 

Molecular functions and Cellular components. 

Folder 0: Molecular pathways for all three groups both up and down regulated. 



Appendix 2 

CLSM and 2-0imensional imaging 

Compact Disk - Appendix! Chapter 5 Confocal Data 

The following table illustrates the folders found within appendix 2 on the enclosed CD. 

These folders contain examples of the original CLSM data and 2-D images 

Folder A: BMCO removal of Lipid Rafts 

Folder B: C0133 association with Lipid Rafts 

Folder C: C0133 knockdown effect on lipid Rafts 

Folder D: C0133 distribution in the presence of Fibronectin 

Folder Image C0133 Lipid Raft 

Folder A I 488 (Green) 555 (Red) 

2 488 555 

Folder B 3 488 555 

4 488 555 

5 488 555 

Folder C 6 488 555 

7 488 555 

Folder 0 8a - Fibronectin 488 555 

9a + Fibronectin 488 555 

Magnification 

63x oil 

63x oil 

63x oil 

63x oil 

63x oil 

63x oil 

63x oil 

63x oil 

63x oil 

Images 8b and 9b in folder 0 represent 20 Z scan images ofCaco-2 cells showing the 

distribution ofC0133 on the cell surface (apical, middle or basolateral). 
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